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Abstract 

The transition from non-renewable energy to renewable energy has driven the development of 

polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) using hydrogen fuels to power vehicles free from emissions for 

sustainable future. However, the high cost of PEFCs is one of the bottlenecks for marketing fuel cell 

vehicles in large-scale due to the heavy use of expensive platinum group metal catalysts (PGM) for 

boosting oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), a sluggish electrochemical reaction. Iron-nitrogen-carbon 

(Fe-N-C) catalysts, a replacement of PGM catalysts, have shown promising activity for ORR in PEFCs 

as PGM-free catalysts because they contain highly ORR-active Fe-N4 sites formed in the high 

temperature treatment. However, the ORR activity of current Fe-N-C catalysts is still insufficient to 

replace PGM catalysts mainly due to their low density of Fe-N4 active sites. This is because Fe in 

precursors typically tends to form Fe metallic phases over Fe-N4 active sites during high temperature 

treatment. 

This dissertation focus on developing Fe-N-C catalysts in high density of Fe-N4 active sites 

and favorable morphology to achieve high activity and stability for ORR in fuel cells. Chapter 1 

summarizes metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) as ideal precursors for preparing Fe-N-C catalysts 

with decent ORR activity due to their well-defined crystal structure, high surface area and flexible 

chemistry. In Chapter 2, a facile doping chemistry has been employed to prepare well-defined Fe 

chemically doped MOF precursor in a controlled manner. Atomically dispersed Fe in Fe-N-C catalysts 

can be exclusively obtained to build high density of Fe-N4 sites without any Fe metallic phases at 

optimum Fe content. Such atomically dispersed Fe catalysts with high density of Fe-N4 sites achieve 

high ORR activity approaching commercial Pt/C catalysts. The Fe content in the synthesis of 

precursors has be found to be critical to obtain high density of Fe-N4 catalysts with high ORR activity. 

The promising durability of this atomically dispersed Fe catalyst has been also observed in fuel cells 

at the practical operation voltages.  

In addition to increasing the density of active sites, the particle size of these atomically 

dispersed Fe catalysts can be readily controlled by tuning the crystal size of Fe doped MOFs in 
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Chapter 3. The particle size in catalysts plays an important role on affecting the utilization of active 

sites for ORR as well as the porous structure of catalysts for mass transport. The atomically dispersed 

Fe catalyst with particle size in 50 nm has been identified with best ORR activity at rotating ring-disk 

electrode measurement at the same Fe content since it could expose the most numbers of Fe-N4 

accessible for ORR. A reduction to 20 nm particle size in catalysts results in the decreasing in ORR 

activity because of the severe particle agglomeration under this dimension. The formation of Fe-N4 

active sties in atomically dispersed Fe catalysts has been also investigated on various temperature at 

high temperature treatment. The Fe-N4 active sites doped in the carbon structure can be directly 

transformed from tetrahedral Fe-N4 structure in Fe doped MOF precursors, suggesting that this doping 

chemistry is effective approach to controlling the formation of Fe-N4 at high temperature. In Chapter 

4, the morphology of atomically dispersed Fe catalysts with various shapes and dimensions has been 

also prepared by tuning the ligand chemistry in the synthesis of Fe doped MOFs with dual ligands, 

showing promising activity and stability enhancement.  

In Chapter 5, these atomically dispersed Fe catalysts have been explored as electro-catalysts 

for carbon dioxide reduction reaction (CO2RR), possessing higher CO selectivity over H2 than 

atomically Co dispersed catalysts and nitrogen doped carbon. Overall, this dissertation provides an 

effective strategies to prepare these atomically dispersed Fe catalysts with high density of active sites 

and controlled morphology, which will play an essential role for the electrocatalysis of ORR, CO2RR 

and other emerging electrochemical reactions for sustainable energy future.   
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Chapter 1: Platinum Metal Group-free Catalysts Derived from Metal-Organic Frameworks 

1.1. Introduction to polymer electrolyte fuel cells 

Fuel cells, generating electricity via converting chemical energy from chemical fuels such as 

hydrogen and methanol into electricity, have become one of the most promising alternatives to 

traditional combustion engines 1. Fuel cells are known as galvanic cells which can generate electricity 

from spontaneous electrochemical reactions. A galvanic cell is basically composed of two electrodes 

and electrolytes. The two electrodes are not touched, while are connected in a circuit by wires and 

electrolytes. The wires deliver electrons flowing in circuits, and electrolytes transport ions between 

anode and cathode to complete the entire circuit for delivering powers. The two electrodes are famous 

as anode and cathode. At anode, reduction reactions occur where chemicals lose electrons. On the 

other hand, at the cathode, oxidation reactions happen where another chemicals gain electrons. In 

galvanic cells, the electrons are produced at anode, and move to cathode via external circuit. At the 

same time, electrolytes transport ions between anode and cathode to balance the charge in entire cells.  

The low-temperature (~80 oC) polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) is one of the promising fuel 

cells for sustainable energy future, especially for hydrogen polymer electrolyte fuel cells using 

hydrogen as fuels. There are two advantages of hydrogen polymer electrolyte fuel cells: their 

compactness and zero emission. The compactness comes from the employment of polymer electrolyte 

membrane. The polymer electrolyte membrane serves as a ionic conductor in PEFCs, which could be 

easier for processing and provide higher energy density than liquid electrolyte. The zero emission of 

hydrogen PEFCs is attributed by the overall electrochemical reaction between H2 and O2 with only 

product as H2O. Two half-cell electrochemical reactions involved in fuel cells are hydrogen oxidation 

reaction (HOR) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). HOR can easily take place on the surface of Pt 

to quickly generate high current density with negligible overpotential at the anode. However, the ORR 

at the cathode is kinetically sluggish, several orders of magnitude slower than HOR even using large 

amounts of Pt-based catalysts 2, 3. ORR involves four electron, containing several intermediates. As a 
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result, although high loadings of Pt-based catalysts are used on the cathode, high ORR overpotentials 

about 300 mV is needed to yield decent current 4, 5. Therefore, the ORR is the bottleneck for high 

performance fuel cells, which heavily rely on scarce Pt on earth. In parallel to the development of low-

platinum group-metal (PGM) catalyst with increased activity and durability 6-8, significant effort has 

been on PGM-free ORR electrocatalysis in the past decade, which results in great progress. Compared 

to other studied oxides, sulfides, and carbides 9-15, carbon-based catalysts have many obvious 

advantages including low cost, high electrical conductivity, high surface areas, easy functionalities 

and processibility. Therefore, carefully engineering nanostructure, morphology, and doping of PGM-

free catalysts would yield significantly increased density of active sites and strengthened bonding 

structures. 

1.2. Development of platinum group metal-free catalysts 

Inspired by the catalytic activity of a macrocyclic compound discovered in 1964 16, scientists 

initially focused on the development of macrocycle-based ORR catalysts by using high temperature 

treatment to improve the stability and activity 17, opening a new approach to synthesize PGM-free 

ORR catalysts with numerous choices of precursors 18. Later, instead of expensive macrocyclic 

compounds, a wide variety of nitrogen and carbon precursors (e.g., ethylene diamine, polypyrrole, 

polyaniline melamine, along with inexpensive inorganic transition metal salts were identified as 

effective to yield active M-N-C catalysts 19-31. Meanwhile, the understanding of active sites on PGM-

free catalysts through high temperature treatment has also been focused on heteroatom-doped (e.g., N, 

B, S or P) carbon structures and the possible coordination between metal and nitrogen 11, 32-38. 

Transition metals (Fe/Co) have been recognized to play a significant role in the formation of active 

sites during high temperature treatment 31, 39, 40. However it is still debated whether metal elements act 

as active sites for the ORR or are just involved in the formation of active sites of nitrogen-doped 

carbon (N-doped carbon) since it is difficult to remove all metal atoms in the catalysts 26, 41. The 

optimization of catalyst synthesis such as screening of different precursors and temperature 

optimization of pyrolysis as well as correlating the structure-performance relationship of catalysts 
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have led to highly active and stable PGM-free catalysts 39, 42-49. However, the lack of well-controlled 

synthetic chemistry techniques remains a major challenge to significantly increase density of active 

sites and strengthen the bonding structures in catalysts, and more importantly to understand the 

structure-property relationship which is important for a developing design rule for PGM-free catalysts. 

For example, in most traditional synthesis methods of PGM-free catalysts, all precursors are typically 

mixed together into a complex composite for high temperature treatment, resulting in uncontrolled 

structures and highly heterogeneous aggregates. This further makes it difficult to study the property-

performance correlations between catalysts and ORR performance to identify active sites and elucidate 

their formation during pyrolysis. 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), constructed by bridging metal-containing units with organic 

linkers to create ordered crystal frameworks, have attracted interest in many fields such as gas storage, 

gas separation, drug delivery, and energy storage and conversion due to their well-defined crystal 

structure, large surface area, high volume of tunable micropores, and variety in synthetic chemistry 50-

52. High surface area and microporous carbon materials can be easily obtained by carbonization of 

MOFs at high temperatures 53-55. In comparison to the traditional synthesis of PGM-free catalysts, 

MOFs are ideal precursors that are able to integrate metal, nitrogen and carbon precursors together as 

one ordered crystal structure. MOF precursors not only connect each individual precursor in a 

controlled manner with defined chemistry, but also possess high surface area capable of 

accommodating increased active sites and benefiting to mass transfer. In addition, the structure-

defined precursors minimize the generation of inactive species during heat treatment, reducing tedious 

post-treatment synthesis steps to remove inactive species, thus lowering the cost of PGM-free catalysts. 

In 2010, Liu et al. at Argonne National Laboratory first introduced a cobalt zeolitic imidazolate 

framework-derived carbon catalyst for the ORR in acid, showing promising performance with low 

cost precursors and a simple synthesis procedure to fulfill the requirement of ORR catalysts 41, 56, 

which initiated the investigation of MOF-derived carbon composites as ORR catalysts. Most recent 

achievements have shown Fe/MOF hybrid PGM-free catalysts exhibiting high activity approaching to 
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Pt in fuel cell performance 57-59. These unprecedented achievements encourage scientists to develop 

PGM-free catalysts by using the well-defined MOF precursors to engineer their nanostructures and 

morphologies with increased density of active sites and strengthened bonding structures. More 

importantly, the structurally well-defined and homogeneous MOF model catalysts are ideal 

fundamental platforms to probe active sites and elucidate bonding structures among each element, 

which remains elusive for decades in the field. Expect for the M-N-C and nitrogen doped carbon ORR 

catalysts, MOFs derived carbon-based metallic compounds such as metal oxides and metal carbides 

obtained by pyrolysis at reactive atmosphere such as O2 and H2 has also been widely studied as ORR 

catalysts, particularly as bifunctional catalysts in alkaline electrolytes since they are not stable in the 

acidic medium 60. In addition, as bifucntional catalysts, the performance of the catalysts need to be 

balanced between oxygen evolution reaction and ORR, which mostly would sacrifice the performance 

of both reaction, typically resulting the insufficient ORR performance. Thus, we will not discuss such 

catalysts extensively in this review. Here, we summarize recent development of MOF-derived ORR 

catalysts, with emphasis on nanostructure engineering using various synthetic approaches and the 

correlation between structure and electrochemical properties.  

1.3. General design and synthesis for MOF-derived ORR catalysts  

The general requirements for highly active ORR catalysts are (1) intrinsically high reactivity of active 

sites, (2) large density of active sites, (3) efficient transfer of electrons and reagents, (4) good durability 

in fuel cell operation 61. Thus, the MOF precursors need to be converted into highly porous and 

graphitized carbon with large amounts of uniformly distributed highly active catalytic sites. Thus, 

rational design of MOFs with various ligands and metals (secondary building units), as well as proper 

interactions with other precursors in appropriate synthetic ways are essential to achieve highly active 

ORR catalysts. In this section, we will summarize general principles to design and synthesize ORR 

catalysts obtained from MOF precursors by considering the metals and ligands and synthetic 

approaches. 
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1.3.1. MOF precursors  

Since all ORR catalysts mentioned in this review are prepared with high temperature treatment, MOF-

based materials are recognized as precursors to produce carbon composite catalysts. Due to the 

complex reaction systems in high temperature treatment the synthesis of precursors plays a crucial 

role on the generation of highly active ORR catalysts. Here we classify MOF-based precursors into 

two categories: MOFs crystal precursors and MOF composite precursors. MOF crystals refer to the 

sole presence of MOF crystals without any other impurities, that is, all precursors are integrated into 

the crystal framework matrix for further pyrolysis. This requires well-controlled synthesis to produce 

MOF crystals with heterogeneity. On the other hand, MOF composites precursors are defined as MOF 

crystals mixed with any other molecules as precursors. We divide MOF composite precursors further 

into two groups: MOF hybrid composites and templated-MOF composites. Among MOF hybrid 

composites, MOFs act similarly to carbon supports in traditional non-precious metal synthesis, 

offering their surface and pores for metal and nitrogen precursors to absorb and form active sites; 

however, unlike traditional carbon supports, MOF has high activity to easily incorporate nitrogen and 

metals when they are carbonized. In addition, the high volume of micropores is favorable to increasing 

density of active sites 36. In templated-MOF composites, MOFs grow in situ on a template such as 

graphene or carbon nanotubes 62, 63, assembling into a unique superstructure of MOFs instead of MOF 

aggregates, increasing the effective surface area and accessibility of active sites for the catalyst. MOF 

composites provide more opportunities to combine various synthesis chemistry and fabrication 

approaches to maximize the activity of ORR catalysts, while MOF crystals are good model candidates 

to study the structure-activity correlations of ORR catalysts in pyrolysis due to their relatively clear 

and ordered structure. The composition and morphology of the MOFs derived catalysts can be easily 

related with their precursors such as particle size, porous structure and metal contents. For instance, 

the MOFs crystal particle size and shapes could be retained after the thermal conversion. The 

microporous structure of MOFs crystals can be also largely preserved after carbonization if the ligands 
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are relatively rigid. The metal contents of the catalysts can be readily tuned by chemically doping 

metals into MOFs precursors. 

1.3.2. Metal and ligand precursors  

Metal ions are required to construct MOF crystals, thus the introduction of metal elements is almost 

unavoidable for MOF-based catalysts. A wide variety of metals can be used to construct MOFs. Al, 

Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn metal ions have been used to synthesize MOFs precursors to produce 

ORR catalysts in the alkaline medium64, 65. Noticeably, Al, Mg and Zn are generally used as structural 

nodes to generate nitrogen-doped carbon with high surface area by high temperature treatment since 

they can be easily removed by high temperature treatment or acid-leaching treatment. In such an 

approach, these metal ions only play a role as the skeleton for MOF precursors, not involved in the 

formation of M-N active site , which is recognized as sacrifice templates. In the acidic electrolytes, 

however, only Fe and Co-containing MOFs derived catalysts currently exhibited promising activity 

since the high intrinsic activity of FeNx and CoNx active sites. Fe-containing catalysts have been 

recognized as the one with the highest ORR activity. However, Fe could be a potential issue for the 

instability of fuel cells owing to the generation of fenton agent with hydroxyl radical that can severely 

damage the proton exchange membrane or ionomers during fuel cell operations39. Although recent 

studies have been reported that it remained unstable for Fe/ZIF-8 composites derived ORR catalysts 

even after removing Fe and Fe-free nitrogen-doped carbon catalysts66, since the degradation of the 

catalysts could be also attributed by the oxidation of nitrogen, corrosion of carbon, and possible water 

flooding in the micropores. It still cannot completely exclude the instability of catalysts possibly 

causing by the presence of Fe. Thus, Fe-free ORR catalysts have also been developed as alternatives. 

Although other transition metals such as Ni- and Cu-derived carbon ORR catalysts exhibit some ORR 

activity in alkaline electrolytes 64, 65, their poor intrinsic nature for ORR catalysis limits them from 

achieving high activity. Mn-based MOFs derived catalysts with high activity are rarely reported. Thus, 

in terms of transition metal-based ORR catalysts, we will mainly focus on Fe- and Co-based MOF-

derived ORR catalysts. 
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The variety of available ligands is attractive for the design and synthesis of different MOFs. The 

change in ligands with the same metals significantly affects the topology and pore structure of MOFs 

67, 68. Ligands are used as carbon precursors and nitrogen precursors for PGM-free catalysts. To 

introduce as much nitrogen-doped carbon as possible to boost ORR activity, ligands with aromatic 

nitrogen and other high nitrogen content are highly favorable for the formation of N-doped carbon or 

M-N-C carbon catalysts 69. In addition, they also act as a skeleton for controlling the final 

nanostructure and morphologies of final carbon catalysts, because the resulting carbon structure is 

obtained by the carbonization of these ligands. Thus careful design and selection of ligands are crucial 

for achieving highly active ORR catalysts with optimal porosity and morphologies.  

Among studied MOF precursors, the zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) derived ORR 

catalysts has been widely investigated and reported with most promising ORR performance. ZIFs are 

built into zeolite-like three-dimensional crystal structure by repeating coordination between 

tetrahedral metal ions (e.g., Zn, Co) and imidazolate compounds 70. Several reasons could be possibly 

explained about why ZIFs are recognized as excellent precursors. Asides from the high surface area, 

versatile topology, ordered structure, their excellent chemical and thermal stability makes them easy 

to be processed in the preparation of PGM-free catalysts 71. The rigorous crystal shapes with 

micropores could be mostly retained after pyrolysis, offering a great opportunity to control the 

structure and morphology of the ORR catalysts. In addition, the aromatic nitrogen and high nitrogen 

content of imidazolate ligands are largely beneficial to the formation of nitrogen doped carbon in the 

carbonization69. Besides, compared to the MOFs with metal-oxygen chelating, the metal-nitrogen 

coordination in ZIFs, such as Co-N is possibly favorable for the formation of CoNx active sites in high 

temperature treatments72. 

1.2.3. General synthesis approaches 

In general, the synthesis of PGM-free catalysts has two stages: Synthesis of precursors, and generation 

of catalysts in high temperature treatment. The quality of MOF precursors such as topology, size and 

micropore volume of the MOF crystals is highly related to the morphology, surface area and activity 
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of the final carbon composite ORR catalyst. For instance, ORR catalysts derived from smaller Co-

containing ZIF-67 crystals display more porous feature with improved half-wave potential according 

to the measured ORR polarization plots, likely due to the enhancement of mass transfer and active site 

accessibility 73. Therefore, proper synthetic approaches for specific MOFs should be considered to 

obtain MOF crystal precursors with optimal properties. During high temperature synthesis, both inert 

gas and reactive gas such as NH3 are useful to enhance the performance of catalysts in durability and 

activity. For MOF composite precursors especially, various techniques such as electrospin and guest-

induced control into pores of MOFs were employed to combine MOF crystals with other precursors. 

The currently synthesized MOF-derived catalysts and their corresponding ORR activity in terms of 

onset and half-wave potentials determined by using rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) are 

summarized in alkaline electrolytes (Table 1a) and acid electrolytes (Table 1b), respectively.  
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Table 1a. Summary of synthesis and ORR activity in alkaline electrolytes for MOF precursor-derived catalysts. 

Metals MOFs 
Other 

precursors 

1st heat 

treatment 

Acid-

leachi

ng 

2nd heat 

treatme

nt 

 

Electrolytes and rpm 

Onset 

potentials 
Half wave 

potentials 

Fuel cell 

test 

Ref 

Zn ZIF-8 - 
1000 oC, 

N2 
- - 

 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.02 V 

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

-0.20 V 

 

- 74 

 

Zn ZIF-8 

Graphene oxide 

and poly(vinyl 

pyrrolidone) 

800 oC, Ar Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.02V (vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

 

-0.12 V 

Yes 62 

Zn ZIF-8 
Carbon 

nanotube 

1000 oC, 

Ar 
Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

1.03 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.88 V 

 

- 63 

Zn ZIF-8 

Carbon 

nanotube and 

polydopamine 

900 oC, Ar Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.19 V 

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

 

-0.08 V 

 

- 75 

Zn ZIF-8 Dopamine 
800 oC, 

Ar 
Yes - 

 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.88 V (vs 

RHE) 
0.81 V 

- 76 

Zn ZIF-8 
Mesoporous 

SiO2 

900 oC, 

N2 
Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.08 V, 

 
-0.15 V 

- 77 

Zn ZIF-8 
Tellurium 

nanowires 

1000 oC, 

Ar 
- - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.14 V 

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

 

-0.23 V 

- 78 

Zn ZIF-8 
CdTe 

nanowires 

1000 oC, 

N2 
- - 0.1 M KOH, 1600rpm 

-0.06 (vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

 

-0.17 V 

- 79 

Zn MOF-5 Melamine 
1000 oC, 

Ar 
- 

550 oC, 

900 oC 
0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.03 V (vs. 

Hg/Hgo) 

 

-0.15 V 

- 80 

Zn MOF-5 

Urea and 

Dimethyl 

sulfoxide 

900 oC, N2 Yes - 
 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.02 V 

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

-0.15 V 

- 81 

Zn MOF-5 

DCDA 

(dicyandiamid), 

TPP(triarylphos

phine), DMSO 

900 oC, N2 Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.03 V 

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

 

-0.17 V 

- 82 
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Al 
Amino-

MIL-53(Al) 
- 

1000 oC, 

N2 
Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.13 V 

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

 

-0.22 V 

- 83 

Co ZIF-67 - 
900 oC, 

Ar 
Yes 

900 oC, 

Ar 
0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.98 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

 

0.86 V 

-  

Co, Zn 
ZIF-67/ZIF-

8 

Tripenylphosph

ine 
900 oC, N2 Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.04 V 

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

 

-0.12 V 

-   84 

Co, Zn 
ZIF-67/ZIF-

8 
- 900 oC, Ar - - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.98 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.87 V 

- 85 

Co, Zn 
ZIF-67/ZIF-

8 
- 

1000 oC, 

Ar 
- - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.98 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.90 V 

- 86 

Co ZIF-67 
Thiourea and 

CoCl2 

900 oC, 

N2 
- - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.17 V 

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

 

-0.05 V 

- 87 

Co ZIF-67 Thioacetamide 
600 oC, 

N2 
- - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.96 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.82 V 

- 88 

Co ZIF-67 CoAL-LDH 
800 oC, 

N2 
Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.94 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.83 V 

- 89 

Co ZIF-67 CoAL-LDH 
800 oC, 

N2 
Yes - 0.1 M KOH, 1600rpm 

0.98 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.85 V 

- 90 

Co CPM-24 - 
700 oC, 

Ar 
- - 

 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.78 V (vs 

RHE) 
0.90 V 

- 91 

Co ZIF-9 Sulfur 
900 oC, 

N2 
- - 

 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.95 V (vs 

RHE) 
0.85 V 

- 92 

Fe, Zn Fe-ZIF-7 - 
1000 oC, 

N2 
Yes - 

 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

1.04 V (vs 

RHE) 
0.87 V 

- 93 

Fe IRMOF-3 - 
800 oC, 

Ar 
- - 

 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.93 V (vs 

RHE) 
0.78 V 

- 94 

Fe 
MIL-88B-

NH3 
- 

900 oC, 

Ar 
- - 

 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

1.03 V (vs 

RHE) 
0.92 V 

- 95 
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Fe, Zn ZIF-8 

Iron acetate(II) 

and 1,10-

phenanthroline 

1050 oC, 

Ar 
- 

1050 
oC, 

NH3 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

1.03 V (vs 

RHE) b) 0.87 V 

Yes 96 

Fe, Zn ZIF-8 Dicyandiamide 
900 oC, 

N2 
Yes 

700 oC, 

N2 
0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

-0.23 V 

(vs. 

Hg/Hg2Cl2) 

-0.183 V 

- 97 

Fe MIL-100 
5-

aminotetrazole 

800 oC, 

Ar 
Yes - 

 

0.1 M KOH, 1600 rpm 

0.92 V (vs 

RHE) 
0.77 V 

- 98 

Fe, Co Co(PTP) 

Iron acetate(II) 

and 

Dicyandiamide 

1000 oC, 

N2 
Yes 

1000 
oC, 

N2 

 

0.1 M KOH, 900 rpm 

b) 1.02 V 

(vs RHE) b) 0.88 V 

 99 
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Table 1b. Summary of synthesis and ORR activity in acid electrolytes for MOF precursor-derived catalysts. 

Metals MOFs 
Other 

precursors 

1st heat 

treatment 

Acid-

leachi

ng 

2nd heat 

treatme

nt 

Electrolytes and rpm 

Onset 

potentials 
Half wave 

potentials 

Fuel cell 

test 

Ref 

Co CoIM - 750 oC, Ar Yes - 
 

0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.83 V (vs 

RHE) 

0.68 V 

 

- 72 

Co ZIF-67 - 
750 oC, 

Ar 
- - 0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.86 V (vs 

RHE) 

0.71 V 

 

- 73 

Co ZIF-67 - 
900 oC, 

Ar 
Yes 

900 oC, 

Ar 

 

0.5 M H2SO4, 900 rpm 

0.85 V (vs 

RHE) 

0.71 V 

 

- 69 

Co, Zn 
ZIF-67/ZIF-

8 
- 

1000 oC, 

Ar 
Yes 

950 oC, 

NH3 
0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.93 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.76 V 

Yes 100 

Fe, Zn Fe-ZIF-8 - 
1000 oC, 

Ar 
- - 0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.95 V (vs 

RHE) 
0.82 V 

- 101 

Fe, Zn Fe-ZIF-7 - 
1000 oC, 

N2 
Yes - 0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.90V (vs 

RHE) 

0.78 V 

 

- 93 

Fe, Zn ZIF-8 Furfuryl alcohol 
1050 oC, 

Ar 
- 

950 oC, 

NH3 
0.1 M H2SO4, 1600 rpm 

0.93 V (vs 

RHE) 

0.80 V 

 

Yes 102 

Fe, Zn ZIF-8 

Fe(II) acetate 

and 1,10-

phenanthroline 

1050 oC, 

Ar 
Yes 

950 oC, 

NH3 
0.1 M H2SO4, 1600 rpm 

0.98 V (vs 

RHE) 

0.88 V Yes 57 

Fe, Zn ZIF-8 

Iron acetate(II) 

and 1,10-

phenanthroline 

1050 oC, 

Ar 
- 

1050 
oC, 

NH3 

0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

 

 

0.93 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.78 V Yes 96 

Fe FeIM - 
800 oC, 

Ar 
Yes 

800 oC, 

NH3 
0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.86 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.68 V - 103 

Fe, Zn ZIF-8 FeIM 
1050 oC, 

Ar 
- 

950 oC, 

NH3 
0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.90 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.75 V Yes 103 

Fe, Zn ZIF-8 
Tris-1,10-

phenanthroline 

and iron(II) 

perchlorate 

 

Tris-1,10-

phenanthroline 

 

 

1050 oC, 

Ar 

 

 

   1050 oC, 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

  Yes 

 

 

950 oC, 

NH3 

 

 

0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 
0.90 V (vs 

RHE) 

0.76 V Yes 104 

Fe, Zn Zn(eIm)2 0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.91 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.78 V Yes 104 

Fe, Zn Zn(4abIm)2 0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 
0.90 V (vs 

RHE) 

0.76 V Yes 104 
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and iron(II) 

perchlorate 

 

Ar 950 oC, 

NH3 

 

Fe, Zn Zn(Im)2 0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.88 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.73 V Yes 104 

Fe, Zn ZIF-68 

Iron acetate(II) 

and 1,10-

phenanthroline 

 

900 oC, 

N2 
Yes - 

0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.70 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.50 V - 105 

Fe, Zn ZIF-69 0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.60 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.45 V - 105 

Fe, Zn ZIF-70 
 

0.1 M HClO4, 1600 rpm 

0.80 V (vs 

RHE) 

0.58 V - 105 

Fe, Zn MIL-100 

Iron acetate(II) 

and 

Dicyandiamide 

1000 oC, 

N2 
Yes 

1000 
oC, 

N2 

0.5 M H2SO4, 900 rpm 

0.95 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.78 V - 106 

Fe, Co Co(PTP) 

Iron acetate(II) 

and 

Dicyandiamide 

1000 oC, 

N2 
Yes 

1000 
oC, 

N2 

0.5 M H2SO4, 900 rpm 

 

0.95 V (vs 

RHE) 

 

0.79 V - 99 
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1.4. Catalysts derived from MOF crystals  

In principle, MOF crystals, consisting of nitrogen-containing hydrocarbon ligands and transition metal 

nodes, are perfect precursors for M-N-C or N-C catalyst synthesis via high-temperature carbonization 

approach. In this case, the structure and morphology of the final catalyst are determined by the features 

of the MOF precursor itself. This provides a good chance to engineer catalyst morphologies and 

structures. Also it allow us to elucidate the structure-property correlations of M-N-C/N-C catalysts in 

order to further rational design. 

1.4.1. MOF crystals containing single metal ions 

In general, homogenous MOFs crystals are comprised of only one metal and one ligand, which gives 

it a highly ordered crystal structure. Such well-defined crystal structures of pristine MOF precursors 

are ideal models to understand how the ORR activity of catalysts relates to the structure of their 

precursors. 

1.4.1.1. N-C catalysts derived from MOF crystals 

Nitrogen-doped carbon catalysts for the ORR have recently been developed to overcome durability 

issues caused by the degradation of transition metal active sites in fuel cell operation. In spite of the 

ORR instability of Fe-free nitrogen-doped carbon recently reported 66, it should be noticed that the 

without intentional addition of ORR active transition metals, only the stability of nitrogen-doped 

carbon need to be addressed instead of solving the stability of both metal and nitrogen-doped carbon 

components in the catalysts. Zn2+ containing MOFs have been paid a lot of attention since Zn can 

easily be removed during high temperature treatment due to the comparatively low boiling points of 

Zn metals (907 oC). Monodispersed zeolitic imidazolite framework (ZIF)-8 nanocrystals with a size 

of 60 nm were synthesized by linking Zn2+ and 2-methylimidazole. They were then carbonized to 

prepare nitrogen-doped carbon catalysts (N-C), resulting in graphitic porous nanostructured carbons 

retaining their original rhombic dedocanehedron shapes (Figure 1-1) 74. This indicates that the 

architecture of ZIF-8 is rigid to high temperature treatment. The effect of temperature and time on the 

activity of the catalysts in 0.1 M KOH were studied. When increasing the temperature from 700 oC to 
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1000 oC and the pyrolysis time to 10 h, the degree of graphitization of the catalysts was significantly 

improved, corresponding to the high BET surface area of 932 m2/g and the best ORR activity with an 

onset potential of -0.02 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) and a half-wave potential of -0.20 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 0.1 M 

NaOH electrolytes. Large portions of the micropores from ZIF-8 crystals and the effectiveness of 

removing Zn during the high temperature treatment are responsible for the large amounts of 

micropores (0.32 cm2/g) and meso/macropores (0.67 cm2/g)  in the final catalyst, which are beneficial 

to the increase of active sites and mass transfer in catalyst layers.  

Mg-based MOFs precursors derived N-C catalysts have been used as a model to study the relations 

between their nitrogen content and oxygen reduction activity 107. By adjusting pH with potassium 

carbonate, the Mg2+ coordination with the quaternary amine groups of nitrilotriacetic acid were able 

to be tuned by protonating and deprotonating, resulting into the significant change in the nitrogen 

content after argon pyrolysis at 900 oC. On the other hand, the other important factors for ORR such 

as surface area and graphitization were in a much less change after high temperature treatment. As a 

result, they found that at lower nitrogen content (below 3 at%), the increasing nitrogen amounts in the 

final catalysts led to the enhancement in the onset potential and half-wave potential of the catalysts in 

alkaline medium. 
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Figure 1-1. (A) Schematic illustration of direct carbonization of ZIF-8 crystals into nitrogen doped 

graphitic porous carbons (NGPCs). TEM and SEM images for ZIF-8 crystals (B, C, E) and converted 

N-C catalysts (F, G, H, and I). (D) Representation of (110) plane of ZIF-8 crystals. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref. 74 . Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

1.4.1.2. M-N-C catalysts derived from MOF crystals using single metals 

Although N-C catalysts exhibit high activity for the ORR in alkaline electrolyte, there is no reports of 

good ORR activity in acidic media so far. Transition metal especially Fe, Co, and Mn involved M-N-

C catalysts represent the most promising PGM-free catalyst in both alkaline and acidic electrolytes, 

likely due to the possible metal-nitrogen coordination with much enhanced intrinsic activity. Co-N-C 

ORR catalysts have been extensively developed in the traditional synthesis of PGM-free catalysts 

since they could provide relatively stable performance compared to iron-based ORR catalysts.. 

However, the intrinsic activity of CoNx active sites are lower than FeNx 
108. An ORR carbon catalyst 

derived from a cobalt zeolitic imidazolate framework was first synthesized by Liu’s group 41, 72. The 

carbon/nitrogen precursor imidazole, and the metal precursor, Co2+, are integrated into an ordered 

crystal structure with well-defined micropores. The Co-containing MOF precursors were further 
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carbonized at 750 oC followed by acid-leached by diluted sulfuric acid. The residual Co nanoparticles 

are still embedded in carbon composites. This catalyst showed as expected ORR performance for 

regular Co-N-C catalysts with an onset potential of 0.86 V and a half-wave potential of 0.71 V in 0.1 

M HClO4. The possible formation of CoN4 active sites was detected by X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(XAS). This pioneer work demonstrated that MOF crystals are able to be effective precursors for the 

synthesis of active M-N-C ORR catalyst via pyrolysis, opening a new way for the synthesis of PGM-

free ORR catalysts.  

The study of the structure-performance correlation of ORR catalysts derived from Co-based 

MOFs was reported in 2014 by Wang et al 62. With the same heating temperature at 900 oC, ZIF-67-

derived catalysts contained a much higher nitrogen content (4.0-5.5 at%) than that of 

Co2(bdc)2(dabco)-derived carbon (0.3 at%) due to the stronger bonds between aromatic nitrogen atoms 

and carbon atoms than those of aliphatic N. The two Co-based catalysts were composed of Co 

nanoparticles wrapped into the highly graphitized carbon layers owing to the catalytic effect of Co 

during pyrolysis. Meanwhile, Co-free ZIF-8 derived catalysts only consisted of amorphous carbon due 

to the evaporation of Zn during high temperature treatment. Despite having lower surface area and 

lower nitrogen content, the ZIF-67-900 catalyst showed much higher activities (E0 =0.91 V, E1/2 =0.85 

V in 0.1 M KOH and E0 =0.85 V, E1/2 =0.71 V in 0.1 M HClO4) in both acidic and alkaline electrolyte 

relative to ZIF-8-900, suggesting that Co plays a significant role in the catalysts. The difference in the 

onset potentials and half wave potentials of ZIF-8-900 and ZIF-67-900 was around 50mV and 40 mV 

for ORR in 0.1 M KOH, while in acidic electrolyte, the difference increased to around 70 mV and 110 

mV. This indicates that the transition metal, Co, plays a more important role in acidic media than in 

alkaline media during the ORR. In order to increase the surface area of the ZIF-67-900, a harsh acid-

leaching hydrothermal treatment was conducted in 10 M HCl solution at 180 oC for 24 h to remove 

the Co nanoparticles wrapped by carbon, resulting in a decrease in Co from 38.3 at% to 4.7 at%. This 

leaching enhanced the activity of the resulting catalyst in alkaline conditions, but it did not show 
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obvious improvement of ORR activity in acid. This interesting difference may indicate the existence 

of different active sites in alkaline and acid electrolytes. 

 The effect of size variation in ZIF-67 precursors on ORR activity has also been explored 73. The 

size of ZIF-67 crystals were made in the range of 10 µm (bulk crystals) to 300 nm by varying the 

solvents and reaction temperature during synthesis (Figure 1-2). The rhombic dedocanhedron shapes 

of ZIF-67 crystals were preserved after pyrolysis at 750 oC under Ar, though their edges shrunk, and 

Co nanoparticles around 10 nm were observed within the shrunken crystals. The BET surface area of 

ZIF-67 crystals dramatically decreased, as crystal size was increased. Although the BET surface area 

are variable for different ZIF-67 crystals, pore size distribution was relatively conserved after pyrolysis. 

After heat treatment, ZIF-67’s micropores expanded from around 0.9 nm with narrow distribution to 

small mesopores between 2.0 nm to 5.0 nm and large mesopores above 26 nm with wide distribution. 

The ORR activity of the catalysts were incrementally enhanced in diffusion-limiting current and half-

wave potentials with decreasing size of ZIF-67 crystal precursors. The ZIF-67 crystal with 300nm 

yielded the best ORR performance in terms of the most positive onset potential (0.86 V) and half-

wave potential (0.71 V) along with increased diffusion-limiting current in 0.1 M HClO4. This was 

explained by an increased density of active sites and their availability within the smaller size particles 

leading to efficient mass and electron transfer. However, the inactive metallic cobalt nanoparticles 

formed within the carbon matrix during high temperature treatment decrease the surface area and 

hinder mass activity, and are difficult to be completely removed by subsequent post treatment such as 

acidic leaching. 
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Figure 1-2. (A) Controlled synthesis of size-dependent ZIF-67 crystals via varying solvents and 

temperature. Morphologies of (B, D) for 300 nm ZIF-67 crystals and (C, E) carbonized 300 nm ZIF-

67 crystals. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 73. Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Although the cobalt-containing ZIF is the first reported MOF-derived M-N-C ORR catalysts 41, 

Fe-N-C based catalysts have higher intrinsic ORR activities, especially in acid electrolytes 40. 

Therefore, tremendous efforts have been also made to develop Fe-based MOFs catalysts. As shown in 

Figure 1-3,  Afsahi et al. develop a Fe-N-C catalysts derived from an iron-based sodalite-type MOF 

(Fe-BTT) crystal that was synthesized through the reaction between FeCl2 and H3BTT·2HCl (BTT3− 

= 1,3,5-benzenetristetrazolate). Through carbonization, acid-leaching and then NH3 heat treatments, 

the resulting catalysts have cubic morphology containing an abundance of iron carbide particles, 

probably due to the high concentration of Fe in the MOF precursor 109. After optimizing the high 

temperature treatment, the best resulting ORR catalysts exhibited high ORR activity in 0.1 M H2SO4 

displaying an onset potentials of 0.91 V and a half wave potentials of 0.81 V, which was attributed to 

the presence of large amounts of pyridinic-N and graphitic-N after NH3 heat treatment. In addition, 

monodisperse spinel-shaped Fe-containing MIL-88B-NH3 nanocrystals were employed to generate 

active catalysts via carbonization at 1000 oC under inert gas, resulting in a 1.03 V onset potential and 

half-wave potential of 0.85 V in 0.1 M KOH 95.  
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Figure 1-3. (a) The crystal structure of an Fe-MOF, a cube of eight sodalite-like truncated-octahedral 

cages sharing square faces. Fe, yellow; C, gray; N, blue and Cl, green (b) corresponding morphologies 

of Fe-N-C catalysts obtained at different temperatures. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 109. 

Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

1.4.2. MOF crystals containing binary metal ions 

ORR catalysts made from MOF crystals using sole transition metals typically have low surface areas 

resulting in mediocre ORR activity because of the a large amount of metal nanoparticles generated 

during high temperature synthesis, which block pores. Bimetallic MOF crystals containing both active 

metal (e.g., Co and Fe) and inactive metal (e.g., Zn and Al) has been explored by spatially dispersing 

active metals in the skeleton of MOFs to increase the surface area of the catalyst and enhance ORR 

activity. 

1.4.2.1. Co/Zn containing MOF crystals-derived catalysts  

Bimetallic Co/Zn MOF crystals Co/Zn-(mIm)2 (ZIF-67/ZIF-8) usually can be obtained by 

combining Co-containing ZIF-67 and Zn-containing ZIF-8 (Figure 1-4) 85, by mixing the Co2+ and 

Zn2+ together with 2-methylimidazole in methanol to generate bimetallic MOF crystals. The bimetallic 

ZIF were confirmed by XRD as well as the N2 isothermal absorption features with ZIF-8 and ZIF-67, 

rhombic dodecahedron shapes, and well-dispersed Co and Zn elements. The rationale of this design is 

that after high temperature treatment, ZIF-8 (Zn(mIm)2) can yield high surface area nitrogen-doped 
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carbon but lacks highly active sites for ORR, while ZIF-67 (Co(mIm)2)-derived ORR catalysts are 

rich in CoNx active sites with low surface area. Thus, this strategy combines the advantages of both 

the two MOFs. A bimetallic MOF strategy was first proposed in 2015 via converting Zn/Co MOF 

precursors to M-N-C carbon catalysts in order to achieve high surface area with dispersed CoNx active 

sites 84. Following a heat treatment at 900 oC and acid-leaching treatment, the Co/Zn MOF was directly 

converted into a Co-N-C catalyst. An increase of Zn in the MOF crystals resulted in an increased BET 

surface area from 270 m2/g to 2148 m2/g, but decreased the degree of graphitization in corresponding 

catalysts. The best ORR activity in 0.1 M KOH was found in a 20 mol% Zn2+ in ZIF-67 catalysts with 

-0.08 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) onset potential and -0.15 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) half-wave potential, due to the 

balance between surface area, nitrogen content and highly dispersed CoNx active sites. 

 

Figure 1-4. (A) Schematic illustration of Co/ZIF-8-derived ORR catalysts with one step carbonization. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 84 . Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. SEM and STEM images of (B) 
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Co/ZIF-8 precursors and (C, D) catalysts. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 85. Copyright 2015, 

American Chemical Society. 

As for bimetallic MOF crystal-derived catalysts, one of challenge is to avoid the formation of 

inactive Co aggregates due to their negative effects on ORR activity such as decreased surface areas 

and increased change to contaminate membrane and ionomer in fuel cell cathodes. Recently, a new 

synthetic strategy was developed to control Co doping and realize uniform carbon morphologies 

without Co agglomeration (Figure 1-5) 86. With a less than 5 mol% ratio of Co2+ doping into ZIF-8, 

no Co metals were observed in the final catalysts without acid-leaching, resulting in high BET surface 

areas above 1000 m2/g, resulting in superior ORR activity with a half wave potential of 0.89 V-0.90 

V in 0.1 M KOH 86. Zn plays an important role in preventing the agglomeration of Co during pyrolysis 

by spatially separating the Co atoms, and then evaporates during pyrolysis without introducing new 

metal phase. However, if a Co2+ to Zn2+ ratio is greater than 10 mol%, Co nanoparticles were 

significantly enwrapped in the carbon structure of catalysts with reduced BET surface areas.  

 

Figure 1-5. Crystal structures (a–c) and TEM images (d–f) of ZIF-67, ZnCo bimetallic ZIF (ZIF–

95Zn5Co) and ZIF-8 and TEM images (g–i) of the corresponding catalysts derived by pyrolysis. The 
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green and purple tetrahedrons represent the ZnN4 and CoN4 structures, respectively. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref. 86. Copyright 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

In terms of durability, however, cathodes using Co/Zn MOF-derived catalysts had a 45% loss of 

current density at a constant 0.5 V for 100 h in the fuel cell life tests. On the other hand, Co containing 

ZIF-67-derived catalysts exhibited good durability at the same test conditions for 100 h owing to the 

contribution of highly graphitized carbon structure which have stronger resistance than amorphous 

carbon to oxidative corrosion 100. It is observed that a trade-off exists between ORR activity and 

durability by using variou Co content in the catalysts. However, in the fuel cell durability test, the 

60 %performance loss of this ZIF-67 derived catalysts was still clearly observed within first 50 h, 

indicating the overall durability of this catalyst is still an issue for the practical application of fuel 

cells3. 

1.4.2.2. Fe/Zn containing MOF crystals-derived catalysts  

The strategy of using bimetallic MOF has also been employed to synthesize the more active Fe-N-C 

catalysts 93, 101. Bimetallic Fe-doped ZIF-7 that possesses an open-framework structure with sodalite 

topology in hexagonal symmetry, formed by bridging benzimidazolate (bim) anions and zinc cations, 

has been reportedly used to prepare ORR catalysts 93. By optimizing the temperature and Zn/Fe ratio 

(x) within Fe-ZIF-7 precursors, the best ORR catalyst containing amorphous carbon interconnected 

with N-doped carbon nanotubes was obtained by annealing Fe-ZIF-7 precursors (x = 20) at 1000 oC 

under N2 and then acid-leaching. The catalyst showed decent ORR activity, with the half-wave 

potentials of 0.77 V in 0.1 M HClO4 and 0.88 V in 0.1 M KOH; this is explained by a unique carbon 

hybrid structure exposing more active sites as well as providing good electron conductivity from 

higher graphitized carbon nanotubes compared to all structured, aggregated, low-graphitized 

nanocarbons derived from MOF crystals. Compared to catalysts dominated by N-doped carbon 

nanotubes and derived from Fe doped ZIF-8 97, these hybrid N-doped carbon nanotube catalysts 

showed higher ORR activity, possibly because the MOF-derived amorphous nanocarbons possess 

higher active site numbers than those of N-doped carbon nanotubes. This argument is supported by 
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Li’s group, at Peking University, with Fe-doped ZIF-8 bimetallic MOF-derived ORR catalysts having 

superior ORR activity in acid (Figure 1-6) 101. The Fe2+ was doped into ZIF-8 simultaneously during 

its synthesis by surfactant assisted aqueous solution techniques under argon (Ar) atmosphere (oxygen-

free). The resulting crystals were carbonized at 1000 oC to obtain the catalysts without any other 

tedious treatments such as acid-leaching or second heat treatments. After carbonization, the Fe-N-C 

(Fe-ZIF-8-Ar) catalysts possessed amorphous carbon structures and high BET surface areas (969 m2/g) 

without evidence of observation of Fe phase or agglomeration from XRD and TEM. On the other hand, 

in the absence of argon, a Fe-doped ZIF crystal directly synthesized from the identical solution reaction. 

The corresponding Fe-N-C catalyst (Fe-ZIF-8-Ar) had a relatively low BET surface area of 610 m2/g, 

with Fe/Fe3C agglomeration observed as well as highly graphitized carbon nanotubes. In addition, a 

significant difference was found in solution synthesis between Fe-ZIF-8 precursors synthesized under 

Ar (Fe-ZIF-8-Ar) or under air (Fe-ZIF-8-air). The Fe-ZIF-8-Ar crystals were homogenously 

synthesized at about 40 nm, while inhomogeneous features of Fe-ZIF-8-air nanoparticles were 

observed with a wide size distribution indicating the poor crystal quality. The XPS results indicate that 

Fe2+ was oxidized to Fe3+ under air during the solution synthesis. It was concluded that an O2-free 

environment during the solution synthesis of Fe-ZIF-8 crystals plays a critical role in keeping Fe2+ 

from oxidizing to Fe3+ and in achieving uniformly dispersed Fe in the final carbon catalysts. In 0.5 M 

H2SO4, the Fe-ZIF-8-Ar catalyst showed much higher ORR activity with an onset potential of 0.95 V 

and a half wave potential of 0.82 V compared to the Fe-ZIF-8-air catalyst. This finding indicates that 

amorphous carbon without any graphitized nanocarbons like carbon nanotubes can provide a very high 

ORR activity, while catalysts dominated by graphitized carbon nanotube morphology in the presence 

of Fe/Fe3C particles was not favorable for high ORR activity. The observation follows the idea of ideal 

Fe-N-C catalysts with only presence of the FeNx active sites. Metallic iron and iron carbides are less 

active for ORR in acid electrolytes, generated as by-products during carbonization. Thus, minimizing 

the production of such inactive species is proposed to improve the ORR activity and stability. This is 

in agreement with a recent work where inorganic iron particles were removed from catalysts to 
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improve the ORR activity 110. These results is opposite to the previous observation that high ORR 

activity resulted from highly graphitized carbon structures catalyzed by Fe/Fe3C during high 

temperature treatment 96, 104, 111-113, embedded within highly graphitized carbon shells 96, 114. Thus, 

further study on whether Fe/Fe3C and its generated carbon structures are beneficial to ORR activity 

are necessary to help elucidate the correlation between carbon structure of catalysts and their ORR 

activity. 

 

Figure 1-6. (A) PXRD pattern of the carbonized catalysts derived from ZIF-8 (C-Z8), Fe-ZIF-8-Ar 

(C-Fe-Z8-Ar), and Fe-ZIF-8 (C-Fe-Z8-air). (B) Fe 2s XPS of carbonized Fe-ZIF-8-Ar and Fe-ZIF-8-

air catalysts. TEM images of catalysts pyrolyzed from (C) ZIF-8, (D) Fe-ZIF-8-Ar, (E) Fe-ZIF-8-air. 

(F) ORR Polarization curves of ZIF-8 derived catalysts and Pt/C. (G) ORR activity of Fe-ZIF-8-Ar 
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derived catalysts after conducting cyclic voltammetry at 2000, 5000 and 10000 cycles for stability 

evaluation. All RRDE results were measured in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at 1600 rpm. Reprinted 

with permission from Ref. 101. Copyright 2016, Elsevier Ltd. 

1.5. Catalysts derived from MOF hybrid precursors 

MOFs are known for their microporous structure similar to other porous support materials like zeolites. 

Such micropores can be used to absorb guest molecules for applications such as storage and catalysis. 

Aiming to further improve the ORR activity of MOF-derived carbon catalysts for ORR, MOF hybrid 

composite precursors have been developed by integrating MOF crystals with other molecules such as 

supports, nitrogen and additional metal precursors to improve their ORR performance. Unlike 

traditional carbon supports such as Black Pearl and Kejten Black that are mostly inert and inactive for 

ORR, MOFs, however, can be directly converted into active carbon catalysts as discussed above. 

Therefore, use of MOFs as support or template to replace traditional carbon supports in the synthesis 

of PGM-free catalysts may provide significant benefits to generate PGM-free catalysts with novel 

morphology and properties. 

1.5.1. N-C catalysts derived from MOF hybrid precursors 

Nitrogen-doped carbon made using MOF-5 have been studied as active ORR catalysts 80-82. Since 

MOF-5 is synthesized by linking Zn2+ and terephthalic acid, which does not contain any nitrogen 

atoms, other nitrogen precursors are required during the synthesis carbon ORR catalysts using MOF-

5. For example, MOF-5/g-C3N4 was used to create nitrogen-doped carbon ORR catalysts via an in situ 

growth strategy in which melamine was introduced into porous MOF-5 derived carbon and 

polymerized to g-C3N4 at 550 oC, interpenetrating the porous carbon matrix 115. The following high 

temperature treatment at 900 oC under Ar facilitated nitrogen doping into carbon lattices to generate 

active nitrogen-doped carbon ORR catalysts. This catalyst contains 7 at% nitrogen with improved 

ORR activity with a onset potential of 0.035 V (vs. Hg/HgO) and a half-wave potential of -0.15 V (vs. 

Hg/HgO) in 0.1 M KOH compared to directly impregnating melamine with MOF-5 and pyrolyzing at 

900 oC under Ar. Sulfur and nitrogen co-doped porous carbon from MOF-5 composites have also been 
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reported for the ORR 81. In this work, the MOF-5 was impregnated with urea and dimethyl sulfoxide, 

then pyrolyzed at 900 oC under N2, yielding sulfur and nitrogen co-doped porous carbon with decent 

ORR activity. 

MOF hybrid composite precursors can also be achieved by surface coating 76, 88. An alveoli-like 

nanocarbons were obtained by pyrolysis of dopamine-coated ZIF-8 at 800oC under argon (Figure 1-

7) 76. Instead of the common shrunken rhombic dodecahydron morphology, the dopamine-coated ZIF-

8 derived nanocarbons showed aggregates of small balloon-like particles similar to the structure of 

alveoli, and the carbon-shells of the particles derived from dopamine were clearly observed by TEM. 

The thickness of the dopamine-coated shells was able to be adjusted by controlling the coating time. 

Although the BET surface area of alveoli-like nanocarbons derived from 1 h dopamine-coating 

decreased to 512 m2/g compared to ZIF-8 derived carbon (881 m2/g), the average pore diameters 

increased from 1.78 nm to 3.92 nm. The half-wave potential (0.81 V) of these alveoli-like nanocarbons 

significantly improved for the ORR in alkaline environments compared to ZIF-8, which was related 

to the increase of graphitic-N from dopamine and the unique pores for improved mass transfer. 
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Figure 1-7. HR-SEM and HR-TEM images of (A, C) ZIF-8 derived carbon and (B,D) dopamine-

coated ZIF-8. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 76. Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. 

1.5.2. M-N-C catalysts derived from MOF hybrid precursors 

The catalytic effects of transition-metals on graphitization of hydrocarbon compound at high 

temperatures are useful for preparing novel nanostructured carbon materials with unique porous 

structure. Honeycomb-like open porous nanocarbons have been prepared by heating guest-MOF 

hybrid precursors of MIL-101-NH2 with Co coordinating compounds encapsulated in the pores. The 

guest molecules, thiourea (Tu) and CoCl2 were introduced into the pores of MIL-101-NH2 via a double 

phase encapsulation approach (DPEA) in which the hydrophobic phase forces hydrophilic disperse 

phases containing guest molecules into the pores of hydrophilic MIL-101-NH2 to avoid surface 

absorption (Figure 1-8). The thiourea and CoCl2 form the Co(Tu)4Cl2 coordinating compound within 

the pores of MIL-101-NH2, which is converted into Co9S8 embedded in the graphitic carbon during 
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high temperature treatment. The formation of honeycomb-like pores was explained by the generation 

of large amounts of N- and S- containing gas, expanding the original pores of the MOF as well as 

doping into carbon lattices. Although pure Co9S8 nanoparticles showed poor performance for the ORR 

in a -0.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) onset potential and no well-defined limiting current in 0.1 M KOH, the 

improved ORR activity of these honeycomb-like nanocarbon catalysts with a -0.05 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) 

onset potential and a half-wave potential of -0.17 V(vs. Ag/AgCl) were related to the synergetic effect 

of N- and S-doping, high graphitization and large surface area (1791 m2/g) with increased active sites 

and favorable mass diffusion. 

 

Figure 1-8. (A) Schematic illustration of the double phase encapsulation approach (DPEA) and guest-

induced morphology control (GIMC) by introducing guest molecules into MOFs (a), coordination of 

thiourea with cobalt chloride in the pores of MIL-101-NH2 (b) and high temperature conversion of 

guest-MOF hybrid precursors into honeycomb-like porous carbon with encapsulated Co9S8 (c). (B, C) 

SEM images of honeycomb-like nanocarbon catalysts. (D) TEM image of Co9S8 nanoparticles 

embedded in the graphitic carbon layers of honeycomb-like nanocarbon catalysts. (E) STEM image 

of honeycomb-like nanocarbon catalysts with obvious Co9S8 nanoparticles. Reprinted with permission 

from Ref. 87. Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. 
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Owing to its high surface area, high nitrogen content, and microporous structure, ZIF-8 has often 

been studied as a carbon support to replace traditional Ketjen Black (KJ) and Black Pearl (BP) in the 

synthesis of Fe-N-C catalysts. Dodelet’s group first employed ZIF-8 as a microporous support to 

replace Black Pearl via milling ZIF-8 with iron acetate(II) and 1,10-phenanthroline followed by 

pyrolysis under Ar and NH3 heat treatment 59. When the temperature of the first pyrolysis under Ar 

increased from 400 oC to 700 oC, they found that the BET surface area of the catalysts decreased from 

1237 m2/g to 106 m2/g. However, at 1050 oC, the surface area of the catalysts started increasing and 

reached 478 m2/g. According to the changes of BET surface area, it is likely that, above 500 oC, 

Zn(CN)2 is formed due to the release of CN fragments from the decomposition of Zn (II)-imidazolate 

linkage, which blocks the pores; however, above 800 oC, Zn(CN)2 would be decomposed to volatile 

Zn and CN fragments, resulting in an increase in the surface area of the catalysts. After pyrolysis at 

1050 oC and NH3 treatment at 950oC, the best catalyst possessed a BET surface area of 964 m2/g and 

high micropore surface area of 814 m2/g, achieving a high volumetric activity of 230 A/cm3 and a 

peak power density of 0.91 W/cm2 in the cathode of a proton exchange membrane H2-O2 fuel cell 

(Figure 1-9). The powder density at 0.6 V is 0.75 W/cm2, comparable to commercial Pt catalysts with 

0.3 mgpt/cm2 59. The higher activity of this catalyst is mainly attributed to the higher density of FeNx 

catalytic sites compared with that of more conventional Fe-N-C catalysts 116. Its drastic improvement 

of performance also results from the improvement of mass transfer in the catalyst ionomer layer 

structure. The ZIF-8 supports in the catalyst facilitates the diffusion of ORR-related species within 

interconnected micropores in comparison to densely agglomerated BP supported catalysts.  
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Figure 1-9. H2-O2 PEM fuel cell (A) polarization curves and power density curves of Pt (green square) 

with a loading of 0.3 mgpt/cm2, ZIF-8 supported catalysts (blue star) and BP supported catalysts (red 

circles) with both 3.9 mg/cm2 loadings at the cathode. (B) TEM and (C) SEM images for the high-

performance ZIF-8 derived catalysts. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd 

[Nature Communications] from Ref. 59. Copyright 2011. 

Following their pioneer work using cobalt imidazolate to prepare PGM-free catalysts, Liu and his 

coworkers further investigated an iron imidazolate (FeIM) framework-derived ORR catalyst due to 

the higher activity of Fe-containing catalysts than those of Co-containing catalysts 103. The iron 

imidazolate framework was obtained by heating a ferrocene and imidazole mixture at 150 oC in an 

autoclave for four days. Considering the effect of pyrolysis temperature ranging from 700 to 900 oC, 

it was found that FeIM pyrolyzed at 700 oC after acid-leaching and NH3 heat treatment exhibited the 

highest ORR activity. Further employment of ZIF-8 as a host with FeIM (FeIM/ZIF-8) showed 

significant improvement on ORR activity (E0 =0.915 V and E1/2 =0.755 V in 0.1 M HClO4), by ball 
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milling ZIF-8 with FeIM, pyrolyzing at 1050 oC and using NH3 heat treatment at 950 oC 103. This 

improvement is attributed to the combination of higher surface area dominated by micropores, higher 

pyridinic nitrogen content, and good conductivity of FeIM/ZIF-8. XRD and TEM analysis further 

indicated that FeIM/ZIF-8 had a lower degree of graphitization and fewer Fe/Fe3C nanoparticles 

maintaining its high surface area to make active sites accessible. Further study was done on ORR 

catalysts derived from a series of Zn-based zeolitic imidazolate frameworks by choosing different 

ligands 95. Four ZIFs, Zn(Im)2, Zn(mIm)2,  Zn(eIm)2 and Zn(4abIm)2, were synthesized by one pot 

solid state synthesis with ZnO and ligands at 180 oC for 18 h. The ZIFs were ball-milled with 5 wt% 

tris-1,10-phenanthroline iron(II) perchlorate (TPI), then pyrolyzed at 1050 oC under Ar, acid-leached 

and finally treated with NH3 at 950 oC to obtain the ORR catalysts. Among all the ZIF precursors, 

only Zn(Im)2 showed a porous structure; however, every final catalyst became porous and had 

amorphous carbon structures after high temperature treatment. Zn(Im)2TPI-derived catalysts showed 

the lowest nitrogen content, the highest degree of graphitization and the sharpest Fe3C peak in XRD, 

yielding the lowest activity among the four catalysts, though it is reported that the core-shell Fe3C 

structure could improve the stability of the ORR catalysts, which is still not clear. Interestingly, the 

Zn(mIm)2TPI-derived catalysts with the largest BET surface area (1277 m2/g ) did not show the best 

ORR activity while Zn(eIm)2TPI-derived catalysts (BET surface area 920 m2/g) had the best 

electrocatalytic activity for ORR with a 0.91 V onset potential and 0.78 V half-wave potential in the 

acid electrolyte. It was concluded that porosity in ZIF precursors is not required to obtain a porous 

catalyst since the evaporation of Zn during carbonization could also generate micropores and 

mesopores. During proton exchange fuel cell tests, however, the Zn(mIm)2TPI-derived catalyst had a 

higher volumetric current density (51.5 A cm-3 normalized with O2 and H2 pressure to 1 bar) than 

those of Zn(mIm)2TPI-derived catalysts above 0.75 ViR-free, indicating the important role of high 

surface area and porosity in the high current domain. Further performance optimization of 

Zn(mIm)2TPI-derived catalysts in fuel cell tests showed that the addition of Ketjen Black in the ORR 

catalysts could decrease the impendence of the cathode, suggesting improved electron conductivity; 
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however, the current density was not enhanced owing to the smaller contribution of carbon supports 

to ORR activity 117.  

 

Figure 1-10. (A) Schematic illustration of the porous structure of carbon nanofiber ORR catalysts 

with active sites located in the micropores. (B) Volumetric activity with iR-correction of ZIF-8-based 

carbon nanofiber catalysts for ORR in fuel cells at 80 oC with both 1.5 bar pressure of hydrogen and 

oxygen, respectively, including 0.5 bar water vapor pressure for both gases. (C) SEM images of the 

porous morphology of ZIF-8 based carbon nanofiber catalysts. (D) TEM images of the micropores 

within ZIF-8-based carbon nanofiber catalysts. (E) Pore distribution of ZIF-8-based carbon nanofiber 

catalysts 58. 
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A ZIF-8 based ORR catalyst with a novel carbon nanofibrous network morphology has been 

reported with enhanced mass/charge transfer properties as a cathode in fuel cell tests (Figure 1-10) 58. 

Precursor nanofibers were fabricated by electrospining a DMF slurry of ZIF-8, TPP, polyacrylonitrile 

and poly(methyl methacrylate), and then pyrolyzing the hybrid and treating with ammonium to 

produce the carbon nanofiber catalysts. The individual carbon nanofibers had diameters around 100-

200 nm with the presence of some larger “knots” on the fibers. The best carbon nanofiber catalyst 

exhibited an onset potential of 0.93 V and a half wave potential of 0.80 V in 0.5 M H2SO4 which is 

similar to previous work in RRDE. However, its fuel cell performance with a volumetric activity of 

60 A cm-3 at 0.8 ViR-free was much higher than that of only Fe/ZIF-derived ORR catalysts in previous 

results. The high fuel cell performance of this catalyst was mainly attributed to its highly porous 

structure and high level of graphitization of the carbon fibers. The dominating micropores (84% in 

total pore volume) were made by the carbonization of uniformly dispersed ZIF-8 in the nanofibers. In 

addition, the highly graphitized nanofibers from polymer precursors improved electron conductivity 

in the catalysts. Therefore, the combination of dominant micorpore and highly graphitic nanocarbon 

yield a significantly improved catalytic performance. 

1.6. Catalysts derived from supported MOF crystal composite precursors 

In last part, MOF crystals were used as an alternative support to prepare PGM-free catalysts. 

Oppositely, here, we summarize another type of MOF catalysts by in-situ growing MOF crystals onto 

various substrates or templates. The general motivation is to minimize the possible aggregation of 

MOF crystals during the thermal conversion. It has been observed that MOF crystal particles tend to 

randomly aggregate into large microparticles during the carbonization; although crystal shape is 

retained, the effective surface area for the ORR is reduced. Thus, it has been desirable to learn to 

control the dimensions and assembly of MOF crystals. Recently a variety approaches have been 

develop by employing additional templates or substrates to prepare highly ordered MOF crystal 

assembly hybrid precursors. ORR activity in these superstructured MOF hybrid derived catalysts 
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benefit from the increase in effective surface area and exposure of active sites in addition to structural 

supports. 

1.6.1. Nanocarbon supported MOF crystals  

The graphene oxide (GO) has been used to support ZIF-8 crystals, which was used as precursor for 

preparing ORR catalysts 62. ZIF-8 crystals were grown on the surface of graphene oxide with the help 

of poly(vinyl pyrrolidone), which coordinaes Zn2+ and enhances the uniformity of ZIF-8 nucleation, 

yielding a sandwich-like ZIF-8/graphene oxide hybrid (Figure 1-11). After pyrolysis at 800 oC under 

inert gas and acid-leaching, the resulting nitrogen-doped porous carbon showed sheet-like morphology 

and improved ORR activity with a -0.02 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) onset potential and a -0.12 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) 

half wave potential in 0.1 M KOH due to the high electrical conductivity attributed to reduced 

graphene oxides (rGO), and the increased surface area and nitrogen doping contents in comparison to 

pure ZIF-8 catalysts. In addition to GO, carbon nanotubes were also extensively studied as supports 

for PGM-free catalysts 25, 118, 119. Likewise, they were used to support ZIF-8 for catalyst synthesis 63, 

75. Ge et al. developed the ZIF/8 carbon nanotube precursors via in situ growth of ZIF-8 crystals on 

carbon nanotubes modified with carboxyl groups 63. The carbon nanotubes were enveloped by a dense 

growth of ZIF-8 crystals on their surface, forming a unique “grape-bunch” morphology (Figure 1-12). 

After pyrolysis at 1000 oC under inert gas, amorphous N-doped carbon derived from ZIF-8 covering 

onto carbon tubes was obtained, resulting in superior ORR activity with 1.03 V onset potential and 

0.887 V half wave potential in 0.1 M KOH. This is due to synergetic effects between nitrogen-doped 

carbon amorphous carbon and highly graphitized nanocarbon to improve surface areas, enhance 

electron conductivity, and corrosion resistance simultaneously. 
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Figure 1-11. (A) Schematic illustration of a synthetic approach to achieve uniformly coated ZIF-8 

crystals a graphene oxide surface with the help of PVP and large excess amounts of 2-methylimidazole. 

SEM images of ZIF-8/graphene oxide (B, C and D) precursors and ZIF-8/graphene oxide catalysts (E). 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 62. Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH. 
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Figure 1-12. (A) Synthesis process for carbon nanotube/ZIF-8 derived N-doped carbon catalysts for 

the ORR. SEM and TEM images of ZIF-8 crystal grape-bunch morphology using in situ growth on 

the carbon nanotubes (B, C) before carbonization as well as (D, E) after carbonization. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref. 63. Copyright 2015, Elsevier Ltd. 

 

 

1.6.2. Non-carbon Templates 
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Apart from highly electrical conductive nanosupports, non-carbon supports were also studied to 

template MOF crystals for catalyst preparation. Co/Zn-ZIF crystals are arrayed onto the surface of 

cobalt aluminum layered double hyroxide (CoAl-LDH) microplates to assemble two dimensional 

MOF superstructure hybrid precursors (Figure 1-13) 86, 100.  

 

Figure 1-13. SEM images of (a) CoAl-CoZn-0.25, (b) CoAl-CoZn-0.5, (c) CoAl-CoZn-1, and (d) 

CoAl-CoZn-2. (e) STEM image of CoAl-CoZn-2. (f, h) HR-TEM images of CoAl-CoZn-2, (g) its 

corresponding particle size and (i) its corresponding SAED pattern. Reprinted with permission from 

Ref. 86 Copyright 2016, Elsevier Ltd. 

The morphology of the catalysts can be tuned by the ratio of Co2+/Zn2+ (x) during precursor 

synthesis. After pyrolysis, low x values (< 0.5) lead to irregular carbon nanoparticles being observed 

on the surface of CoAl-LDH microplates, while honeycomb-like porous structures appeared on the 

surface of the microplatete at higher x values. LDH@ZIF-CoZn-2 (x = 2) performed the best ORR 

activity in alkaline electrolyte among all catalysts with various Co2+/Zn2+ ratios; it also had the highest 

electron transfer number (3.96) and diffusion-limiting current. This performance was correlated with 

high graphitization and conductivity of the obtained carbon, attributed to cobalt as well as surface area 

from the evaporation of zinc. 
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Unique 1D superstructured MOF composite precursors have been prepared by the directed growth 

of MOFs onto nanowires 78. It was reported that ZIF-8 directly grew on ultrathin tellurium (Te) 

nanowires with a controlled thickness, and these hybrid precursors were able to be further converted 

into porous carbon nanofibers at 1000 oC under inert gas (Figure 1-14). The obtained hollow 

nanofiberous carbon retained the 1D superstructure of the MOF hybrid precursors resulting in a super 

high BET surface area of 2270 m2/g compared to a 1481 m2/g BET surface area for catalysts only 

derived from ZIF-8. The significant increase in surface area was due to the unique hollow nanofiberous 

architecture of porous carbon and the removal of Te during high temperature treatment. In comparison 

to only ZIF-8 derived porous carbon catalysts, this hollow carbon nanofiber catalyst showed enhanced 

ORR activity in both half-wave potential -0.161 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) and limiting current 6 mA/cm2 in 

0.1 M KOH at 1600 rpm, probably due to the exposure of more active sites and good transfer of 

reactive species within the high surface area. Overall, although templates can increase the electron 

conductivity and effective surface area of ORR catalysts, like traditional carbon supports, they are 

seldom active for ORR, reducing the mass activity of the catalysts. Therefore, the amounts of template 

in the catalysts must be optimized when employed. 
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Figure 1-14. (A) Synthesis of Te nanowire-templated ORR catalysts from ZIF-8. TEM images of (B) 

Te nanowire/ZIF-8 hybrid precursors with 1D superstructure, and (C) its derived catalysts. Reprinted 

with permission from Ref. 78. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.  
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Chapter 2: Effect of Fe content in Catalysts on Oxygen Reduction Reaction 

2.1. Introduction  

Among various PGM-free catalysts developed to date, the iron and nitrogen co-doped carbon 

catalysts (Fe-N-C) have shown encouraging activity and stability120-122. Spectroscopic studies and 

computational simulations suggest that FeN4 and possibly similar species are the likely active sites for 

the ORR in such catalysts123-125. It has also been shown that increasing the density of FeN4 sites by 

atomically dispersing Fe in catalyst precursors can be an effective strategy for enhancing catalytic 

activity125-128. Relative to other precursors, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), which could contain 

FeN4 moieties as their key structural element, are especially attractive precursors for achieving high 

density of FeN4 sites in catalysts obtained using the high-temperature approach59, 101, 122, 128-135. The 

synthesis of MOF-derived catalysts typically does not require addition of a carbon-black support to 

assure control over the catalyst structure and chemistry86, 136-138. Nevertheless, the ORR activity of 

many MOF-derived catalysts in acidic media is often low, likely due to insufficient density of Fe-N4 

sites from loss of Fe to the less ORR active metal-rich nanoparticles93, 97, 139, and poor control over the 

Fe dispersion in MOF precursors. While the metal content in catalysts has been recognized as one of 

the critical factors affecting ORR performance of PGM-free catalysts19, 34, 86, 140, 141, little is known 

about the chemical forms of Fe responsible for the ORR activity versus the chemical forms of Fe that 

are inactive or may even lower catalytic activity. The lack of model systems for PGM-free catalysts 

has made research in this area even more challenging. 

In this work, we employed chemical doping to replace a small fraction of Zn ions in zeolitic 

imidazolate frameworks (ZIF) with Fe ions86. This approach allowed for precise control of the Fe 

content in the imidazolate precursors to study its effect on the properties and ORR activity of the 

resulting Fe-N-C catalysts. The ZIFs have been identified as the best precursors due to (i) ability of 

the imidazolate ligands to form FeN4 complexes and (ii) beneficial role of Zn evaporation for the 

formation of porous carbon phases during high-temperature treatment and making ORR active sites 
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accessible77, 93, 142 Thus, chemical doping of Fe into ZIFs allows for a better Fe dispersion in the 

precursor and precise control over the Fe content. Through subsequent high-temperature treatment, Fe 

chemically doped ZIFs are directly converted into high surface-area carbons, co-doped with Fe and 

N85, 86, 97, 143. We have found that the catalyst activity is largely dependent on the Fe content in ZIFs. 

By optimizing the content we were able to synthesize catalysts with atomically dispersed Fe sites, 

coordinated by nitrogen atoms in partially graphitized carbon matrices, without any Fe-rich aggregate 

formation. The advanced electron microscopy techniques helped to monitor formation of Fe clusters 

as iron content was increasing in the precursor. Mößbauer spectroscopy verified the exclusive presence 

of Fe in the form of FeN4. Catalysts with an optimum Fe content reached ORR activity in acidic 

electrolytes comparable to that of Pt/C catalysts in the rotating disk electrode (RDE) testing. The high 

activity of atomically dispersed Fe catalysts was confirmed in fuel cell testing, which also revealed 

encouraging performance durability of the catalysts. 

2.2. Atomic Fe site dispersion in catalysts  

The Fe content in Fe chemical doped ZIF-8 (Fe-ZIF) can be controlled by replacing part of the 

original Zn ions with Fe ions during the synthesis of the nanocrystalline ZIF precursors. . In this work, 

the atomic content of Fe3+ is expressed relative to the total content of metal ions (Fe3+ and Zn2+) in the 

catalyst  precursor, in the range from  0.1 to 9.0 at.%. The resulting catalysts are labelled xFe-ZIF, 

where x represents the atomic percent of Fe present in the synthesis of Fe-ZIF precursor. A single-step 

heat treatment at 1100 C was used to convert Fe-doped ZIF precursors into xFe-ZIF catalysts without 

an acid-leaching step or another heat treatment (Figure 2-1).  
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Figure 2-1. Schematic illustration of synthesis of precursor Fe-ZIF and their derived catalysts Fe-

ZIF. 

High angle annular dark field STEM (HAADF-STEM) attests to the atomic and uniform 

dispersion of Fe atoms in the carbon (Figures 2-2a&b). The images shown, recorded for the same 

area in the best performing 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst in the bright field and Z-contrast modes, are 

representative of the entire catalyst sample. The electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) revealed 

the tendency for the iron and nitrogen atoms to be co-located in the catalyst, directly suggesting 

coordination of Fe by N (Figures 2-2c&d). The transition from atomically dispersed Fe to Fe clusters 

was observed following an increase in Fe content in the ZIF precursor to above 1.5 at.% (Figures 2-

2e-h). Clustering appeared in the catalyst derived from the precursor with 2.5 at% of Fe and became 

prevalent in the catalyst generated from the precursor with 3.0 at% of Fe (see EELS data in the inset 

in Figure 2-2h). These ultra-high resolution STEM data confirm the key role of atomically dispersed 

Fe sites in the ORR. It also explains the best performance of the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst (the highest Fe 

content without any Fe clustering) and a decrease in the ORR activity with further increase in the Fe 

content (a gradual loss of atomically dispersed Fe to clusters and, ultimately, to Fe-rich nanoparticles). 
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Figure 2-2. Atomic dispersion of Fe sites in Fe-doped ZIF catalysts. (a) Bright-field STEM image 

showing partially graphitized carbon fringes in the best performing 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst; (b) HAADF-

STEM image of the same depicting the single Fe sites (bright dots) dispersed throughout the carbon 

phase in the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst; (c-d) Fe-N-C structure analyzed by HAADF-STEM and EELS, 

respectively; (e-h) evolution of atomically dispersed Fe sites to Fe-rich aggregates with an increase in 

iron content in ZIF precursors with 0.05Fe-ZIF (e), 1.5Fe-ZIF (f), 2.5Fe-ZIF (g) and 3.0Fe-ZIF (h). 

(Fe clusters beginning to form in catalyst derived from Fe-ZIF precursor 2.5 at.% of Fe); EELS 

confirmation of cluster formation shown in the inset in (h). 

Unlike in the earlier reported Fe-N-C catalysts having highly heterogeneous morphology40, the 

atomically dispersed catalyst with the optimum Fe content benefits from the conversion of all available 

Fe in the precursor to the likely ORR active sites rather than the less ORR active clusters or even 

nanoparticles. The possible reason for the high Fe utilization in the catalyst is ligation of Fe atoms in 

precursors by 2-methylimidazole and their spatial isolation by Zn atoms within the ZIF structure. The 

ligation of Fe atoms reduces their mobility and assures uniform distribution throughout the precursor, 

also during the following high-temperature treatment69. The spatial isolation prevents formation of Fe-

rich (Fe and/or Fe3C) aggregates during the heat treatment. The coordination structure between Zn2+ 

ions and 2-methylimidazole were broken in Fe-ZIF precursors, starting around 500 oC and likely 

forming zinc cyanide-like bonding structure59, which reduces the microposity and leads to a decrease 
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in the surface area from 500 °C to 700 °C at which ligands and zinc ions completely decomposed into 

carbon and zinc cyanide-like bonding structure. Subsequent removal of zinc cyanide above 800 °C via 

decomposition and evaporation results in significant increase in the catalyst surface area, though not 

to the original level (Figure 2-3). When Fe content in the precursor exceeds ca. 1.5 at.%, a fraction of 

Fe atoms that can no longer be accommodated by the ZIF matrix undergo agglomeration and 

ultimately conversion to Fe- and/or Fe3C-rich nanoparticles during the high-temperature treatment. 

These nanoparticles do not contribute to the ORR activity in the acidic solution (at all or to a negligible 

level); to the contrary, their formation may cause a decrease in the content of atomically dispersed Fe 

species in the catalyst144

Figure 2-3. The BET surface area of 1.5Fe-ZIF as a function of the heat-treatment temperature in the 

range from 500 °C to 1100 °C. The BET surface area of the precursor is shown with an open circle. 

Our previous DFT and experimental X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) studies suggest that 

FeN4 is likely the active site in Fe-N-C catalysts135, 145. Mößbauer spectroscopy experiments were 

further carried out in this work with the most active 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst. The result in Figure 2-4a 

indicates that Mößbauer parameters of the doublets D1 and D2 are associated with the Fe species in a 

FeN4 configuration (Figure 2-4c). D1 is interpreted in terms of an in-plane FeN4 coordination 
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integrated in graphene layers. D2 is accounted for an FeN2+2 coordination with a pseudo-sixfold 

coordination of iron by the four neighboring nitrogen atoms and carbon or nitrogen atoms in axial 

direction from graphene planes above and below (compare the crystal structure of FePc)146-148. In our 

previous DFT calculations intrinsic higher activity was found for the FeN4C8 form compared to 

FeN4C10. Based on these results and previous correlation of activity vs Mößbauer species trends149, 150. 

D1 might act similar to FeN4C8. Because it was predicted that the carbon atoms with dangling bonds 

adjacent to FeN4 moieties are part of active sites to adsorb the OOH intermediate to facilitate the 

cleavage of O-O bonds. The Fe valence is close to 2+ in the catalysts, which is in good agreement with 

our previous XAS analysis suggesting a valence between 3+ and 2+135. It should be noted could be 

changed dependent on applied potentials during the ORR. The uncertainty in the Fe valence at the that 

the Fe catalysts were exposed in air before the analysis, causing possible oxidation. Also, the valance  

catalyst surface notwithstanding, Mößbauer results confirm the exclusive atomic dispersion of the Fe 

and the absence of other Fe phases, such as metal, carbide, or nitride.  

Since the coordination by four nitrogen atoms appears to stabilize atomically dispersed Fe in M-

N-C catalysts, nitrogen doping may be crucial for ORR activity. N atoms can be inserted at either edge 

or bulk of the graphene planes leading to the pyridinic and graphitic N with different binding energies 

of ca. 398.6 and 401.1 eV, respectively. We found that N doping is largely dependent on the doped-

Fe content. The pyridinic nitrogen peak at 398.3 eV in the Fe-free ZIF material is observed to shift 

positively to 398.7 eV in Fe-ZIF catalysts (Figure 2-4b). This shift is likely attributed to an increase 

in the oxidation state of nitrogen due to the Fe-N bonds formation. The best performing 1.5Fe-ZIF 

catalyst has the highest total and pyridinic nitrogen contents of all studied catalysts (Figures 2-4d&e). 

This is related to the high concentration of FeN4 sites, most likely involving pyridinic nitrogen atoms. 

The ratio of N to Fe in the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst is approximately 7:1, which is higher than the expected 

stoichiometric ratio of 4:1, indicating that a significant fraction of nitrogen in 1.5Fe-ZIF is not 

coordinated to Fe at all. Notably, the N content in catalysts tend to decrease with an increase Fe content 

above 1.5 at.%, probably implying the N atoms lose from atomic Fe-N4 sites when Fe clustering at 
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high Fe content.144 This suggests a decrease in the density of Fe-N4 sites for when increasing Fe content 

above the optimum level in Fe-ZIF catalysts in a good agreement with electron microscopy 

observation.

Figure 2-4. (a) Mößbauer spectroscopy of the best performing atomically dispersed Fe catalyst (1.5Fe-

ZIF); (b) XPS N1s spectra of ZIF-8, 1.5Fe-ZIF and 9.0 Fe-ZIF catalysts; (c) The molecule structure 

of D1 (FeN4C10) and D2 (FeN4C10);  (d) elemental composition; (e) fraction of various types of 

nitrogen doping for various Fe-ZIF catalysts as function of Fe doping content in ZIF precursors.

Since the coordination by four nitrogen atoms appears to stabilize atomically dispersed Fe in M-

N-C catalysts, nitrogen doping may be crucial for ORR activity. N atoms can be inserted at either edge 

or bulk of the graphene planes leading to the pyridinic and graphitic N with different binding energies 

of ca. 398.6 and 401.1 eV, respectively. We found that N doping is largely dependent on the doped-

Fe content. The pyridinic nitrogen peak at 398.3 eV in the Fe-free ZIF material is observed to shift 

positively to 398.7 eV in Fe-ZIF catalysts (Figure 2b). This shift is likely attributed to an increase in 

the oxidation state of nitrogen due to the Fe-N bonds formation. The best performing 1.5Fe-ZIF 

catalyst has the highest total and pyridinic nitrogen contents of all studied catalysts (Figures 2-4d&e). 
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This is related to the high concentration of FeN4 sites, most likely involving pyridinic nitrogen atoms. 

The ratio of N to Fe in the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst is approximately 7:1, which is higher than the expected 

stoichiometric ratio of 4:1, indicating that a significant fraction of nitrogen in 1.5Fe-ZIF is not 

coordinated to Fe at all. Notably, the N content in catalysts tend to decrease with an increase Fe content 

above 1.5 at.%, probably implying the N atoms lose from atomic Fe-N4 sites when Fe clustering at 

high Fe content.144 This suggests a decrease in the density of Fe-N4 sites for when increasing Fe content 

above the optimum level in Fe-ZIF catalysts in a good agreement with electron microscopy 

observation. 

2.3. Catalyst morphology and structures 

To understand the effect of Fe doping in the precursor on the catalyst structure we performed a 

through characterization of the precursors and catalysts as a function of Fe content in the precursor. 

The XRD patterns for the Fe-ZIF precursors were found to be independent of the Fe content (Figure 

2-5a), indicating that Fe doping does not affect the ZIF crystallinity. After a single heat treatment at 

1100 °C, the XRD patterns were dominated by carbon peaks. The broad peak at 25° implies the 

presence of dominant amorphous carbon structures in all studied samples (Figure 2-5b). The 9.0Fe-

ZIF catalyst contains small amount of crystalline phases, likely Fe or/and Fe3C particles. 
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Figure 2-5. XRD patterns for (a) Fe-free and Fe-doped ZIF precursors and (b) ORR catalysts obtained 

after single heat-treatment at 1100 °C as a function of the doped Fe content.  

The effect of the Fe content on the carbon structure was further studied using Raman spectroscopy 

(Figure 2-6). There is no significant differences between “Fe-free” and 1.5Fe-ZIF catalysts. The 

similar values of ID/IG suggest that they have nearly identical carbon structures. However, an increase 

in the Fe content to 9.0 at.% results in a rise in D and G bands, which have similar intensity (the ID/IG 

ratio of 1.0). Although its higher value of ID/IG may indicate its carbon structure still rich in disorder 

phase, the narrow in D band and the appearance of 2D band at 2700 cm-1 suggests the overall 

improvement of the crystallinity for carbon phase.151 These results point to an enhancement in the 
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degree of graphitization in the 9.0Fe-ZIF catalyst. The subtle changes in the catalyst carbon structures 

were also studied using HR-TEM images (Figure 2-6). The micrographs are in good agreement with 

the Raman spectra indicating an increase in the graphitization of Fe-ZIF catalysts with higher Fe 

content in precursors, linked to iron-catalyzed formation of graphene shells around the Fe or/and FeC3 

nanoparticles, as observed in Figure 2-6. The surface area and porosity of ZIF precursors are nearly 

independent of the Fe content (Figures 2-7). All ZIF precursors show similar BET surface area of 

around 1100 m2/g. The high-temperature treatment, e.g., at 1100 °C, leads to significant reduction in 

the surface area of catalysts to ca. 640 m2/g for 1.5Fe catalyst. This is mainly due to the loss in 

microporosity, evidenced by a decrease in the N2 uptake at low pressures. The use of precursors with 

a higher Fe content, above 1.5 at.%, results in a decrease in the catalyst surface area due to the Fe 

clusters-catalyzed formation of a less porous graphitic carbon26. 
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Figure 2-6. Raman spectroscopy of the Fe-ZIF catalysts (pyrolyzed at 1100 °C) with different Fe 

content in the precursor. (a)  Raman spectra for three selected catalysts (Fe-free and two Fe-containing 

ones); (b) Raman spectra for all studied catalysts. The HR-TEM images of the carbon structure of 

catalysts derived from ZIF-8 (c); 1.5Fe-ZIF (d), and 9.0Fe-ZIF (e). Red arrows pointing to different 

carbon structures present. 
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Figure 2-7. Isothermal N2 sorption curves for (a) ZIF-8, 1.5Fe-ZIF and 9.0Fe-ZIF precursors and (b) 

catalysts derived from these precursors. (c) Pore-size distribution plots for ZIF-8, 1.5Fe-ZIF and 

9.0Fe-ZIF precursors; (d) cumulative pore volume in ZIF-8, 1.5Fe-ZIF and 9.0Fe-ZIF catalysts as a 

function of the pore width. (e) BET surface area of the Fe-doped ZIF precursors and catalysts derived 

from these precursors as a function of the doped Fe content.
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The effect of Fe content on the size of Fe-doped ZIF precursor nanoparticles was studied by 

scanning electron microscopy (Figure 2-8). Fe doping leads to an increase in the ZIF crystal sizes 

from 40 nm on average for the “Fe-free” ZIF-8 to 60 and 800 nm for ZIFs doped with of 1.5 and 9.0 

at.% of Fe, respectively. In principle, crystal sizes are decided by the relative rates between seed 

nucleation and growth. The larger particle size could be explained by the nucleation and growth rate 

of seeds becoming slower with an increase in the Fe content during the ZIF crystal formation, possibly 

because Fe3+ ions compete with Zn2+ to coordinate with 2-methylimidazole but the Fe3+ coordination 

alone is not able to generate MOF under such synthetic condition, lowering the pairs between Zn and 

2-methylimidazole for slower nucleation and growth of crystals152. While the morphology of Fe-doped 

ZIF precursors is retained in catalysts, the “Fe-free” ZIF-8 precursor collapses during the high-

temperature treatment, resulting in an irregular morphology and disordered carbons, with low level of 

graphitization (Figure 2-9). The doping of Fe likely prevent 3D ZIFs from collapsing. 
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Figure 2-8. Scanning electron microscopy images of Fe-doped ZIF precursors with various Fe 

content (left) and of the corresponding catalysts after the heat treatment at 1100 °C (right). 

 

Figure 2-9. Morphology of the “Fe-free” ZIF-8 precursor and catalyst before and after the heat 

treatment at 1100 °C. 
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To elucidate the impact of Fe on the catalyst structure, we compared two catalysts derived from 

precursors with the optimum (1.5 at.%) and high (9.0 at.% ) Fe content. As shown in Figures 2-10 

and Figure 2-11, the catalyst derived from 1.5 Fe at% ZIF precursor maintains the polyhedron 

morphology, free of any metallic aggregates. The carbon phase in the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst is quite 

uniform, dominated by curved carbon fringes indicating dominant amorphous carbon phases. The 

dominant morphological feature in the 9.0Fe-ZIF catalyst is much larger particles. The carbon 

polyhedrons are on a ca. 1000 nm scale and tend to fuse together, unlike isolated smaller polyhedron 

particles in the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst. The catalyst derived from 9.0 at.% Fe precursor contains numerous 

small metallic aggregates, protected by highly graphitized carbon shells consisting of several layers 

(Figure 2-6), often observed in PGM-free catalysts.153 Generally, highly graphitized Fe-based 

catalysts are less active for ORR in acidic environments, possibly due to a very low content of defects 

needed for hosting the FeN4 sites86. 

Figure 2-10. Comparison of catalyst morphology and carbon microstructure in catalysts obtained from 

Fe-ZIF precursors with (a-d) optimum (1.5 at.%) and (e-h) high (9.0 at.%) Fe content. 
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Figure 2-11. TEM images in bright field mode and in HAADF mode for catalysts derived from 

(a, b) ZIF-8, (c, d) 1.5Fe-ZIF, and (e, f) 9.0Fe-ZIF. 

2.4. Catalyst performance 

The ORR activity of catalysts derived from Fe-doped ZIF precursors with Fe content ranging 

from 0.1 to 9.0 at.% was evaluated using the rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) in O2-saturated 0.5 

M H2SO4 electrolyte at 900 rpm and 25°C (Figures 2-12, 2-13 and 2-14). Initially, the activity 

increased continuously with an increase in Fe content in precursors from 0 to 1.5 at.%. The 

performance of the “Fe-free” sample was found to be very poor, as indicated by Eonset of 0.82 V and 

E½ of 0.60 V. An addition of even small amount of Fe (0.05 at.%) to the precursor resulted in a 

significant increase in the ORR activity, with Eonset and E½ rising to 0.92 V and 0.77 V, respectively. 

Such a dramatic increase in the ORR activity highlights the key role of Fe154, 155. A gradual increase 

in the Fe content in the precursor to 0.5 at.% led to a positive shift in E½ to 0.81 V. When the Fe 

content in precursors was increased to 1.5 at.% Fe, the E½ of the resulting catalyst reached the value 

of 0.88 ± 0.01 V, indicating dramatically increased density of active sites, likely associated with Fe 
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content in precursors. This RDE performance is similar to that of Pt/C catalysts (e.g., Eonset = 1.0 V, 

E½= 0.88 V, 60 gPt/cm2) and among the highest reported for Fe-N-C catalysts156 (compare Table 2-

1).  

Figure 2-12. (a) RRDE ORR polarization plots and (b) H2O2 yield plots for different Fe-ZIF catalysts 

as a function of Fe content in the precursor (from 0 to 9 at.%). Test conditions: O2-saturated 0.5 M 

H2SO4, disk rotation rate 900 rpm, catalyst loading 0.8 mg/cm2. Fuel cell performance of the 1.5Fe-

ZIF catalyst: (c) H2-O2 and (d) H2-air. Anode: 0.2 mgPt/cm2 Pt/C; H2 flow rate 200 sccm, 1.0 bar H2 

partial pressure; cathode: ca. 4.0 mg/cm2, 200 sccm gas flow rate, 1.0 bar total partial pressures of 

gases flown; membrane: Nafion,211; cell: 80C, 100% RH, 5.0 cm2 MEA electrode area. 

However, further increase in the Fe precursor content, up to 2.5 at.%, resulted in a drop in the E½ 

value to 0.85 V. Even more substantial activity loss was observed with the 3.0Fe-ZIF catalyst (E½
 of 

0.82 V), possibly reflecting a reduction in the active site density due to the formation of Fe or/and 

FeC3 particles. This downward trend in the activity continued with further increase in the Fe content, 

up to the highest studied Fe content value of 9.0 at.%. Since the change in Fe content in the precursor 
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from 1.5 to 2.5 at.% was found to significantly affect ORR activity of Fe-ZIF catalysts, a more precise 

optimization of the Fe content was performed in a narrow range between 1.2 to 2.5 at.% (Figure 2-

13d). The highest ORR activity was measured with catalysts derived from precursors containing 

between 1.5-1.8 at.% of Fe. The observed continuous increase in ORR activity with an increase in Fe 

content in the ZIF precursor from 0 to 1.5-1.8 at.% demonstrates a clear correlation between the 

formation of active sites in the catalyst and doping level of Fe in ZIF precursors. It is important to 

realize that in the catalyst synthesis approach used in this work there is a limit to the Fe precursor 

content, beyond which Fe starts to agglomerate (Figure 2-2), resulting in a drop in the active site 

concentration and ORR performance loss. The high density of Fe-N4 active sites in 1.5Fe-ZIF is also 

described quantitatively following a reported method125. 1.5Fe-ZIF has maximum mass-based site 

density (MSDmax) and TOF values calculated to be 1.34×1020 (site/gcat) and 2.11 (e s-1site-1), 

respectively, which can be recognized as high values for MSDmax and TOF listed in Table 2-2. 
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Figure 2-13. ORR activity of Fe-ZIF catalysts as a function of the doped-Fe content using (a) ORR 

half-wave potential determined in RDE testing at a rotation speed of 900 rpm and (b) current density 

at high potentials of 0.85 V and 0.80 V; catalyst loading of 0.8 mg/cm2. (c) ORR RDE plots for the 

best performing 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst at different loadings at the disk. (d) ORR RDE plots for Fe-ZIF 

catalysts with Fe content from 1.2 to 2.5 at%. 
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Table 2-1. Summary of RDE performance in acidic electrolytes of the most active 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst 

in this work and several Fe-N-C catalysts reported in literature. 

Catalyst 

Electrolyte and 

disk rotation 

rate/rpm 

Onset 

potential/V 

(vs. RHE) 

Half-wave 

potential /V 

(vs. RHE) 

Current density 

at 0.9 V (vs. 

RHE) /mA cm-2 

Ref. 

1.5Fe-ZIF 0.5 M H2SO4, 900  0.98 0.88 1.5 
This 

work 

Fe0.5-900 0.1 M H2SO4, 1600  0.99 0.88 1.5 1 

Zn(eIm)2TPI

P 
0.1 M HClO4, 1600  0.91 0.78 0.1 2 

Fe/N/C/NF 0.5 M H2SO4, 900  0.93 0.80 0.2 3 

Fe SAs/N-C 0.1 M HClO4, 1600  0.95 0.75 0.4 4 

PAN-Fe-C 0.5 M H2SO4, 900  0.93 0.80 0.2 5 

(CM+PANI)

Fe-C 
0.5 M H2SO4, 900  0.95 0.80 0.2 6 

Fe-N-C 0.1 M HClO4, 1600  0.94 0.84 0.8 7 

Fe-PAN-EN-

hydrogel 
0.5 M H2SO4, 900  0.95 0.83 0.8 8 

(DFTPP)Fe-

Im-CNTS 
0.1 M HClO4, 1600  1.05 0.88 2.5 9 

pCNT@Fe1.

5%@GL-

NH3 

0.1 M HClO4, 1600  0.98 0.88 2.0 10 

 

Table 2-2. Summary of calculation for the maximum mass-based site density, mass-based kinetic current and 

turnover frequency 

Catalysts 
Fe 

/wt% 

Fe (D1) 

/wt% 

MSDmax 

/site gcat
-1 

Ikin (0.8 V) 

/A gcat
-1 

TOF (0.8 V) 

/e s-1site-1 
Ref 

1.5Fe-ZIF 2.14a 1.24 1.34×1020 45.0 2.14 This work 

FePhenMOF-ArNH3 0.5b 0.2 2.16×1019 7.78 2.40 12 

Fe-N-C-3HT-2AL 6.0b 1.33 1.43×1020 21.0 0.92 7 

      a determined by XPS 

      b determined by ICP 
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The electrochemically accessible surface area, calculated from the double layer capacitance 

(determined from voltammetry; see Methods section below), decreases with an increase in Fe content 

(Figure 2-14 and Table 2-3), which is in a good agreement with the BET surface area data (Figure 

2-7e). This surface area loss may compound the effect of diminishing concentration of the FeN4 

moieties in catalysts derived from precursors containing more than 1.5-1.8 at.% of Fe, thus 

accelerating the activity decline of catalysts with high Fe content. In addition, the electrochemical 

accessible surface area (Table 2-3) of catalysts (e.g, 556 m2/g for 1.5Fe-ZIF) have been found to tend 

to be smaller than the BET surface area (e.g., 646 m2/g for 1.5Fe-ZIF) measured by N2 isothermal 

absorption/desorption (Figure 2-7b). The possible reason for such difference is that the presence of 

ultra-small micropores in catalyst are accessible by N2 molecules but not H2O from electrolytes. 

 

Figure 2-14. Cyclic voltammetry of Fe-free and Fe-ZIF catalysts in N2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2-3. Electrochemically accessible surface area of Fe-free and Fe-ZIF-derived catalysts. 
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Catalysts 
Electrochemically accessible 

surface area (m2/g) 

ZIF-8 795 

0.05Fe-ZIF 570 

0.5Fe-ZIF 566 

1.5Fe-ZIF 556 

2.5Fe-ZIF 554 

3.0Fe-ZIF 495 

6.0Fe-ZIF 488 

9.0Fe-ZIF 388 

 

The values of H2O2 yield as a function of Fe content in the precursor were determined in RRDE 

experiments (Figure 2-12b). The highest H2O2 yield was measured with the catalyst synthesized from 

a Fe-free ZIF precursor (15-20%). Peroxide yields were significantly lower for catalysts synthesized 

using Fe-doped ZIF precursors, reaching values below 1% for the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst at a loading of 

0.8 mg cm-2. This result points to significant contribution of the four-electron path in the ORR and/or 

to an increase in the rate of the 2e+2e process. In support of the direct four-electron path though, the 

catalysts with the highest Fe content, including 9.0Fe-ZIF, showed relatively high H2O2 yields of 3-

4%.  

The most active 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst was used for fuel cell testing on both O2 and air. The purpose 

of studying fuel cell performance on O2 (1.0 bar partial pressure) was to minimize mass-transport 

losses when determining catalyst activity in the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) (Figure 2-12c). 

An open cell voltage (OCV) measured with an MEA was 0.98 V, only ca. 20 mV lower than the OCV 

value measured with a 20 % Pt/C catalyst at Pt loading of 60µg/cm2 under the same conditions40. The 

current density generated at a reference fuel cell voltage of 0.80 V (iR-corrected) was 145 mA/cm2, 

which is more than double the current density measured previously with a Fe-N-C catalyst derived 

from polyaniline153 (~70 mA/cm2, at a much higher O2 partial pressure of 2.3 bar). This result shows 

that high ORR activity measured in RDE can be realized in the fuel cell cathode. An MEA with the 

1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst in the cathode was also studied under air at a total partial pressure of N2 and O2 of 

1.0 bar (oxygen partial pressure of ca. 0.2 bar). The OCV value decreased by only 30 mV relative to 
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that measured on O2, from 0.98 V to 95 V, and the current density at 0.80 V fell by nearly 50%, from 

145 mA/cm2 to 75 mA/cm2 (Figure 2-12d), as expected for oxygen- and air-operated cathodes. The 

H2-air performance recorded in this work is one of the highest reported to date for PGM-free catalysts 

120, 153(Table 2-4). 

The stability of the PGM-free cathode catalyst in acidic media represents a major challenge. At 

first, we studied catalyst stability by cycling the RDE potential between 0.60 and 1.0 V in O2-saturated 

0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous electrolyte, the potential range selected to mimic as closely as possible the 

potential range of the fuel cell cathode operation. As shown in Figure 2-15a, 40,000 AST cycles result 

in only 30 mV loss in the E½ value, which attests to good catalyst stability in the acidic aqueous 

electrolyte used. The atomically dispersed, nitrogen-coordinated Fe sites are still clearly visible in the 

1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst following the potential-cycling test (Figures 2-15b-c and 2-16a-b), implying good 

stability of a majority of FeN4 sites during the test. The morphology of carbon particles remained 

unchanged showing nearly identical sizes and clear edges of polyhedral particles similar to the 

catalysts before cycling stability tests (Figure 2-16c-d).  
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Figure 2-15. (a, d) RDE stability tests of the best performing 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst in O2-saturated 0.5 M 

H2SO4 electrolyte using different test protocols. Structural changes by (b-c) STEM and (e-f) EELS 

analysis. (a-c) Potential cycling between 0.60 and 1.0 V still showing significant atomically dispersed 

Fe sites coordinated by N. (d-f) Holding at a constant potential of 0.85 V for 100 hours, significant 

degradation especially at the initial stage accompanying with depicting appearance of Fe clusters and 

likely Fe-N bond breaking or weakening. (g) Fuel cell durability tests at a constant potential of 0.70 

V and 0.55 V, respectively. (h) Fuel cell polarization plots recorded at different times during the 120-

hour durability test at 0.70 V. Fuel cell cathode: catalyst loading 4.0 mg/cm2; 100% RH; air flown at 

200 sccm, 1.0 bar total partial pressure of gases. Anode: Pt/C, 0.20 mgPt/cm2, 100% RH; H2 flown at 

200 sccm, 1.0 bar partial gas pressure. Membrane: Nafion® 212. Temperature: 80 °C. MEA area: 5.0 

cm2. 
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Figure 2-16. (a) The HAADF-STEM image of the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst after the cycling stability test 

and the electron energy loss (EEL) spectra (b) from the specified point cycled in green. (c-e) Carbon 

particle morphology in 1.5Fe-ZIF catalysts after potential cycling from 0.6 to 1.0 V in O2-saturated 

0.5 M H2SO4 solution for 30,000 cycles. 

In addition to the potential cycling tests, we also conducted constant-potential testing of catalysts 

by holding the RDE potential at a high potential of 0.85 V (Figure 2-15d). We recorded ORR 

polarization plots every 10 hours, finding ORR activity partially recover every time a polarization plot 

was recorded in the range of 0 to 1.0 V. However, the overall drop in activity was significant, 

especially in the first 20 hours, when approximately half of the initial ORR performance was lost. At 

the end of the 100-hour test, the remaining activity was only 30% of that measured initially. The 

HAADF-STEM images indicate a severe corrosion, with carbon particles becoming rounded and 

agglomerated (Figure 2-17). While a majority of atomically dispersed sites are still present after the 

durability test, some iron clustering can also be seen. The clustering appears to involve Fe atoms that 

are no longer coordinated by nitrogen (Figures 2-15e-f), since Fe and N EELS signals cannot be 
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detected simultaneously at the atomic level, as observed before the stability tests (Figure 2-2). In 

general, the activity loss at high potentials above (0.7 V) seems to be caused predominantly by carbon 

corrosion, which weakens the Fe-N and N-C bonds and ultimately results in decomposition of FeN4 

sites, as suggested previously157, 158. This degradation mechanism, if confirmed, sets a possible path 

towards stabilizing Fe-N-C catalysts via making carbon structure more robust and corrosion-resistant, 

especially next to the active site(s).  

 

Figure 2-17. Carbon particle morphology of the 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst after the durability test at a 

constant potential of 0.85 V for 100 hours. Micrographs highlight the appearance of Fe clusters and 

rounding of the carbon particles that implies carbon corrosion.  

 

Finally, the MEAs fabricated using the best performing 1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst in the cathode were 

tested in H2-air fuel cells at constant voltages of 0.55 V and 0.70 V for approximately 100 and 118 
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hours, respectively (Figure 2-15). Although performance degradation occurs in both these cases at a 

similar rate, the tests reveal, perhaps for the first time, that atomically dispersed Fe catalysts can sustain 

respectable current densities at practically relevant voltages for prolonged times. Fuel cell polarization 

plots recorded at different times during the life test at 0.70 V are shown in Figure 2-15h. They reveal 

similar performance losses at across the entire range of fuel cell voltages. The current density loss at 

0.80 V is ca. 30 mA/cm2 after the first 23 hours, but much less later on (35 mA/cm2 after 42 hours and 

46 mA/cm2 at the end of the 118-hour test). Similarly, at a low voltage of 0.40 V, the total loss in 

current density during the test is 35%, with most of it happening in the first 23 hours. The observed 

performance loss can be due to a number of factors, in addition to the active-site degradation. Possible 

causes for the performance loss include intermittent catalyst flooding and loss in electronic/ionic 

conductivity within the catalyst layer due to the degradation of three-phase (gas, liquid, and solid) 

interface.  
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Table 2-4. Summary of activity and durability for PGM-free catalysts at RDE and fuel cells 

Catalyst 

Numbers 

of Heat 

treatment 

Perform 

Acid-

leaching 

RDE performance in acid 

electrolyte 
MEA performance in proton exchange fuel cell 

Ref. 

Activit

y 
Stability Activity Durability 

E1/2 

/V vs. 

RHE 

Loss in E1/2 /V vs. 

RHE (cycle numbers 

from 0.6-1.0 V vs. 

RHE) 

Current density 

@0.8 V /mA 

and (Poxidant) 

Peak 

power 

density 

/W 

Current retention /% 

and testing voltage 

/V and holding time 

/h 

Power densityd /W 

and (testing 

voltage /V and 

holding time /h) 

1.5Fe-ZIF 
1 No 

0.88 
20 mV (10,000 cycles) 

30 mV (40,000 cycles) 

66b (1 bar); 

120c (1 bar) 

0.36b 

0.67c 

48b (0.7 V, 118 h) 

51b (0.55 V, 95 h) 

0.15b (0.55 V, 95 

h) 

This 

work 

Fe0.5-950 2 No 0.88 - 150c (1.5bar) - 46c (0.5 V, 50 h) 0.25c (0.5 V 50 h) 1 

1/20/80-Z8-

1050°C-15 

min 

2 No 

- - 
400c 

(1.5 bar) 
0.91c 

43b (0.5 V, 100h) 

22c (0.5 V 100h) 

0.13b (0.5 V 100 h) 

0.11c (0.5 V 20 h) 
11 

Fe/N/CF 3 Yes 0.80 8 mV (35,000 cycles)a 250c (2 bar) 0.90c 28c (0.5 V,100h) 0.14c (0.5 V, 100h) 3 

FePhenMOF

–ArNH3 

2 Yes 
0.78 - 50b (2.5 bar) 0.40b - - 12 

SA-Fe/NG 
1 Yes 

0.80 8m V (5,000 cycles) 
100 c 

(2.5 bar) 
0.82c 23c (0.5 V, 20 h) 0.13c (0.5 V, 20h) 13 

pCNT@Fe1.

5%@GL-

NH3 

3 No 

0.88 80 mV (10,000 cycles) - - - - 10 

a Stability test in N2 saturated acids. Other catalysts were tested in O2 saturated acids. 

b H2-air cell 

c H2-O2 cell 

         d Calculated power density at the voltage for durability test  
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2.5 Experimental details 

Catalyst synthesis. Fe content is given in this work in terms of atomic percent of Fe versus the total 

metal (Fe+Zn) content in the synthesis of catalyst precursor from 0.05% to 9.0 at.%. The synthesis of 

1.5Fe-ZIF catalyst, i.e., the catalyst derived from precursor with 1.5 at.% Fe content, is given here as 

an example: Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (3.39 g) and iron nitrate nonahydrate (80 mg) were dissolved in 

500 mL methanol in a round-bottom flask, followed by addition of 500 mL methanol solution of 2-

methylimidazole (3.94 g). The obtained mixture were then kept at 60 °C for 24 h. The resulting 

suspension was separated by centrifuging at 8700 rpm to collect the precipitants, then washed with 

ethanol three times. The thus obtained catalyst precursor was dried at 60 °C in a vacuum oven for 8 h, 

before being heat-treated in a tube furnace at 1100 °C under N2 for 1 h to obtain final catalyst (1.5Fe-

ZIF in this example). The ZIF-8 derived Fe-free catalyst follows the same synthetic procedure above 

except for the addition of iron nitrate nonahydrate. 

Material characterization. Atomic-resolution micrographs were obtained using a Nion UltraSTEM 

U100 microscope operated at 60 keV and equipped with a Gatan Enfina electron energy loss 

spectrometer (EELS). Bright field (BF) and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) micrographs 

were recorded in image pairs. EEL spectra to confirm the composition of Fe sites and clusters were 

obtained after eliminating data noise using the open source Hyperspy python library. Catalyst 

morphology was also studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a Hitachi SU 70 

microscope operating at 5 kV. The crystal phases in the samples were identified using powder X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) on a Rigaku Ultima IV diffractometer with Cu K-α X-rays. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD XPS system equipped with a 

hemispherical energy analyzer and a monochromatic Al Kα source. The elemental Fe content in 

precursors was determined by inductively coupled plasma (ICP), after complete digestion of 

precursors in 65% nitric acid. The N2 isothermal adsorption/desorption was recorded at 77 K using a 

Micromeritics TriStar II BET instrument. Samples were degassed at 150 °C for 5 h under vacuum 

prior to nitrogen physisorption measurements. Mößbauer spectroscopy was performed in transmission 
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mode at room temperature using a Co57/Rh source. Data were collected with a scintillation detector 

and calibration of the velocity axis was made with respect to α–Fe foil. The Raman spectra of catalysts 

coated on glass slides were recorded with a wavelength of 514 nm laser at ambient condition by the 

Renishaw Raman system. 

Electrochemical measurements. All electrochemical measurements were performed using a CHI 

Electrochemical Station (Model 760b) in a conventional three-electrode cell at room temperature. A 

glassy carbon rotating disk electrode (GC-RDE) was used as the working electrode. Each catalyst was 

mixed with isopropanol and 5 wt% suspension of Nafion in alcohols to produce catalyst ink that was 

drop-cast onto the GC-RDE and air-dried at 60 °C. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was then recorded in 

N2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte at a scan rate of 20 mV/s to estimate the electrochemically 

accessible surface area from the double layer capacitance, assuming a capacitance 30 μF per cm2 of 

the catalyst surface (These M-N-C catalysts contain almost 95% of carbon.), following the approach 

in our previous work159. The ORR activity and four-electron selectivity were determined from rotating 

ring disc electrode (RRDE) measurements, performed in O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at room 

temperature and rotation rate of 900 rpm. A graphite rod was used as the counter electrode. Hg/HgSO4 

in saturated K2SO4, was the reference electrode. The catalyst loading RDE/RRDE testing was 0.8 

mg/cm2, except in the loading dependence studies. ORR steady-state polarization plots were recorded 

using potential steps of 0.05 V at time intervals of 30 s in the potential range from 1.0 to 0 V vs. RHE. 

The potential of platinum ring on RRDE was kept at 1.2 V vs. RHE during recording ORR polarization 

curves. The hydrogen peroxide yield was calculated from the recorded ring (Ir) and disk current (Id) 

using the following equation where N=0.36 is collection efficiency: 

H2O2 yield (%) = 200Ir/(Ir+NId) 

Two accelerated stress testing approaches (potential cycling and constant potential holding) are 

both employed to evaluate the stability of catalysts in RRDE. The potential cycling was carried out 

from 0.6 to 1.0 V vs. RHE for 40,000 cycles in an oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. The polarization 
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curves were recorded every 10,000 cycles. Chronoamperometry was used to conduct constant 

potential holding at 0.85 V vs. RHE for 100 h in an oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. The corresponding 

polarization curves were taken every 10 h.  

Fuel cell testing. Catalyst ink containing 35 wt% of Nafion® was made by ultrasonically mixing the 

catalyst, isopropanol, de-ionized water, and 5% Nafion® suspension in alcohols at a 1:12:12:11 weight 

ratio for three hours. The inks were applied to the membrane by brushing until the cathode catalyst 

loading of ~4.0 mg cm-2 was reached. A commercial Pt-catalyzed gas diffusion electrode (GDE, 0.2 

mgPt/cm2, IRD Fuel Cells) was used at the anode. The cathode gas diffusion layer and the anode GDE 

were hot-pressed onto a Nafion® 212/211 membrane at 125°C for 5 minutes. The geometric surface 

area of the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) was 5.0 cm2. Fuel cell testing was carried out in a 

single-cell fuel cell with a single-serpentine flow channels. Pure hydrogen and air/oxygen humidified 

at 80 °C were supplied to the anode and cathode, respectively, at a flow rate of 200 mL/min. The total 

partial pressure of gases at both electrodes was 1.0 bar. Fuel cell polarization plots were recorded using 

standard fuel cell test stations (Fuel Cell Technologies Inc.) in a voltage control mode. 

Chronoamperometry was employed to record the current change during the constant potential holding 

at 0.7 V or 0.55 V for 118 h and 95 h in the H2-air cell with the same condition used for testing 

polarization curves.  
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Chapter 3: Tunable Particle Size of Catalysts and Formation of Active Sites for Oxygen 

Reduction Reaction  

3.1. Introduction  

In this chapter, we develop atomically dispersed Fe catalyst with tunable particle size in a wide 

range from 20 to 1000 nm by controlling the crystal size of Fe doped MOFs. Using the atomic Fe 

catalyst as models, active sites formation process was explored through linking ORR activity and the 

new chemical bonds associated with N, C, and Fe as function of heating temperature. 

3.2. Atomically dispersed Fe catalysts with tunable particle sizes  

ZIFs are ideal 3D precursors providing N and C sources for Fe-N-C catalysts. We introduce active 

Fe species during the growth of ZIF nanocrystals by simultaneously adding Fe and Zn ions with 2-

methylimidazole. In addition to Zn-N4 complex, the tetrahedral Fe-N4 structures likely exist in 

precursors (Figure 3-1a), which is in good agreement with X-ray absorption spectroscopy discussed 

later. The subsequent one-step high-temperature treatment is crucial for converting the Fe-N4 

complexes into active FeN4 sites embedded into carbon. Zn is evaporated (>907oC) and generates 

porous carbon structures. The hydrocarbon networks in ZIF crystals were completely carbonized as 

evidenced by the dominant peaks at 25o and 44o for carbon (002) and (101) planes, respectively (Figure 

S1). The presence of iron species in catalysts was verified by XPS (ca. 0.5 at.%). Unlike previous Fe-

N-C catalysts,153 there is no metal aggregates such as metallic Fe or Fe3C phases detected in catalysts. 

Through varying concentrations of metal salts (i.e., Fe and Zn), the sizes of ZIF dodecahedron crystals 

can be tuned in a wide range from 20 nm to 1000 nm. The homogeneous particle morphology can be 

retained during high-temperature treatment (Figure S1). Thus, particle sizes of catalysts can be 

continuously adjustable in the same range (Figure 3-1b and Figure 3-2). Similar to Pt 

nanoparticles,200 the precise size control provide a new opportunity to increase the number of PGM-

free active sites and enhance mass transfer in fuel cell electrodes. 
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Figure 3-1. (a) Synthesis principles of Fe-doped ZIF-derived catalysts. (b) Accurately controlled size 

of the Fe-ZIF-derived catalysts ranging from 20 to 1000 nm. (c, and d) HAADF-STEM images of the 

best performing Fe-doped ZIF catalyst (50 nm) and EELS analysis (the inset of d). 
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Figure 3-2. Demonstration of unique capability to continuously tune catalyst particle sizes in a wide 

range from 20 nm to 1000 nm.  

More importantly, the Fe-doped ZIF catalysts are rich in atomic Fe sites embedded into carbon 

particles, which is clearly identified by using high angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM images 

(Figure 3-1c and 3-1d). Using EELS coupled with microscopy (the inset of Figure 3-1d), these 

isolated single atomic sites are identified to be Fe that is co-existed with N. Highly porous carbon 

phases are dominant in each particle without formation of metallic aggregates (Figure 3-3a-e). 

Electron diffraction patterns further verify the absence of crystalline Fe phases or clusters in the 

catalyst (Figure 3-3f). The exclusive formation of atomically dispersed Fe sites in catalysts would 

increase the density of active sites for improved catalytic activity and stability. 
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Figure 3-3. TEM (a, b), STEM images (c-e), electron diffraction pattern (f) of the best performing Fe-

doped ZIF catalyst with a size around 50 nm.  
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3.3. Precursor-to-catalyst conversion via high temperature treatment 

Subtle changes of morphology were carefully studied between Fe-ZIF nanocrystals and 

corresponding catalysts after thermal treatments. HR-TEM and STEM images with different 

magnifications reveal that Fe-doped ZIF nanocrystals have well-defined rhombic dodecahedron shape 

(Figure 3-4a to 3-4d). The crystal surface is relatively smooth containing dominant micropore (less 

than 0.5 nm) associated with 3D hydrocarbon networks within frameworks. After thermal treatment 

at 1100oC, size and shape of ZIF crystals are nearly maintained in catalysts. The polyhedron carbon 

particles are clearly identified in the catalysts with roughly 10% shrunk in size (Figure 3-4e to 3-4h). 

The corresponding carbon particles become less distinct of their facets and more porous containing 

abundant micropores (up to 2 nm) at surfaces (Figure S3). It has been speculated that active sites are 

likely located inside or around micropores of carbon phases.189 Therefore, the richness of micropores 

in the Fe-ZIF catalyst is favorable for accommodating high density of active sites. The carbon 

structures in catalysts have relatively low graphitization degree showing obvious disordered and 

amorphous structures. The abundant defects such as dislocations, vacancies, and edge sites (Figure 3-

4h) would greatly benefit ORR catalysis. 

Figure 3-4. A systematical comparison of morphology and microstructure between (a-d) Fe-doped 

ZIF nanocrystal precursors (50 nm) and (e-h) the corresponding catalyst activated at 1100oC. 
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3.4. Size-dependent ORR activity  

The ORR activity (Figure 3-5a) and four-electron selectivity (H2O2 yield) (Figure 3-5b) were 

evaluated using rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) for both Fe-free ZIF and Fe-ZIF catalysts. 

Without doping of Fe, the Zn-based ZIF catalyst showed poor activity in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte with 

an onset potential (Eonset) of 0.81 V and an E1/2 of 0.59 V vs. RHE. Compared to this well-defined Fe-

free ZIF catalyst, Fe doping is indispensable to boost ORR activity likely associated with the formation 

of more active FeNx sites relative to metal-free CNx sites.154 However, ORR activity of Fe-ZIF 

catalysts is greatly dependent on their particle sizes. With particle sizes decreasing from 1000 to 50 

nm, the E1/2 gradually shifts to positive direction, indicating a continuous increase of active site 

numbers. Further reducing particle size to 20 nm leads to decreased ORR activity, likely due to 

significant agglomeration of particles (Figure 3-1b) with decreased number of active sites. In addition 

to E1/2, current densities at kinetic ranges (jk at 0.85 V) also indicate the catalyst with a size around 50 

nm exhibited the highest activity. The best Fe-ZIF catalyst (50 nm) achieved an E1/2 of 0.85 V vs. RHE 

in 0.5 M H2SO4, only 30 mV lower than the Pt/C catalysts (60 gPt/cm2, E1/2 = 0.88 V in 0.1 M HClO4 

solution even with higher O2 solubility). The respectful activity represents one of the best PGM-free 

catalysts for the ORR in acidic media.165, 179, 199, 201-203 The best performing Fe-ZIF catalyst generated 

negligible H2O2 yield (less than 1%) during the ORR, indicating a 4e- reduction pathway.  

Catalyst stability was further studied using accelerated stressing tests (ASTs) by cycling potentials 

from 0.6 to 1.0 V in O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. The same Fe-ZIF catalyst (50 nm) demonstrated much 

enhanced stability with the unchanged Eonset and only a loss of 20 mV in E1/2 after 10,000 cycles 

(Figure 3-5c). 
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Figure 3-5. (a) ORR polarization plots for PGM-free catalysts in 0.5 M H2SO and Pt/C catalysts (60 

gPt/cm2) in 0.1 M HClO4. (b) calculated H2O2 yield for Fe-ZIF-8-derived catalysts as a function of 

particle size. (c) ASTs by using potential cycle (0.6-1.0 V in O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at 900 rpm. 

(d) The correlation between E1/2 of ORR and Sa indicating clear size dependent ORR activity solely 

due to exposed number of active sites. The insert is the CV to calculate Sa. 

The BET surface areas and pore size distribution of catalysts were also measured as a function of 

particle sizes (Figure 3-6 and Table 3-1). While BET surface area is nearly independent of particle 

size, meso/macropores become more dominant with a decrease of sizes. The origin of such 

meso/macropores is void spaces between particles that are comparable and even larger than their 

corresponding particle sizes.204 We found that the density of active sites on catalysts is likely 

independent of particle sizes. XRD pattern (Figure 3-7), Raman (Figure 3-8 and Table 3-2), and XPS 

C1s (Table 3-3) suggest identical carbon structures in catalysts with a wide size range from 20 to 1000 

nm. XPS analysis (Figure 3-9 and Table 3-4) and elemental qualification (Table 3-5) further indicate 

that N doping (content and type) and Fe content are nearly the same for all of the studied catalysts. 

The dependence of ORR activity on particle sizes can be explained by using the electrochemically 

accessible surface area (Sa) reflected from double-layer capacitance of catalysts (Figure 3-10). 
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Considering the similar density of active sites on various catalysts, Sa is an indication of exposed 

number of active sites available for the ORR per unit of mass. Thus, the correlation between particle 

size, activity, and Sa is established and shown in Figure 3-5d. ORR activity is proportionally increased 

with a decrease of particle size from 1000 to 50 nm, which is associated with an increase of Sa. When 

particle size is further reduced to 20 nm, ORR activity turns to be decreased. This is due to significant 

agglomeration of small particles (~20 nm) losing their accessible active sites, in good agreement with 

decreased Sa relative to the catalyst with isolated particle morphology (50 nm). Therefore, the size 

dependent activity is likely due to the increased number of active sites at the catalyst surfaces 

stemming from increased Sa exposing for the ORR. Unlike Pt nanoparticle catalysts, this unique 

feature of improving catalyst activity by controlling size of catalysts has never been reported before 

for PGM-free carbon catalysts. This is because previous catalysts often have highly heterogeneous 

morphology without accurate controls of catalyst sizes and shapes.  
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Figure 3-6. N2 adsorption/desorption plots (a) and pore distribution (b) of Fe-ZIF catalysts as a 

function of sizes. (c) Comprehensive comparison of BET surface areas and porosity for various 

catalysts’ size.  
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Table 3-1. Pore distribution and BET surface areas of Fe-ZIF catalysts as a function of catalysts’ 

size. 

Sample 
Vmicro Vmeso Vmacro Vtotal SBET 

/cm3g-1 % /cm3g-1 % /cm3g-1 % cm3g-1 /m2g-1 

Fe-ZIF (1000 nm) 0.28 88.95 0.03 8.38 0.01 2.67 0.31 716 

Fe-ZIF (200 nm) 0.17 36.66 0.07 15.2 0.22 48.14 0.46 516 

Fe-ZIF (100nm) 0.22 21.31 0.21 20.4 0.6 58.29 1.03 656 

Fe-ZIF (50 nm) 0.15 12.94 0.48 41.13 0.53 45.93 1.16 614 

Fe-ZIF (20 nm) 0.19 19.88 0.75 78.72 0.01 1.4 0.96 682 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7. X-ray diffraction patterns of Fe-ZIF catalysts with various size from 1000 nm to 20 nm 

and the Fe-free ZIF (50 nm) catalyst. 
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Table 3-2. Raman fitting results of Fe-ZIF catalysts with various catalysts’ sizes. 

Sample Sp2 C- outside 

graphene % 

D peak % Distortion, C5 ring 

or heteroatoms % 

G peak % 

Fe-ZIF (1000 nm) 15.58 43.06 23.42 17.94 

Fe-ZIF (200 nm) 14.77 41.80 25.47 17.96 

Fe-ZIF (100nm) 13.45 40.24 28.19 18.12 

Fe-ZIF (50 nm) 13.02 40.49 26.85 19.65 

Fe-ZIF (20 nm) 13.76 40.32 26.99 18.93 
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Figure 3-8. Raman spectra of Fe-ZIF catalysts with various size from 1000 nm to 20 nm. 

Table 3-3. C1s peaking fitting results for catalysts with various particle size and the 

corresponding precursor for best performing catalyst. 

Samples C-C C-N, C-O O-C=O Carbonate π – π* 

Fe-ZIF (1000 nm) 61.1 16.1 6.8 6.4 9.6 

Fe-ZIF (200 nm) 59.3 16.9 7.1 6 10.7 

Fe-ZIF (100nm) 58.7 17.4 6.9 6.3 10.7 

Fe-ZIF (50 nm) 58.4 16.4 7 7 11.2 

Fe-ZIF (20 nm) 57.6 16.5 6.3 8.7 10.9 

Fe-ZIF (50 nm) 

precursor 

66.5 27.3 1.6 - 4.6 
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Table 3-4. N1s peaking fitting results for catalysts with various particle size and the corresponding 

precursor for best performing catalyst. 

Samples  Pyridinic N (%) Graphitic N (%) NOx (%) 

Fe-ZIF (1000 nm) 
22.4 61.5 16.1 

Fe-ZIF (200 nm) 32 52 16 

Fe-ZIF (100nm) 
24.3 56.1 19.6 

Fe-ZIF (50 nm) 
22.7 61.2 16.1 

Fe-ZIF (20 nm) 
23.3 57.9 18.8 

Fe-ZIF (50 nm) precursor 95 - 5 

 

 

Figure 3-9. XPS analysis of nitrogen doping (a), carbon structure (b), and iron species (c) for catalysts 

with various particle sizes from 1000 nm to 20 nm and the Fe-ZIF (50 nm) precursor.  
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Figure 3-10. Electrochemical active surface areas determined by cyclic voltammetry of catalysts as 

functions of catalysts’ sizes under nitrogen atmosphere. 

 

Table 3-5. Elemental quantification determined by using XPS as function of catalyst particle size 

from 1000 nm down to 20 nm and the Fe ZIF (50 nm) precursor. 

Sample C (at%) N (at%) O (at%) Fe (at%) Zn (at%) 

Fe-ZIF (1000 nm) 96.57 2 0.9 0.43 0.1 

Fe-ZIF (200 nm) 96.19 2.2 1.1 0.41 0.1 

Fe-ZIF (100nm) 96.16 2.2 1.1 0.44 0.1 

Fe-ZIF (50 nm) 96.05 2.3 1.1 0.45 0.1 

Fe-ZIF (20 nm) 96.05 2.2 1.2 0.45 0.1 

Fe-ZIF (50 nm) precursor 64 28 3.5 0.1 4.4 

 

3.5. Formation of active site 

The effect of heating temperature (up to 1100oC) on activity (Figure 3-11a) and H2O2 yields 

(Figure 3-12a) was studied on the Fe-ZIF catalyst (50 nm). The Fe-ZIF precursor (before pyrolysis) 

and Fe-ZIF-500 (treated at 500oC) are unstable in acids, and thus their activities cannot be accurately 

determined. In addition, there is no measurable steady-state ORR current for both Fe-ZIF-600 and Fe-

ZIF-700 samples, indicating no formation of active sites yet. When the temperature was further 

increased to 800oC, the catalyst started showing significant ORR activity. This suggests that 800oC is 
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the minimum temperature for generating active sites in acidic media for the ORR. Higher temperature 

(up to 1100oC) leads to enhanced activity, which likely facilitates the formation of larger number of 

active sites or sites with higher intrinsic activity. Notably, no product was left after a heat treatment 

above 1150oC. According to the phase diagram of carbon and iron, the eutectic point is around 1147oC, 

which generates liquid phase. Thus the highest possible temperature for carbonization the Fe-doped 

ZIF precursor is 1100oC. To elucidate new chemical bonds associated with active site formation, the 

Fe-ZIF catalysts synthesized at varied temperatures were extensively characterized. 

 

Figure 3-11. Active site formation during the high-temperature treatment (a) ORR activity of Fe-ZIF 

catalysts prepared at various temperature (600 to 1100oC). (b) Correlation of catalytic activity and 

new bonding formation associated with doped nitrogen and carbon. Evolution of XPS N 1s (c) and C 

1s (d) spectra of the Fe-doped ZIF catalyst with an increase of heating temperatures. 

The correlation between ORR activity and overall N doping determined by using XPS was 

summarized in Figure 3-11b. The elemental quantification analysis (Figure 3-12a and Table 3-6) 

indicates that increasing heating temperature results in a decline of total N content due to the loss of 
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pyridinic N and five-side pyrrolic N. Oppositely, the content of graphitic N is increased. Fe content is 

nearly independent of heating temperatures from 800 to 1100oC. Similar to previous reports,112, 161 the 

continuous decrease of N content does not lead to declined activity. This suggests that N content in 

catalysts might be sufficient and the nature of doping N (graphitic N vs. pyridinic N) in carbon is more 

important. Pyridinic N provides coordination sites to atomic Fe in the form of FeNx, while graphitic 

N is critical for tuning geometric and electric structures of carbon. 

 

Figure 3-12. (a) H2O2 yield of Fe-doped ZIF catalysts prepared from various heating temperatures; 

(b) Elemental qualification of catalysts from various temperatures determined by using XPS. 

Furthermore, 800oC was found as the critical point for forming new bonds associated with doped 

N (Figure 3-12c). The major N 1s peak (396 eV) in precursors disappears indicating a complete 

decomposition of Fe-N4 complex within ZIFs. It likely transforms to active Fe-Nx sites embedded into 

carbon accompanying with new bond formation of pyridinic N (398.6 eV) and Fe-N moieties (399.4 
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eV).176, 178, 205 However, graphitic N is still insignificant. Up to 900oC, both graphitic N and Fe-N keep 

increasing, suggesting increased number of active sites. However, when temperature increased from 

900 to 1100oC, such Fe-N content remained the same, while the content of relative graphitic N 

constantly increases. This indicates that the enhanced activity was possibly contributed by the 

additional increased graphitic N up to 1100oC. According to DFT calculation,186 doping of graphitic 

N leads to non-uniform electron distribution. This may facilitate adsorption of O2 onto adjacent carbon 

atoms. Similar effect of graphitic N on the electronic structures of FeN4 sites may generate a synergy 

to promote the adsorption of O2 and O=O bond breaking on FeN4 sites. Further DFT study is needed 

to fully elucidate this.

Table 3-6. Elemental qualification of Fe-ZIF catalysts as function of heating temperatures. 

Sample N at% Fe at% Zn at% O at% C at% 

Fe-ZIF precursor 27.77 0.15 9.41 2.45 60.22 

Fe-ZIF-600 25.75 0.28 9.3 6.69 57.98 

Fe-ZIF-700 20.94 0.59 7.49 8.62 62.36 

Fe-ZIF-800 17.58 0.62 4.6 8.98 68.22 

Fe-ZIF-900 12.84 0.48 3.05 7.52 76.11 

Fe-ZIF-1000 8.23 0.56 1.13 5.29 84.79 

Fe-ZIF-1100 2.21 0.45 0.11 1.18 96.05 

Fe-free ZIF-1100 2.77 0.13 0.4 2.39 94.31 
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800oC is also the onset temperature to form graphitized C-C bond at 284.5 eV (Figure 3-11d and 

Table 3-7). The degree of graphitization is further increased with temperature evidenced by gradually 

narrowing C-C peaks and reduced C-O/C=O species. XRD patterns (Figure 3-13) illuminate that ZIF 

crystals start to be decomposed at the temperature of 600oC. Likewise, increasing temperature from 

900oC to 1100oC leads to higher degree of graphitization and reduction of distortion associated with 

five-side ring and heteroatom doping, as indicated by Raman spectra (Figure 3-14) and their fitting 

results (Table 3-8). Thus, formation of graphitized carbon is a necessity to generate ORR activity 

either by providing electron transfer media or by hosting FeNx active sites. Combined the HR-TEM 

images (Figure 3-4), long-range ordering and local disordered structures may be favorable for the 

ORR with enhanced activity and stability. 

Table 3-7 Fitting results for C 1s spectra of Fe-ZIF catalysts as function of heating temperatures. 

 

Sample 

C-C (%) C-N, C-O (%) O=C-O (%) Carbonate (%) Pi-Pi* (%) 

284.7 eV 285.9 eV 287.9 eV 289.9 eV 292 eV 

Fe-ZIF 

precursor 

- - - - - 

Fe-ZIF-700 83..18 13.43 3.39 - - 

Fe-ZIF-800 61.03 23.95 9.84 3.38 1.80 

Fe-ZIF-900 58.89 21.80 7.17 6.84 5.30 

Fe-ZIF-1000 58.44 24.96 7.74 5.54 3.33 

Fe-ZIF-1100 58.97 21.29 7.46 6.82 5.45 
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Figure 3-13. X-ray diffraction patterns of Fe-ZIF-8 derived ORR catalysts from (a) 500oC maintaining 

the original crystalline structured and (b) 600 to 1100oC that carbonization starts occurring. 
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Figure 3-14. Raman spectra for best performing Fe-MOF catalysts as function of heating 

temperature from 500 to 1100 oC and its corresponding precursor. 
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Table 3-8. Fitting results for Raman spectra of Fe-ZIF catalysts obtained from 500oC to 1100oC 

Catalysts Sp2 C outside 

graphene % 

D peak % Distortion, C5 

ring or 

heteroatoms % 

G peak % ID/IG* 

Fe-ZIF 

precursor 

- - - - - 

Fe-ZIF-500 - - - - - 

Fe-ZIF-600 - - - - - 

Fe-ZIF-700 10.04 47.69 29.36 12.91 1.16 

Fe-ZIF-800 8.57 44.39 33.16 13.88 0.97 

Fe-ZIF-900 13.05 41.41 28.44 17.10 0.98 

Fe-ZIF-900 13.05 41.41 28.44 17.10 0.98 

Fe-ZIF-1000 12.93 40.27 27.46 19.34 0.93 

Fe-ZIF-1100 12.37 40.56 25.67 21.41 0.88 

* ID/IG values were calculated by the intensity of two major peaks around 1350 cm-1 and 1580 cm-1 in 

the Raman spectra. 

Existing DFT calculation suggested that the most likely active sites are atomically dispersed Fe, 

bonded with N in the forms of FeN4
177,180, 206, 207. Based on XPS analysis, we do detect the likely FeNx 

sites with obvious increases of pyridinic N relative to Fe-free ZIF catalysts. To verify the hypothesis, 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) were recorded for both Fe-doped ZIF precursor and catalysts 

treated at various temperatures (Figure 3-15). Fe K-edge X-ray absorption near edge structure 

(XANES) in Figure 3-15a shows that the precursor has the highest Fe oxidation state, close to 3+, as 

compared to Fe2O3 reference, which is in good agreement of using Fe3+ ions as precursors for chemical 

doping into ZIFs. However, upon high-temperature treatments, the oxidation state of Fe in catalysts 

was reduced, as evidenced from the shift of the XANES edge towards lower energy (closer to the edge 

of FeO reference). This is consistent with previous XANES measurements, which also showed that 

the Fe oxidation state in FeN4 is between 2+ and 3+ by comparing the edge slope and its shift with 

Fe2O3 and FePc standards.208 The broader white line (around 7133 eV) for catalysts at higher 

temperature is indicative of less confined electron in Fe local structure due to the uncertainty principle. 

All these evidences indicate the formation of possible FeN4 in a well-dispersed local structure in heat-
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treated catalysts. Careful examination of Fe pre-edge region in the inset of Figure 3-15a shows the 

increase of peak intensity for 1100oC treated catalyst. This could be due to lower local structure 

symmetry or shorter bond length.209 When checking the Fe L-edge XANES, as shown in Figure 3-

15b, the standard samples of FeTiO3 and Fe2O3 show two well-split peaks at ~706 and ~708 eV (Fe 

L3), an indication of Fe in octahedral site coordinated with 6 oxygen atoms.210 However, for the Fe-

ZIF catalysts annealed at 1100oC with different sizes, the splitting is not very clear and only a broad 

Fe L3 peak is identified, which suggests the local coordination of these Fe atoms is different. 

Furthermore, simulation of Fe L3 XAS shows that tetrahedrally coordinated Fe will only have a broad 

peak, while any additional octahedrally coordinated Fe will split the peak into two.210 This strongly 

suggests that Fe in our catalysts is centered by 4 other atoms. This is also confirmed from the Fe K-

edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) in Figure 3-15c, as a clear shift of the first 

shell Fe-N/O bond length is observed in 1100oC treated catalyst compared to that in the precursor. No 

Fe-Fe bond is identified from EXAFS, suggesting no formation of metallic iron. To further determine 

whether Fe is coordinated with N or O,211 we performed EXAFS fitting on the first-shell of these 

catalysts, as shown in Figure 3-15d, and the fitting results are listed in Table S9. Using FePc structure 

that has FeN4 unit as the reference, all first shell of the Fe-ZIF catalysts can be well fitted with ~4 N 

atoms. Higher temperature treatment leads to more well dispersed FeN4 structure as the fitted 

coordination number is closer to 4, and long range disorder becomes more obvious (lower peak 

amplitude for R > 2Å). We also used Fe-O scattering paths to fit Fe-ZIF catalysts treated at 1100 oC 

with Fe2O3 as the reference (Figure 3-16). The obtained coordination number is close to 5 (Table 3-

9). Considering the tetrahedral structure of Fe-ZIF catalysts suggested from Fe L-edge XANES, FeN4 

is a more reasonable structure for the studied atomic Fe catalysts. Thus, optimal control of the high-

temperature treatment is thus very critical for generating the most active FeN4 sites in catalysts. 
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Figure 3-15. (a) Fe K-edge XANES with zoom-in pre-peak region in the inset, (b) Fe L-edge XANES, 

(c) Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra at for chemically Fe-doped ZIF before and after a high-temperature 

treatment, and (d) EXAFS fitting on the first-shell of catalysts prepared from different temperatures 

(800, 900 and 1100oC).  
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Figure 3-16. EXAFS fit using Fe-O scattering paths for Fe-ZIF catalysts after annealing at 1100 oC. 

The coordination for possible Fe-O is close to 5. Considering the tetrahedral structure of Fe-ZIF 

catalysts suggested from soft XAS, FeN4 is the more reasonable structure for our catalysts. 

 

 

Table 3-9. Fitting parameters of Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of FePc, Fe2O3 and Fe-ZIF catalysts. (CN: 

coordination number; R: distance; 2: mean-square disorder; E0: energy shift) The single number in 

the bracket for R, 2, and E0 is the last digit error, while the one in the bracket for N is the full error. 

Sample Scattering Path CN R (Å) 2 (Å2) E0 (eV) 

FePc Fe-N 4.0(0.42) 1.93(1) 0.004(1) 4.5(8) 

Fe-ZIF-800oC Fe-N 4.5(1.1) 2.00(1) 0.009(5) 0(2) 

Fe-ZIF-900oC Fe-N 3.9(0.9) 2.01(2) 0.006(4) 1(2) 

Fe-ZIF-1100oC Fe-N 3.8(0.9) 2.00(2) 0.008(4) 0(2) 

Fe-ZIF-1100oC Fe-O 5.0(0.6) 1.97(3) 0.008(1) -2(3) 

Fe2O3 Fe-O 6.0(0.7) 2.00(2) 0.012(9) 2(1) 

 

3.6. Experimental Details 

Catalyst synthesis. During the synthesis, a wide range of crystal sizes of Fe-doped ZIF was controlled 

by tuning the concentration of metal precursors in methanol solution. Specifically, the molar ratio 

among Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, and 2-mehtylimidazole was kept constant at 0.02:1:4.2, 

which has optimal doping of Fe content was controlled at 2.5 at%.. The amounts of methanol in the 

synthesis were adjusted based on its molar ratio to Zn2+ at 217:1, 651:1, 1302:1, 2605:1 and 5210:1 to 
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prepare Fe-ZIF crystals with 1 µm, 200 nm, 100 nm, 50 nm and 20 nm, respectively. In the case of 

catalyst with 50 nm, typically, Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (3.39 g) and Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (105 mg) were dissolved 

in 600 mL methanol.  The other 600 mL methanol solution contain 2-methylimidazole (3.94 g). Then 

both solutions were mixed together and heated at 60oC for 24 h. The precipitant was collected followed 

by thorough washing with ethanol and dried at 60oC in a vacuum oven. To this end, Fe-ZIF crystal 

precursor were obtained for subsequent high-temperature treatment at a wide temperature range from 

500 to 1100oC under N2 flow for 1 h in a tube furnace to obtain the final catalyst. No additional acidic 

leaching and the second heating treatment were required. 

Material characterization. Catalyst morphology was studied using scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) on a Hitachi SU 70 microscope at a working voltage of 5 kV. The crystal phases present in 

each sample were identified using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a Rigaku Ultima IV 

diffractometer with Cu K-α X-rays. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were performed using a 

Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD XPS system equipped with a hemispherical energy analyzer and a 

monochromatic Al Kα source. The monochromatic Al Kα source was operated at 15 keV and 150 W; 

pass energy was fixed at 40 eV for the high resolution scans. All samples were prepared as pressed 

powders supported on a metal bar for the XPS measurements. The N2 isothermal adsorption/desorption 

was recorded at 77K on a Micromeritics TriStar II. Samples were degased at 150°C for 5 h under 

vacuum prior to nitrogen physisorption measurements. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

high resolution TEM (HRTEM), high angle annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF–STEM) and 

electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) mapping were performed on a probe-corrected FEI Titan 

80-300 S/TEM equipped with a gatan EELS detector. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 

measurements was conducted in APS at ANL. A four-element silicon drift diode vortex detector 

(Hitachi, USA) was used to collect Fe fluorescence signal from samples that were sealed in Kapton 

tapes. Data reduction and analysis were performed with the Athena software. Raman spectroscopy 

was performed using a Renishaw Raman system at 514 nm excitation. Samples were prepared as 

powders on a standard microscope glass slide, with the excitation laser focused through a 100× 
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microscope objective for a total interrogation spot size of 1.0-micron diameter. Excitation power was 

held constant at 150 µW for all samples.  

Hard X-ray Absorption (XAS) measurements and Analyses. Fe K-edge X-ray absorption near edge 

structure (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) experiments were carried 

out at beamline 5BM-D of DND-CAT, Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory 

(ANL). All data were collected in fluorescence mode due to low Fe concentration. A Vertox ME4 

silicon drift diode detector was used to collect the Fe K fluorescence signal while the Si (111) 

monochromator scanned the incident X-ray photon energy through the Fe K absorption edge. The 

monochromator was detuned to 65% of the maximum intensity at Fe K edge to minimize the presence 

of higher harmonics. Data reduction, data analysis, and EXAFS fitting were performed with the 

Athena, Artemis, and IFEFFIT software packages. Standard procedures were used to extract the 

EXAFS data from the measured absorption spectra. The pre-edge was linearly fitted and subtracted. 

The post-edge background was determined by using a cubic-spline-fit procedure and then subtracted. 

Normalization was performed by diving the data by the height of the absorption edge at 50 eV. For 

quantitative analyses, phase shifts and back-scattering amplitudes were generated by the FEFF 

calculations based on crystalline structures, namely, FePc and Fe2O3, and were then calibrated through 

performing the FEFFIT of reference samples’ EXAFS data, mainly to obtain the amplitude reduction 

factor S0
2 values. With the known S0

2, the EXAFS data of the samples were fitted with such generated 

phase shifts and amplitudes. For EXAFS modeling, Fe2O3 and bulk FePc EXAFS are fitted and the 

obtained S0
2 values are used as references to calculate the coordination numbers (CNs) in the rest 

EXAFS analysis to determine the CN of Fe-N/O for Fe-ZIF catalysts. These fitting results are listed 

in Table S9. Accuracies of obtained results presented here are: CN (±10%), R (±1%), 2 (±10%) 

and E0 (±10%). 

Soft XAS Measurements and Analyses. Fe L-edge XAS measurements of surface sensitive total 

electron yield were performed at beamline 4ID-C of the Advanced Photon Source. In addition, a Fe 
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sample was positioned upstream of the experiment and recorded during every scan to perform 

alignment between samples with up to 50 meV precision. Powder samples were mounted on 

electrically conducting carbon tape. FeTiO3 and Fe2O3 powder were used as the standard. 

Electrochemical measurements. All electrochemical measurements were performed using a CHI 

Electrochemical Station (Model 760b) in a conventional three-electrode cell at room temperature. A 

glassy carbon rotating disk electrode (GC-RDE) was used as the working electrode. Each catalyst was 

mixed with isopropanol and a 5wt% Nafion solution to produce an ink that was drop-casted onto the 

GC-RDE and air-dried at 60oC. The catalyst-coated GC-RDE was subjected to cyclic voltammetry 

(CV) in N2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte at a scan rate of 20 mV/s to determine the 

electrochemically accessible surface area. 159 Then, to determine the electrocatalytic activity for the 

ORR, rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) measurements were performed in O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 

at room temperature and a rotation rate of 900 rpm. A graphite rod was used as the counter electrode. 

Hg/HgSO4 (K2SO4-sat., 0.70 V vs. RHE) were employed for the reference electrodes in acid. The 

loading of catalyst was controlled at 0.8 mg/cm2 for all measurements. ORR steady-state polarization 

curves were recorded using discrete potential steps of 0.05 V at intervals of 30 s from 1.0 V to 0 V vs. 

RHE.  
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Chapter 4: Binary-Ligand MOF Precursors Derived Catalysts with Enhanced Stability for 

Oxygen Reduction Reaction  

4.1. Introduction 

The stability of current Fe-N-C catalysts is a deep concern. Both RDE and fuel cell tests indicated 

significant activity/performance loss occur at the initial stage especially at relatively higher 

potential/voltage (>0.6 V), which is far away from practical applications234, 235. Thus, it is urgent to 

address the stability issue of Fe-N-C catalysts. Several degradation mechanisms of Fe-N-C catalysts 

have been proposed including carbon corrosion, demetallation of Fe-N-C active sites, deprotonation 

of active sites, and micropores flooding236, 237. In all of these possible degradation mechanisms, carbon 

phases play critical role in achieving high catalyst stability, since carbon structure is not only 

recognized as the support of the active sites, but also as the part of the component in constructing Fe-

N-C active sites. Efforts has been made to modify the carbon structures of M-N-C catalysts for 

enhancing their stability via increasing the graphitization of carbon and engineering the morphology 

of carbon phase.153, 228, 238 For the ZIF-based precursors without any additional organic molecules and 

carbon support, the imidazolate ligands are the carbon source in the resulting M-N-C catalysts. In 

order to modify the carbon structure of the final M-N-C catalysts, it is very important to study effect 

of ligands on the structure and performance of the resulting catalysts. We have developed an effective 

approach to preparing highly active Fe-N-C catalysts derived from single 2-methylimidazole ligand 

via chemical doping of Fe as the structural node instead of physically locating in the micropores. In 

order to alter structure of catalysts while still maintaining its high activity, the 2-methylimidazole still 

keeps as the structural ligand that hosts the topology of the ZIFs, and the secondary ligand is employed 

to alter the structure of ZIF precursors. Tuning secondary ligands is able to optimize carbon structure 

in catalysts with enhanced catalytic activity and stability. Among studied methods, using binary ligand 

can let us tune the properties of ZIF precursor through changing their structure, morphology, and 

composition239, 240. Currently, there is few work to explore binary ligand ZIF-derived catalysts yet. 
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In this work, we report a binary ligand strategy to modify structure and morphology of Fe-N-C 

catalysts by adjusting the ligand linkers in ZIF precursors via mixing 2-methylimidazole (mIm) with 

a secondary ligand including 2-undecylimidazole (uIm), benzimidazole (bIm), and 1, 2, 4-triazole (tria) 

for synthesizing precursors with various structures and morphologies. The catalysts derived from uIm 

co-ligand precursors present a hollow structure of carbon particle and are able to incorporate more Fe 

in the precursor to achieve high density of atomically dispersed Fe sites coordinated with N in catalysts 

for high ORR activity. The increase of Fe content in catalysts also improved the stability compared to 

the traditional low iron content catalysts. 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the binary ligand strategy for the preparation of Fe-N-C catalysts 

and the molecular structure of ligands: 2-methylimidazole (mIm), 2-undecylimidazole (uIm), 

benzimidazole (bIm), and 1,2,4-triazole (tria). 
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4.2. Synthesis of binary ligand-derived Fe-N-C catalysts 

As shown in Figure 4-1, the synthesis of binary ligand Fe-ZIF derived catalysts is similar to the 

approach for Fe-N-C catalysts derived from single ligand. In addition to single mIm ligand, chemically 

doped Fe-ZIF-8 precursors containing mIm and the other ligand were prepared, followed by one-step 

high temperature treatment225. The secondary ligands studied include uIm, bIm, and tria, which are 

the substitute part of mIm as linkers for bridging Zn2+ and Fe3+ nodes during the synthesis Fe doped 

ZIF precursors. Notably, In terms of tuning the shape and crystalinity of MOF crystals, these 

secondary ligands serve as bridges in the coordination of MOFs, which is different from the 

modulators that are typically and terminates the metal nodes for expanding241. The obtained binary 

ligand precursors are only subjected to high one temperature treatment at 1100 °C under inert 

atmosphere to produce Fe-N-C catalysts without any post-treatment. 

 

Figure 4-2. The XRD patterns of Fe-ZIF precursors synthesized from single mIm and binary ligands 

(a) and their derived catalysts (b). 

The addition of secondary ligands evidently alters the crystal structure of ZIF crystals under the 

ratio of the secondary ligands to mIm at 1:4, revealed using PXRD (Figure 4-2a). The 2.5Fe-mIm 

maintains the same XRD pattern as ZIF-8, which implies that the addition of Fe does not influence the 

crystal structure of ZIF-8. The coordination between Fe3+ and 2-methylimidazole is the same as the 

Zn2+ coordinated with 2-methylimidazole in tetrahedral structure confirmed in our previous work242. 

So the Fe-ligand coordination is supposed to present in tetrahedral structure in the imidazolate binary 
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ligand ZIFs. For 2.5Fe-1uIm-4mIm, its crystal structure still remain the same as the 2.5Fe-ZIF and 

simulated ZIF-8, suggesting the addition of uIm has insignificant effects on the crystal structure of Fe-

ZIFs. Besides, the 2.5Fe-1bIm-4mIm not only exhibits poor crystallinity, but also the change in crystal 

structure from ZIF-8 to ZIF-7, indicating bIm dominantly drives the topology transformation of ZIFs 

in the synthesis. The poor crystalinity of 2.5Fe-1bIm-4mIm suggests that a different synthetic 

condition for well-defined bIm-mIm ZIF crystals needs to be investigated. In addition, The XRD 

pattern of 2.5Fe-1tria-4mIm is completely different from the 2.5Fe-ZIF possibly because the triazole-

containing ligands tend to provide octahedral or triangular coordination structure with metal ions 

instead of the tetrahedral structure of imidazole-metal coordination in ZIFs243. So the coordination 

structure of Zn and Fe with ligands in 2.5Fe-1tria-4mIm could possibly different from imidazolate 

ZIFs. All binary ZIF precursors are converted into carbon-based catalysts after high-temperature 

treatment (Figure 4-2b). Catalysts derived from 2.5Fe-1uIm-4mIm and 2.5Fe-1bIm-4mIm show the 

characteristics of amorphous carbon feature with C (002) at 25 °C and C (101) at 43 °C the same as 

the catalyst obtained from 2.5Fe-mIm, implying there is no obvious Fe particle-rich phases. However, 

the XRD pattern of Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1tria-4mIm) present an additional peak at 35° and sharp peaks 

overlapped with C (101) at 43° and narrowed peak for C (002) at 25°, suggesting that the presence of 

Fe particle related phases and graphitized carbon in the Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1tria-4mIm) catalyst101. The 

morphology of crystals in Fe-doped ZIF single- and binary ligand precursors are further observed by 

SEM (Figure 4-3a-4-3d). Distinguished from rhombic dodecanhedron shapes of crystals in the single 

mIm ligand ZIF precursor (Figure 4-3a), the crystals in 2.5Fe-1uIm-4mIm precursor show truncated 

dodecanhedron shapes (Figure 4-3b), possibly because of the longer alkyl C11 side chains in uIm 

instead of methyl groups in mIm affecting the packing structure of Fe-ZIF crystals. This 

transformation in shape of Fe-ZIF crystals with uIm may be due to the long hydrophobic chain could 

absorb on the hydrophobic surface of ZIF crystals and inhibit the growth of its absorbed facets, 

resulting in different shapes of ZIF crystals244, 245. Moreover, the incorporation of bIm containing a 

fused phenyl ring with imidazole, generates fused ZIF crystals with 30 nm in particle size in a good 
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agreement with its poor crystallinity in XRD (Figure 4-3c). On the other hand, when the 1,2,4-triazole 

secondary ligand is introduced in the synthesis of Fe doped ZIF precursors, straw-like rods (Figure 4-

3d) appear rather than particles obtained from all other imidazolate ligands. This suggests that the 

coordination between 1,2,4-triazole and metal ions are likely chain-like structure rather than the 

tetrahedron structure between Zn and imidazolate ligands246. 

 

Figure 4-3. SEM images of Fe-ZIF precursors from single mIm ligand (2.5Fe-mIm) (a) and binary 

ligands containing mIm with one of the secondary ligands: 2.5Fe-1uIm-4mIm (b), 2.5Fe-1bIm-4mIm 

(c) and 2.5Fe-1tria-4mIm (d) and their derived Fe-N-C catalysts: Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) (e), Fe-N-C 

(2.5Fe-1uIm-4mIm) (f), Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1bIm-4mIm) (g) and Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1tria-4mIm) (h). 

With one-step high-temperature treatment to prepare Fe-N-C catalysts (Figure 4-3e-h), the 

catalysts derived from two imidazolate ligands (Figure 4-3f-g) are able to maintain the shapes and 

size from their corresponding crystals69, 73, 78. However, the morphology of the Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1tria-

4mIm) catalyst (Figure 4-3h) is dramatically distinguished from its precursor, showing metal 

nanoparticles and stacks of carbon nanotubes with a diameter of 10 nm and the length at the micro-

length, which is constant with the XRD result. The graphitized nanocarbon is catalyzed by metal 

nanoparticles during the carbonization of the ZIF precursors247. The morphology comparison among 

various binary ligand-derived catalysts indicates that the imidazole-derived carbon catalysts possess 

strong coordination network preserving the morphology of their precursors, but the structure of 

triazole-containing ZIF precursor totally decomposed into non-uniform morphology during high-
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temperature treatment. This can be explained by the weak bonding strength between 1,2,4-triazole and 

metal ions than that of imidazolate ligands, resulting in less thermal stability for triazole-based ZIFs248, 

249. Notably, the Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1uIm-4mIm) catalyst contains hollow carbon particles, where the shell 

still preserved the shape from its precursor. This indicates that addition of uIm yields open and porous 

carbon morphology, which could benefit for exposing more active sites and facilitating mass transport 

for the ORR. 

4.3. Catalytic activity and stability of binary ligand derived Fe-N-C catalysts 

The ORR activity of binary ligand derived Fe-N-C catalysts are measured in O2 saturated 0.5 M 

H2SO4 solution (Figure 4-4). Among studied catalysts derived from binary ligands at the ratio of 1:4 

(secondary ligand:mIm) (Figure 4a), the Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1uIm-4mIm) derived catalyst exhibits the best 

activity with an onset potential (Eonset) of 0.97 V vs. RHE and a half-wave potential (E1/2) of 0.83 V 

vs. RHE without any optimization. The catalytic activity is closed to the optimized single-ligand Fe-

ZIF derived catalysts (Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) ) with Eonset=0.97 V vs. RHE and E1/2=0.85 V vs. RHE. 

The relatively lower ORR activity of Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1bIm-4mIm) catalysts showing Eonset = 0.96 V 

vs. RHE and E1/2 = 0.76 V vs. RHE is probably due to the significant agglomeration of its particles in 

the size of 20 nm with less exposed surface. The least active catalyst is the Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-1tria-4mIm), 

which could be explained by the decomposition of ligands network in the absence of micropores, 

resulting in low density of active sites. 
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Figure 4-4 (a) The polarization curves of Fe-N-C catalysts derived from single and binary ligand Fe-

ZIFs with 2.5 at% Fe content and 1:4 ligand ratio between the secondary ligand and mIm in the 

synthesis of precursors; The polarization curves of Fe-N-C catalysts derived from Fe-uIm-mIm 

precursors with various ligand ratio between uIm and mIm at 2.5 % Fe content (b) and with Fe-free 

and different Fe content using uIm:mIm=1:3 (c); (d) The hydrogen peroxide production for Fe-free 

and Fe-N-C catalysts derived from ZIF precursors without and with the uIm secondary ligand at 

different Fe content. All measurement are recorded in oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at the rotation 

speed of 900 rpm. 

To further optimize Fe-N-C catalysts derived from uIm and mIm binary ligands, the effects of the 

ratios of both ligand and the doping content of Fe on ORR activity are further studied. The optimized 

ratio between uIm to mIm is determined around 1:3 when the Fe content is constant (Figure 4-4b). 

Then the Fe content is further optimized when the uIm to mIm ratio of 1:3 is used (Figure 4-4c). 

Without addition of Fe in the synthesis, the Fe-free 1uIm-3mIm catalyst display significantly lower 

ORR activity compared to Fe-N-C catalysts. The content of 5.0 at% Fe doping into precursors shows 

the best ORR activity with a onset potential of 0.97 V (vs. RHE) and a half-wave potential of 0.86 V 
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vs. RHE, which is even slightly higher than those of optimal single ligand-derived Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-

mIm) catalysts (E1/2=0.85 (V vs. RHE)). This suggests that increased active sites associated with Fe 

are produced in the catalyst derived from the binary uIm-mIm ZIF precursor. Notably, when the Fe 

content is simply raised in the single mIm ligand ZIF precursor, the resulting Fe-N-C (5Fe-mIm) 

catalyst displays a decreased ORR activity with an E1/2 of 0.83 V (vs. RHE), caused by the possible 

formation of Fe-rich particles at higher Fe content. The Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) catalyst is able to 

transform more Fe content into FeN4 active sites well-dispersed into open and porous carbon. The 

ORR activity slightly decreased for the Fe-N-C (7.5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) catalyst when further increasing 

Fe content to 7.5 %, which is probably due to the formation of inactive Fe species at high Fe content 

in the catalyst101. The H2O2 yields obtained for these Fe-N-C catalysts are less than 3% significantly 

lower than the Fe-free 1uIm-3mIm catalyst, indicating they follow the four electron pathway for ORR 

in good agreement with typical Fe-N-C catalysts126. 
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Figure 4-5 (a) The chronoamperometric curves in 9 h constant potential holding at 0.85 V (vs. RHE) 

for Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm), Fe-N-C (5Fe-mIm) and Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) catalysts; (b) The cyclic 

voltammograms of Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) and Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) catalysts before and after 

constant potential holding at 0.85 V (vs. RHE) for 9 h. The comparison of ORR polarization curves at 

900 rpm before and after 9 h constant potential holding at 0.85 V for Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) and 

Fe-N-C (5Fe-mIm) catalysts (c) and Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) catalyst (d). All measurement were recorded 

in oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. 

As the most dominant degradation of Fe-N-C catalyst occurs at the initial stage, the stability of 

these catalysts is evaluated by holding a constant potential at 0.85 V (vs. RHE) for 9 hours to monitor 

their decays of current densities during the ORR (Figure 4-5a). The Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) and 

Fe-N-C (5Fe-mIm) catalyst exhibited a retention of 67% current density after 9 hours more stable than 

Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) catalyst (60%), which suggests that the increasing Fe could enhance the stability 

of Fe-N-C catalysts. Both enclosed area of cycle voltammetry curves for Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) and Fe-

N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) slightly enlarge after durability testing, showing the increasing in the 

capacitive current during AST evaluation. The increased capacitive current is typically due to the 
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formation of hydrophilic groups on carbon surface or the formation of defects in carbon structure, 

caused by carbon oxidation and carbon corrosion respectively. So the area of CV curves could suggest 

the carbon structure change for evaluating the durability of carbon structure before and after durability 

testing. Fe-N-C-(5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) displays relatively less increasing in the area of CV compared to 

Fe-N-C-(2.5Fe-mIm), suggesting their relatively robust carbon structure. In addition, the E1/2 of Fe-N-

C-(5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) and Fe-N-C (5Fe-mIm) catalysts only negatively shifted 15 mV and 13 mV 

respectively, (Figure 4-5c) while the Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) catalyst has a 20 mV loss after holding at 

0.85 V (vs. RHE) for 9 hours (Figure 4-5d). Although Fe-N-C (5Fe-mIm) catalyst performs slightly 

better stability than Fe-N-C-(5Fe-1uIm-3mIm), its ORR activity only limited to the of 0.83 V (vs. 

RHE) lower than the ORR activity of Fe-N-C-(5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) (E1/2 = 0.86 V (vs. RHE)). This 

implies that simultaneously adding the uIm and higher Fe content result in enhanced activity and 

stability of Fe-N-C catalysts for the ORR. 

4.4. Catalyst morphology and nanostructures 

To understand how the ORR activity and stability enhancement of the binary ligand Fe-N-C (5Fe-

1uIm-3mIm) catalyst benefit from uIm incorporation, the nanostructure of Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) 

catalyst was investigated by high-resolution electron microscopy. HR-TEM images (Figure 4-6a-c) 

reveal that disordered carbon structures are dominant in carbon particles in the absence of metallic 

particles. HADDF-STEM images further suggest uniform distribution of iron (bright spots) at the 

atomic level (Figure 4-6d-e). The elemental mapping (Figure 4-6f-i) indicates the carbon and 

nitrogen atoms are rich around Fe atoms, indicating atomically dispersed Fe is coordinated with N at 

the atomic scale, which is good agreement with our previous finding222, 225, 226, 228. This means the 

incorporation of uIm could allow ZIFs to intake more irons in the catalysts without forming Fe clusters. 

XRD patterns of the Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) catalyst show dominant amorphous carbon feature 

(Figure 4-7a). As longer C11 alkyl chains in uIm relative to mIm, the large geometry of uIm possibly 

contributes to spatially isolated Fe atoms to form atomic dispersion, instead of Fe aggregation, during 
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high-temperature treatment. The unique structural properties resulted in highly dispersed Fe-N active 

sites with enhanced ORR activity.  

 

Figure 4-6. The HR-TEM images (a-c) of Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) catalyst and its HADDF-STEM 

images (d and e) along with element mapping images with carbon (f), iron (g), nitrogen (h) and oxygen 

(i). 

 

Figure 4-7 (a) The XRD patterns of Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) and Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) catalysts; 

(b) The curves of N2 isothermal sorption for Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) and Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) 

catalysts; (c) The Raman spectra for Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) and Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) catalysts. 
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The curves of isothermal N2 adsorption/desorption (Figure 4-7b) show that Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-

3mIm) catalyst have a higher BET surface area (801 m2/g) than that of Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm) derived 

catalysts (558 m2/g). Particularly, at low pressure region, the higher quantity absorption for 5Fe-uIm-

mIm suggests it consists of more micropores than Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm), which possibly benefits for 

hosting more active sites and providing good mass transport in the catalyst. The Raman spectra 

revealed the difference in their carbon structure between the Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) and the Fe-N-

C (2.5Fe-mIm) (Figure 4-7c). Although both catalysts exhibit nearly the same ID/IG values (0.86), the 

Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) catalyst processes a less intense trench at 1450 cm-1 and an evident 2D peak 

at 2690 cm-1 compared to Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm). The decreased intensity at 1450 cm-1 suggests the 

presence of less defects in the carbon planes for the Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm), and the appearance of 

2D peak implies the increased crystallinity of carbon structure151. Therefore, Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) 

has more ordered carbon structure than Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-mIm)250. The increased order and reduced 

defects identified in carbon structure of Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) is likely contributed from the 

addition of the secondary ligand, uIm allowing the incorporation of more Fe that catalyze graphitic 

structure in catalysts during high-temperature treatment251. The current possible degradation 

mechanism of PGM-free catalysts are classified into these possible reasons: demetalation, protonation 

of active sites and anion absorption, carbon corrosion and micropores flooding236, 252, 253. Among these 

mechanism, the carbon corrosion has been reorganized as the major obstacle for developing stable 

PGM-free catalysts for ORR in acid electrolyte since defected carbon is readily oxidized when 

potential above 0.3 V (vs. RHE)254. Such oxidation of carbon could be accelerated when elevating 

operating temperature, causing significant activity loss of Fe-N-C catalytsts235. The structure 

graphitized carbon has been proposed to be able to slow down the corrosion process by strengthening 

the bonding and interaction among carbon atoms with highly ordered structure153. Our binary ligand 

strategy for improving the durability of PGM-free catalysts is supported by mechanism of preventing 

the carbon corrosion under acid electrolyte via reducing the defect of the carbon structure. Thus, the 

improvement in carbon crystallinity for Fe-N-C (5Fe-1uIm-3mIm) could possibly explain its enhanced 
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corrosion-resistance of the catalyst in acid via strengthening carbon structure with additional uIm 

ligand and higher Fe content, which is attributed to the better stability compared to the Fe-N-C (2.5Fe-

mIm) catalyst. 

4.5. Experimental details 

Catalysts synthesis. The synthesis of dual-ligand Fe-ZIF derived Fe-N-C catalysts follows our 

previous approach with single ligand Fe-ZIF derived Fe-N-C catalysts with appropriate 

modification225. The dual-ligand precursors are labeled as xFe-(co-ligand)-mIm and their derived 

catalysts labeled as Fe-N-C xFe-(co-ligand)-mIm. For example, 2.5Fe-uIm-mIm denotes as the 

precursor synthesized at the 1:4 ligand ratio between uIm and mIm and 2.5% Fe in total metal moles. 

The molar ratio between Zn(NO3)2·6H2O and the total moles of two ligands was kept constant at 1: 

4.21. The ligand ratio between the co-ligand and 2-methylimidazole is 1 to 4, and the molar percent 

of Fe3+ in total metals (Fe3++Zn2+) is fixed to be 2.5% for the synthesis of 2.5Fe-uIm-mIm, 2.5Fe-bIm-

mIm and 2.5Fe-tria-mIm. All Fe-ZIF precursors are heated at 1100 oC for 1h under N2 flow to obtain 

the catalysts. Taking the synthesis of the 2.5Fe-uIm-mIm catalyst as an example, a 600 mL methanol 

solution of mIm (38.4 mmol) and uIm (9.6 mmol) was added into the 600 mL methanol solution of 

Zn(NO3)2 6H2O (11.4 mmol) and Fe(NO3)3 9H2O (0.29mmol). The resulting mixture was kept at 60 °C 

for 24 hours. Then precipitant was obtained by centrifuging and washing with ethanol for three time, 

followed by drying in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 8 hours. The obtained solid was heated in a tube 

furnace at 1100 °C for 1h under N2 flow to obtain catalysts. For the optimization of uIm co-ligands 

derived catalysts, the catalysts are labeled as Fe-N-C (xFe-yuIm-zmIm) where x denotes the mole 

percent of Fe in total metals and y:z denotes the ligand ratio between uIm and mIm. The molar ratio 

between uIm ligand and mIm ligand varies from 1:4, 1:3, 1:2 to 1:1 in the synthesis of precursors, and 

the molar percent of Fe3+ in total metals (Fe3++Zn2+) is controlled from 2.5%, 5% to 7.5%. For the 

synthesis of single ligand (mIm) Fe-ZIF derived catalysts, in the precursors synthesis the amount of 

mIm keeps 48 mmol, and the molar percent of Fe3+ in total metals (Fe3++Zn2+) is 2.5 % for 2.5Fe-mIm 

and 5% for 5Fe-uIm. 
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Physical characterization. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using a 

Zeiss Auriga crossbeam focused ion beam. The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 

(HR-TEM) and high angle annular dark field-scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-

STEM) images were recorded and analyzed using a field-emission JEOL 2100F with 200kV in the 

center for functional nanomaterials at Brookhaven National Lab. The X-ray diffraction patterns were 

collected by a Rigaku Ultima IV diffractometer with Cu Kα X-ray source. The Renishaw Raman 

system was used to acquire Raman spectra under ambient condition at a wavelength of 514 nm laser 

with 50x objective. The N2 sorption isotherms were measured using a Micromeritics TriStar ll at 77K 

after degassing samples at 150 °C under vacuum for 5 hours.  

Electrochemical characterization. All the electrochemical measurements were conducted using a 

three-electrode system with a ring-rotating disk electrode (RRDE) as the working electrode, a graphite 

electrode as the counter electrode and Hg/Hg2SO4 as the reference electrode. Catalyst loading 

deposited onto RRDE is 0.8 mg/cm2. The rotation speeds for all of tests were controlled at 900 rpm. 

An electrolyte used for determining the ORR activity is 0.5 M H2SO4. All of determined half-wave 

potentials (E1/2) are based on above condition The Hg/Hg2SO4 reference electrode was calibrated by a 

reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) prior to the measurement. The cyclic voltammetry was 

performed from 0 to 1.0 V (vs. RHE) for 20 cycles at a scan rate of 50 mV/s in the oxygen saturated 

0.5 M H2SO4 before taking polarization curves for ORR. The polarization curves of catalysts for ORR 

were then recorded at a rotation speed of 900 rpm in an oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 using staircase 

voltammetry with a period of 30 s and a step of 50 mV from 1.0 to 0.1 V (vs. RHE). The potential of 

platinum ring on RRDE was set to be 1.2 (V vs. RHE) during recording ORR polarization curves. The 

yield of hydrogen peroxide was calculated from the ring (Ir) and disk current (Id) using the following 

equation where N=0.36 is collection efficiency: 

H2O2 yield (%) = 200Ir/(Ir+NId) 
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The chronoamperometry is used to accelerate the stress on catalysts for durability evaluation. A 

constant potential of 0.85 V (vs. RHE) was applied to the catalyst in an oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 

for 9 hours for the durability evaluation.  
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Chapter 5: Unveiling Active Sites for CO2 Reduction to CO  

5.1 Introduction 

Electrochemical reduction of CO2 using water as the medium is a sustainable solution for both 

CO2 remediation and fuels generation as it can convert CO2 and store intermittent renewable energy 

into transportable fuels simultaneously.255, 256 This desired technology, however, faces grand 

challenges owing to the sluggish rate of CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR) and the inevitable 

competition over hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in aqueous media.257, 258 Among explored 

catalyst formulations, metal (Fe, Co, and Ni) and nitrogen co-doped carbon (M-N-C) materials have 

been emerging as promising electrocatalysts due to their low cost and appealing CO2RR selectivity. 

256, 259-263 Especially, nitrogen coordinated metal (M−NX) moieties were proposed to be likely catalytic 

sites, because of their optimal binding strength with the chemical species involved in CO2RR.259, 262, 

264, 265 Despite recent progress in the literature,256, 259-262 the M-N-C catalysts still suffer from poor 

selectivity and low current densities associated with CO2 reduction to CO. Importantly, the nature of 

active site remain a puzzle, which make rational design impossible for advanced catalysts with high 

density of active sites for the CO2RR, while free of the sites active for the parasitic HER.  

The obstacle hindering the exploration of the active M−Nx sites for the CO2RR mainly lies in the 

lack of ideal model catalysts. Due to high mobility and diffusivity of isolated metal atoms, M−Nx 

species will undergo uncontrolled sintering during the synthesis of M-N-C by pyrolyzing the mixed 

metal salts, nitrogen and carbon precursors at high temperature (>900oC). This eventually leads to the 

formation of mixed phases of M−Nx and metallic aggregates in traditional M-N-C catalysts.110, 120, 224, 

262, 266-268 This will inevitably reduce densities of active M−Nx sites and cannot accurately link to 

catalytic reactivity for CO2RR. In addition, the metallic species often prefers to catalyze the HER 

rather than the CO2RR,261, 269 thus the overall CO2RR activity of M−Nx will be underestimated. 

Recently, we developed an effective synthesis approach to preparing uniform atomic Fe− and Co−N4 

site catalysts without metallic phases,232, 270 which can be used as the ideal model systems to study the 
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nature of active sites for the CO2RR. As for the subtle structures of M−N4, there are two possible 

forms either embedded at edge or in bulk of the carbon matrix.120, 145, 224, 267, 271 However, 

distinguishing their catalytic activity and selectivity for the CO2RR are not elucidated yet due to the 

limitations in experimental techniques of fabricating M-N-C exclusively by edge- or bulk-hosted 

M−N4. Theoretical computation thus could be an effective solution to identify the real active M−N4 

sites as it can predict favorable CO2RR pathway on these two different types of M−N4 clusters.120, 145 

Herein, we report the investigation on reactivity and catalytic sites of M−N4 (M=Fe or Co) for 

CO2 reduction through a combination of the synthesis of isolated Fe and Co-based M-N-C model 

catalysts, the verification of Fe−N4 or Co−N4 structures, the measurements of activity and selectivity 

in CO2RR, and the theoretical identification of the active M−N4 sites by first-principles DFT 

calculations. The atomically dispersed M-N-C catalysts with well-defined M−N4 sites were prepared 

by using chemically Fe or Co-doped zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIF), respectively, followed by 

a facile high-temperature treatment (Figure 5-1). Rather than physically absorbed in the pores of ZIF-

8, Fe (or Co) ions are nodes that chemically bond with 2-methylimidazole, thus stabilizing atomic Fe 

(or Co) dispersion in precursors through covalence bonds, as evidenced by the same crystal structure 

and rhombic dodecahedron shapes between ZIF-8 and doped ZIFs (Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3). 

During high-temperature activation to produce M-N-C, Zn also acts as spacers to disperse Fe (or Co) 

to avoid the formation of metallic clusters. We observed that all the catalysts preserved their 

dodecahedron shape with the size of 20-30 nm (Figure 5-1b-d for Fe-N-C and Figure 5-1f-h for Co-

N-C). X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (Figure 5-4a) show that they are only partially graphitized 

carbon without metallic phases, and Raman spectroscopy demonstrate the similar disordered structure 

of the carbon phases for these catalysts (Figure 5-4b). 
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Figure 5-1. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of M-N-C catalysts. The HAADF-STEM 

images of Fe-N-C (b-e) and Co-N-C catalysts (f-i). 

 

Figure 5-2. The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the Fe-ZIF precursor, Co-ZIF precursor, ZIF-8 

and simulated ZIF-8. 
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Figure 5-3. Scanning electron microscopy of the ZIF-8 precursor (a) and its derived N-C catalyst (b); 

Fe-ZIF precursor (c) and its derived Fe-N-C catalyst (d); Co-ZIF precursor (e) and its derived Co-N-

C catalyst (f). 
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Figure 5-4. (a) The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of Fe-N-C, Co-N-C and N-C catalyst. (b) 

Raman spectra of N-C, Fe-N-C and Co-N-C catalysts. 

5.2. Structure and composition of atomically dispersed Fe and Co catalysts 

To reveal the atomic structure of Fe and Co in M-N-C, high-resolution high-angle angular dark-

field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) was performed. As depicted in 

Figure 5-1e and 5-1i, isolated and well-dispersed Fe and Co atomic sites were directly observed, 

which both located at edge sites and embedded in the carbon matrix. We further carried out X-ray 

absorption spectra to verify the evolution of the M−N and their local coordination. The Co K-edge X-

ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) in Figure 5-5a shows that Co-N-C has the oxidation state 

close to 2+ compared to CoO standard. In addition, the Fe K-edge XANES in Figure 5-5d shows that 

Fe-N-C possesses the oxidation state in-between 2+ and 3+ compared to FeO and Fe2O3 standards. 

More detailed comparison can be seen in the derivative of corresponding XANES spectra. As shown 

in Figure 5-5b, the major peak is aligned with the one of CoO, supporting the oxidation state of 2+ for 

our Co-N-C catalyst, while 3+ dominates Fe catalyst (Figure 5-5e). To further determine the local 

coordination of Co and Fe, their L-edge XANES and K-edge EXAFS were analyzed. The lack of clear 

splitting (708 eV in Figure 5-6) in Fe L3 XANES rules out the FeO6 octahedral configuration,272 and 

suggests a possible FeO4 or FeN4 coordination. Similarly, the loss of the feature peak (776 eV in 

Figure 5-7) of octahedral structure in Co L3 XANES suggests tetrahedral coordination (e.g., CoN4) 
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of Co catalyst as well. Therefore, the EXAFS fitting (Figure 5-5c,f) of the first shell was performed 

on M-N-C by using the M−N scattering paths from standard CoPc and FePc, respectively,232, 270, 273, 

274 showing that both Co and Fe are coordinated with four N in the form of M−N4 complexes embedded 

in the carbon frameworks (Table 5-1), consistent with soft XAS results and reported atomic structures 

of Fe-N4 and Co-N4.
275, 276 Note that Co−O and Fe−O, as well as mixed Co−O/Co−N and Fe−O/Fe−N 

scattering paths were also used to fit our catalysts, but none of these fits give reasonable tetrahedral 

structures that are consistent with soft XAS and XPS results (Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9). 

 

Figure 5-5. (a) Co K-edge XANES, (b) derivation of Co K-edge XANES, and (c) Co K-edge EXAFS 

fitting of Co-N-C. (d) Fe K-edge XANES, (e) derivation of Fe K-edge XANES, and (f) Fe K-edge 

EXAFS fitting of Fe-N-C. 
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Figure 5-6. K-space data and fits of (a) Fe K-edge EXAFS, and (b) Co K-edge EXAFS. 

 

Figure 5-7. Soft X-ray absorption spectra at (a) Fe L3 edge, and (b) Co L3 edge. The dashed show 

the characteristic peak for Co octahedral structure, which is missing in our Co-N-C catalyst. 
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Table 5-1. Fitting parameters of Cu K-edge of CuPc, Fe and Co K-edge EXAFS spectra of Fe-N-C 

and Co-N-C catalysts. (CN: coordination number; R: distance; 2: mean-square disorder; E0: energy 

shift) The single number in the bracket is the last digit error. 

Sample Scattering Path CN R(Å) σ2 (Å2) E0 (ev) R-factor 

CuPc Cu-N 4.0(7) 1.92(1) 0.003(2) 4.2(7) 0.0363 

Fe-N-C Fe-N 3.8(9) 1.98(2) 0.007(4) -1.2(3) 0.0200 

Fe2O3 Fe-O 6.0(1) 2.00(2) 0.012(9) 1.83(4) 0.0211 

Fe-N-C Fe-O 5.5(9) 1.94(2) 0.009(4) -6.7(3) 0.0392 

Fe-N-C 

Fe-N 1.1(3) 1.91(2) 0.003(4) -2.7(7) 

0.0156 

Fe-O 2.9(8) 1.99(2) 0.003(4) -2.7(3) 

Co-N-C Co-N 4.0(1) 1.91(6) 0.012(7) -10(7) 0.0100 
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Figure 5-8. (a) Fe K-edge R-space EXAFS fitting of Fe-N-C by using Fe-O bonding (b) Fe K-edge 

K-space EXAFS fitting of Fe-N-C by using Fe-O bonding (c) Fe K-edge R-space EXAFS fitting of 

Fe-N-C by using Fe-O and Fe-N bonding (d) Fe K-edge K-space EXAFS fitting of Fe-N-C by using 

Fe-O and Fe-N bonding. 

 

 

Figure 5-9. Fitted Co2p and Fe2p XPS spectra for Co-N-C and Fe-N-C catalysts (Co2p3/2: Co2+-

O/N (780.5 eV) and satellite (786.5eV); Co2p1/2: Co2+-O/N (796.3 eV) and satellite (803.6eV); Fe2p3/2: 

Fe2+-O/N (710 eV), Fe3+-O/N (710.6 eV) and satellites (716 eV and 717.5eV); Fe2p1/2: Fe2+-O/N 

(723.6 eV), Fe3+-O/N (724.6 eV) and satellites (729 eV and 732V).  
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As for the structural configurations of Fe (or Co) with four N coordination, previous Mossbauer 

findings have experimentally revealed that two kinds of Fe−N4 could be generally formed in Fe-N-C 

synthesized by heating treatment of Fe, N, and C-containing precursors.32, 277 One is the bulk-hosted 

Fe−N4 moieties, which were embedded in the bulk of a graphitic layer and is fully encapsulated by 

carbon atoms. Another is the edge-hosted Fe−N2+2, where two N-doped graphitic layers are connected 

by an Fe atom bonded with two N atoms at the edges of each graphitic layer. The Fe−N2+2 also leads 

to a distortion of carbon plane environment that cause the out-of-plane position of iron, while the 

Fe−N4 maintains the in-plane structure. In our case, Mossbauer spectroscopy previously (Figure 2-4a) 

verifies the formation of both Fe−N2+2 and Fe−N4 in Fe-N-C without containing any metal aggregates 

in our atomically dispersed Fe-N-C catalysts. 

The element compositions measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) indicate that 

these three N-C, Fe-N-C, and Co-N-C catalysts had the similar C, N, and O contents (Table 5-2). It 

must be noted that the Fe content is close to that of Co in the final optimized M-N-C catalysts via the 

controlled synthesis. In addition, these three catalysts possessed similar types of nitrogen-induced 

groups including pyridinic N, graphitic N, and oxidized N, and the presence of the M−N complexes is 

also confirmed from fitted N1s spectra (Figure 5-10 and Table 5-3).  
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Table 5-2. XPS element quantification of catalysts. 

Catalyst C (at%) N (at%) O (at%) Fe or Co (at%) Zn (at%) 

N-C catalyst 95.2 2.4 2.1 - 0.3 

Fe-N-C catalyst 96.4 2.3 1.1 0.1 0.1 

Co-N-C catalyst 96.4 2.2 1.1 0.1 0.2 

 

Figure 5-10. Fitted N1s XPS spectra of N-C, Fe-N-C and Co-N-C catalysts (Pyridinic N: 

398.5±0.1 eV; Co-N4 or Fe- N4: 399.5±0.1 eV; Graphitic N: 401.1±0.1 eV, Oxidized N:402.3±0.2 eV). 
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Table 5-3. The peak quantification of XPS fitted N1s spectra of catalysts. 

Catalyst Pyridinc N (%) Fe-N or Co-N (%) Graphitic N (%) Oxidized N (%) 

N-C 36.79 - 52.00 11.21 

Fe-N-C 33.19 16.03 48.34 10.72 

Co-N-C 31.38 14.61 49.69 11.67 

 

5.3. Atomically dispersed Fe and Co catalysts for CO2 reduction 

Electrochemical reduction of CO2 on these model catalysts were measured systematically in 

KHCO3 solution. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves of the optimized catalysts (Figure 5-11 

and Figure 5-12) exhibited much larger current density in CO2-saturated solution compared to those 

obtained in the Ar-saturated electrolyte revealing the occurrence of CO2 reduction. Moreover, Fe-N-

C exhibited a much more positive onset potential of around −0.29 V toward CO2RR than those of Co-

N-C (−0.38 V) and N-C (−0.67 V), suggesting that catalytic capability for CO2RR follows the order 

of Fe-N-C > Co-N-C > N-C. 

 

Figure 5-11. The optimization of CO2RR activity over Fe-N-C (a,b) and Co-N-C (c,d) by adjusting 

Fe and Co amounts in precusors. 
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Figure 5-12. (a) LSV curves in the Ar- and CO2-saturated 0.1 M KHCO3 electrolyte at a scan rate of 

5 mV s−1. 

We further conducted chronoamperometric electrolysis to evaluate the selectivity of products in 

CO2 reduction (Figure 5-13). Gaseous CO and H2 (Figure 5-14a) were detected as main products 

with trace amounts of CH4 (Figure 5-15); no liquid hydrocarbon products were detected. Noted that 

FEs of CO and H2 are largely dependent on applied potentials, suggesting the competitive nature of 

CO2RR and HER.256 Fe- and Co-free N-C exhibited a maximum FE of 20% for CO generation at –

0.79 V vs. RHE, corresponding to an overpotential of 0.68 V against the standard equilibrium potential 

of CO2/CO is –0.11 V.278 Upon atomic dispersion of Co sites coordinated with N, a maximum CO FE 

increased to 45% at an overpotential of 0.48 V on optimized Co-N-C, which is more than two times 

higher than that of N-C, along with 200 mV reduction in overpotential. As for Fe-N-C, the highest FE 
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for the CO reaches 93% at an overpotential of 0.47 V, which is among the highest result compared 

with other Fe-N-C based catalysts reported in literature.261, 262, 279 Accordingly, maximum FEs of H2 

are in the order of N-C (79%) > Co-N-C (55%) > Fe-N-C (6%). These results indicate that the Fe−N4 

and Co−N4 sites are more active in suppressing HER compared to metal-free C−NX sites. Moreover, 

FE selectivity further confirms that the Fe−N4 site is intrinsically more efficient than the Co−N4 site 

in catalyzing CO2RR to CO, as also evidenced by partial current densities (Figure 5-14b). Obviously, 

larger CO current densities on Fe-N-C than those on Co-N-C in overall potentials further directly 

manifest that Fe−N4 sites are inherently more active than Co−N4 for CO2RR reduction to CO. 

 

Figure 5-13. 10 min continuous chronoamperometric experiments for CO2RR at different applied 

potentials on (a) N-C, (b) Co-N-C, and (c) Fe-N-C.  
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Figure 5-14. (a) CO and H2 FEs of N-C, Co-N-C, and Fe-N-C. (c) CO and H2 partial current densities 

of N-C, Co-N-C, and Fe-N-C. (d) Electrocatalytic CO2RR stability of Fe-N-C at –0.58 V. 

 

Figure 5-15. CH4 FEs of N-C, Co-N-C, and Fe-N-C. 
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Electrochemical stability of the best performing Fe-N-C was also tested. As shown in Figure 3c, 

a 20-hour test reveals that Fe-N-C exhibited stable CO FEs of above 93% and current density of −2.8 

mA cm–2, corresponding to a total CO production of 1.0 mmol cm–2 at a low overpotential of 0.47 V 

(Figure 5-16). This implies excellent stability of atomic Fe−N4 sites during the CO2RR in aqueous 

media. 

 

Figure 5-16. (a) Total current density and (b) total production of CO on Fe-N-C at an applied potential 

of −0.58 V for 20.2 h of continuous tests. 

5.4. Unveiling the active sites of atomically dispersed Fe and Co catalysts by DFT caculation 

To elucidate the reactivity nature and catalytic sites of such N coordinated single atomic Fe and 

Co catalysts for the CO2RR, the first-principles DFT calculations were performed. Following previous 

studies32, 123, 145, 224, 267, 277 and structural characterization results attained in our work, bulk-hosted 

M−N4 moiety with M−N4 embedded compactly in a graphitic layer (denoted as M−N4-C10) and edge-

hosted M−N4 moiety with M−N4 bridging two adjacent armchair-like graphitic edges (denoted as 

M−N2+2-C8) are proposed as possible site candidates (Figure 5-17a). One of critical difference 

between M−N4-C10 and M−N2+2-C8 sites is that M−N2+2-C8 site contains adjacent carbon atoms with 

dangling bonds. 
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Figure 5-17. (a) Atomic structure of M−N4-C10 and M−N2+2-C8 (M=Fe or Co) active sites. (b) 

Calculated free energy evolution of CO2 reduction to CO on M−N2+2-C8 sites under applied electrode 

potential (U) of 0 V and −0.6 V. (c) The initial and final state for the COOH dissociation reaction on 

M−N4-C10 and M−N2+2-C8 sites. In the figure, the gray, blue, yellow, red, and white balls represent C, 

N, M, O, and H atoms, respectively. 

Examining the reaction thermodynamics, we calculated the free energy evolution of CO2 

reduction to CO on these two sites assuming a reaction pathway involving the formation of COOH* 

and CO* intermediates via the coupled proton-electron transfer process (Figure 5-18).256, 257, 262 We 

found that it always requires a free energy increase from CO2 gas phase transition to COOH* adsorbed 

on both the active sites under an electrode potential (U) of 0 V, indicating nonspontaneous nature of 

CO2RR. However, with further decrease of U below a critical limiting potential, the elemental step of 

CO2(g) to COOH* could become thermodynamically favorable, as shown in Figure 5-17b, and hence, 

the CO2RR can proceed on both the M−N4-C10 and M−N2+2-C8 sites. Consequently, this limiting 

potential defines the onset potential of CO2RR on the active sites, which were also predicted for HER 

(Figure 5-19). By correlating catalyst activities with theoretical predications, we found the obtained 

DFT results (Table 5-4) well support our experimental measurements. (1) The CO2RR starts at −0.10 

V on Fe−N2+2-C8 and −0.52 V on Co−N2+2-C8, in good agreement with the experimental trend that 

onset potential of CO2RR on Fe-N-C (−0.29 V) is more positive than that of Co-N-C (−0.38 V). (2) 
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HER can start on Co−N4-C10 site at −0.36 V, which is more positive than −0.52 V for CO2RR on 

Co−N2+2-C8 site, explaining the observed low selectivity of Co-N-C catalysts for CO2RR owing to 

strong competition by HER. (3) The potentials of HER started on both Fe−N4-C10 and Fe−N2+2-C8 

sites are more negative than those for the CO2RR, well validating the observed high selectivity of Fe-

N-C catalysts for CO generation during the CO2RR because of the thermodynamic suppress of HER. 

 

Figure 5-18. Adsorption configurations for COOH, CO, and H on M−N4-C10 and M−N2+2-C8 active 

sites (M = Fe, Co). In the figure, the gray, blue, gold, red, and white balls represent C, N, M, O, and 

H atoms, respectively. 

 

Figure 5-19. Calculated free energy diagrams for the hydrogen evolution reaction on M−N4-C10 and 

M−N2+2-C8 active sites (M = Fe, Co) at 298 K under 0 V (vs. RHE). 
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Table 5-4. Predicted onset potential for CO2 reduction to CO (VCO2RR), onset potential for hydrogen 

evolution (VHER), and heats of reaction for COOH dissociation to CO and OH (H0) on various active 

sites. 

Active sites Fe−N4-C10 Fe−N2+2-C8 Co−N4-C10 Co−N2+2-C8 

VCO2RR (V) −0.38 −0.10a −0.23 −0.52 

VHER (V) −0.45 −0.23 −0.36 −0.67 

H0 (eV) +1.11 −1.24 +1.44 −1.18 

 

Furthermore, we calculated the heat of reaction for non-electrochemical reaction step of COOH* 

 CO* + OH*, through which one C−O bond in CO2 is broken up on these two sites. As plotted in 

Figure 4c, the initial state of this elementary step is COOH adsorbed on the central M atom whereas 

the final state is that CO is adsorbed on M and OH is adsorbed on an adjacent C atom after cleavage 

of the C-O bond. Our DFT results in Table S4 show that this COOH dissociation step is an endothermic 

process requiring more than 1 eV external heat on both Fe−N4-C10 and Co−N4-C10 sites, but is a 

desirable exothermic process on Fe−N2+2-C8 and Co−N2+2-C8 sites. These results suggest that it 

requires insurmountable activation energy for the COOH dissociation on M−N4-C10 sties, but only 

requires reasonable activation energy on M−N2+2-C8 sites. We also calculated OH adsorption on 

saturated carbon atoms of M−N2+2-C8 (Figure 5-20), showing positive heat of reaction similar to that 

on M−N4-C10. This highlights that the carbon atoms with dangling bonds play key roles in the COOH 

dissociation. Note that although the dangling bond on the edge carbon may be compensated by the H 

and OH from water, the dissociation of OH from COOH may react with the H atom and generate H2O, 

and the OH could possibly acquire an electron to generate OH− over the reduction potential range, 

thus maintaining the regeneration and stability of active carbon atoms with dangling bond. Therefore, 

we conclude that only the M−N2+2-C8 site having active carbon atoms with dangling bonds is 

thermodynamically and kinetically active for the CO2RR. This finding will provide guidance for 
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advanced catalyst synthesis by creating more defects (e.g., carbon with dangling bonds) and 

micropores containing two graphitic flakes for M−N2+2-C8 structures. 

 

∆H0(eV) (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fe +1.24 +0.91 +1.11 -1.24 

Co +1.74 +0.98 +1.44 -1.18 

 

Figure 5-20. Adsorption configurations and enthalpy changes for COOH dissociation on M−N4-C10 

and M−N2+2-C8 active sites (M = Fe, Co) with different final states. In the figure, the gray, blue, gold, 

red, and white balls represent C, N, M, O, and H atoms, respectively. 

5.5. Experimental Section 

Catalyst Synthesis. The Fe-ZIF or Co-ZIF precursor was synthesized via adding Fe(NO3)3·9H2O and 

Co(NO3)2·6H2O during the growth of ZIF-8 crystals. The Fe-N-C or Co-N-C catalysts were then 

obtained by carbonization of its corresponding Fe-ZIF and Co-ZIF precursors under an inert 

atmosphere at 1100 oC for 1 hour. The preparation of the Fe-N-C catalyst was taken as an example. A 

600 mL methanol solution of Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (3.39 g) and Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (120 mg) was mixed with 

the other 600 mL methanol solution of 2-methylimidazole (3.94 g). The mixture was aged at 60 oC for 

24 h. The precipitant was then collected, washed with ethanol and dried at 60 oC in a vacuum oven to 
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yield the Fe-ZIF precursor. The Fe-N-C catalyst was obtained by the carbonization of Fe-ZIF precursor 

at 1100 oC under a N2 flow for 1 h in a tube furnace. The Fe-N-C and Co-N-C represent the model 

catalysts with the best performance if no specific descriptions are provided. The N-C catalyst derived 

from ZIF-8 precursor without any Fe or Co doping was synthesized under the identical conditions. 

Catalyst Characterization. Catalysts morphology was studied using scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) on a Hitachi SU 70 microscope at a working voltage of 5 kV. The crystal phases present in 

each sample were identified using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a Rigaku Ultima IV 

diffractometer with Cu K-α X-rays. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a 

Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD XPS system equipped with a hemispherical energy analyzer and a 

monochromatic Al Kα source. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution TEM 

(HRTEM), high angle annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF–STEM) were carried out at Oak 

Ridge National Lab. spectra (XAS) measurements were done at 5BM-D of DND-CAT, 9BM-C and 

4ID-C at Argonne National Lab’s Advanced Photon Sources (APS). The EXAFS analyses were done 

by using Artemis software. For quantitative analysis, phase shifts and back-scattering amplitudes were 

generated by the FEFF calculations based on crystal structures of CuPc, Fe2O3 and CoO for 

corresponding EXAFS spectra, and were then calibrated through performing the FEFFIT of the 

EXAFS data of the reference samples, mainly to obtain the amplitude reduction factor (S0
2) values. 

Since CuPc, FePc, and CoPc have very similar structure and crystallographic parameters, as shown in 

Figure 5-21, CuPc EXAFS spectrum (Figure 5-22) was used as the reference spectra and the S0
2 

values obtained in fitting of CuPc EXAFS were used to calculated Fe−N and Co−N coordination 

numbers for our catalysts. The first scattering path such as Fe−N (or Co−N) and second scattering path 

like Fe−C (Co−C) from FePc and CoPc crystal structure (.cif files) were used to fit the first shell of 

Fe-N-C and Co-N-C catalysts.  
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Figure 5-21. Molecular structure of FePc, CuPc and CoPc. 

 

Figure 5-22. (a) Cu K-edge R-space EXAFS fitting of CuPc (b) Cu K-edge K-space EXAFS fitting 

of CuPc.  

Electrochemical Measurements. Electrocatalytic CO2RR measurements were carried out in a two-

compartment three-electrode electrochemical cell in CO2-saturated 0.1 M KHCO3 electrolyte 

(pH=6.8). A Pt mesh and Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) were used as the counter electrode and reference 

electrode, respectively. The working electrode was prepared by drop casting 120 µL of catalyst ink 

onto carbon paper (1 cm2) with mass loading of 0.6 mg cm−2. The ink was prepared by dispersing 3 

mg catalyst in mixture solution of 200 µL DI-water, 370 µL ethanol, and 30 µL 5% Nafion solution 

via sonication for 3 h. The working and reference electrodes were placed in the cathode chamber, 

while counter electrode was placed in the anode chamber, which was separated by a piece of Nafion 

115 ionic exchange membrane. The high purity CO2 was introduced in the cathode chamber for 1 h 

with a flow rate of 34 mL min−1 before electrolysis. The gas-phase products were analyzed by using 

an online gas chromatograph (GC, Fuel Cell GC-2014ATF, Shimadzu) equipped with a thermal 
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conductivity detector (TCD) and a methanizer assisted flame ionization detector (FID). The measured 

potentials after iR compensation were rescaled to the reversible hydrogen electrode by E (RHE) = E 

(Ag/AgCl) + 0.210 V + 0.0591V×pH. 

Faradaic Efficiency (FE) of gas phase product at each applied potential was calculated based on 

the equation FE = (z∙P∙F∙V∙vi)/(R∙T∙j), where z is the number of electrons transferred per mole of gas 

product (z is 2 for CO and H2), P is pressure (1.01 × 105 Pa), F is Faraday constant (96500 C mol−1), 

V is the gas flow rate (5.67×10−7 m3 s−1), vi is the volume concentration of gas product determined by 

GC, T is the temperature (298.15 K), and R is the gas constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1). j is the steady-state 

current at each applied potential. The partial current density for CO and H2 is determined by 

calculating the total current density multiplied by FE of CO and H2, respectively. 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations. Spin-polarized DFT calculations[1] were performed 

using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code.[2] Projector augmented wave (PAW) 

pseudopotential [3] was used to describe the core electrons and a plane wave basis set with a kinetic 

energy cutoff of 400 eV was used to expand the wave functions. Electronic exchange and correlation 

were described within the framework of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the revised 

Perdew, Burke and Ernzernhof (RPBE) functionals.[4] Two different moieties (M−N4-C10 and M−N2+2-

C8) were investigated as the models of the active sites. The Brillouin zone was sampled using 

Monkhorst-Pack 4 × 3 × 1 and 4 × 4 × 1 k-point grids for each active site, respectively.[5] The atomic 

positions were optimized until the forces were below 0.01 eV/Å during structural optimization. The 

computational hydrogen electrode method developed by Nørskov was used to calculate the free energy 

of each intermediate state.[6] 

The free energy of 𝐻+ + 𝑒− is calculated by the free energy of 
1

2
𝐻2(𝑔) at standard state according 

to the definition of reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). 

The reaction free energy of a chemical reaction is calculated by 

∆𝐺0 = ∆𝐸𝐷𝐹𝑇 + ∆𝐸𝑍𝑃𝐸 + ∆𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 + ∆𝐻0 𝑡𝑜 𝑇 − 𝑇∆𝑆 

where ∆𝐸𝐷𝐹𝑇  is the DFT calculated energy change, ∆𝐸𝑍𝑃𝐸  is the zero-point energy, ∆𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣  is the 
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solvation energy, ∆𝐻0 𝑡𝑜 𝑇 is the enthalpy change from 0 to T K, and ∆𝑆 is the entropy. ZPE corrections 

were calculated as ZPE = ∑
1

2
ℎ𝜈𝑖𝑖  , where ℎ  is Planck’s constant and 𝜈𝑖  is the frequency of the 𝑖 th 

vibrational mode of binding molecules. ∆𝐻0 𝑡𝑜 𝑇  was calculated by the vibrational heat capacity 

integration ∫ 𝐶𝑝𝑑𝑇
𝑇

0
 . The entropy terms for gas phase were derived from partition functions and 

compared with the data from NIST Standard reference database.[7] A solvation effect correction was 

included by following previously reported values, namely 0.25 eV stabilization of COOH*, 0.1 eV 

stabilization of CO*.[8] Moreover, a thermodynamic correction of 0.43/0.04 eV for CO2(g)/CO(g) 

suggested by the previous study[9] was applied to ensure the calculated reaction free energy agrees 

with the experiments. The corrections and calculated free energy of gas phase were listed in Table 5-

5. The agreement of calculated free energy for CO2 reduction reactions with the experimental values 

from NIST database are shown in Table 5-6. Calculated electronic energy, enthalpic temperature 

correction, entropy, and free energy of each CO2RR intermediate at 0 V (vs. RHE) were listed in Table 

5-7.  
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Table 5-5. Contributions to the free energy from the zero-point energy correction, enthalpic 

temperature correction, CO2/CO correction, entropy, and the calculated total free energy, respectively. 

The literature entropies taken from NIST are also listed. All values are given in eV. 

 𝑬𝑫𝑭𝑻 ZPE ∆𝑯𝟎 𝒕𝒐 𝑻 CO2/CO 

correction 

H TS 

(calculated) 

TS (NIST 

database) 

G 

CO2 -22.31 0.30 0.10 0.43 - 21.48 0.66 0.66 - 22.14 

CO -14.45 0.13 0.09 0.04 -14.19 0.61 0.61 - 14.80 

H2 -6.98 0.27 0.09 - -6.62 0.40 0.40 - 7.02 

H2O -14.15 0.57 0.10 - -13.48 0.67 0.67 - 14.15 

HCOOH -29.26 0.88 0.11 0.43 -27.84 0.77 0.84 - 28.61 

 

 

 

Table 5-6. Validation of calculated enthalpy change (∆𝐻), free energy change (∆𝐺) and the standard 

electrode potential (𝑈0). The literature entropies taken from NIST are also listed. All energy values 

are given in eV and potential in V. 

 ∆𝑯 

(NIST) 

∆𝑯 

(calculated) 

𝑼𝟎 ∆𝑮 𝑼𝟎(calculated) 

CO2 + H2 = HCOOH 0.16 0.26 - 0.20 0.55 - 0.27 

CO2 + H2 = CO + H2O 0.42 0.43 - 0.12 0.21 - 0.10 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5-7. Calculated electronic energy, ZPE, enthalpic temperature correction, entropy, solvation 

correction, and free energy of each CO2RR intermediate at 0 V (vs. RHE). The calculation of relative 

free energy uses CO2(g), H2(g) and H2O(aq) as the reference states. 
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 Species 

Electronic 

Energy 

(eV) 

ZPE 

(eV) 

∫ 𝐶𝑝𝑑𝑇
𝑇

0

 (eV) 

Entropy 

(eV) 

Solvation 

Correction 

(eV) 

Free 

energy 

(eV) 

Relative 

free 

energy 

(eV) 

Fe-N4-C10 

Site -267.133 - - - - - - 

COOH* -292.612 0.61 0.11 0.26 -0.25 -25.27 0.38 

CO* -282.843 0.21 0.06 0.14 -0.1 -15.68 -0.67 

H* -270.405 0.21 0.01 0.01 - -3.06 0.45 

Fe-N2+2-C8 

Site -343.071 - - - - - - 

COOH* -368.852 0.61 0.11 0.26 -0.25 -25.57 0.07 

CO* -358.786 0.21 0.06 0.14 -0.1 -15.68 -0.68 

H* -346.560 0.21 0.01 0.01 - -3.28 0.23 

Co-N4-C10 

Site -266.095 - - - - - - 

COOH* -291.716 0.61 0.11 0.26 -0.25 -25.41 0.23 

CO* -281.125 0.21 0.06 0.14 -0.1 -15.00 0.01 

H* -269.452 0.21 0.01 0.01 - -3.15 0.36 

Co-N2+2-C8 

Site -342.459 - - - - - - 

COOH* -367.792 0.61 0.11 0.26 -0.25 -25.12 0.52 

CO* -357.713 0.21 0.06 0.14 -0.1 -15.22 -0.21 

H* -345.510 0.21 0.01 0.01 - -2.84 0.67 
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Chapter 6: Summary and Perspective 

Various approach to developing PGM-free ORR catalysts derived from MOF precursors were 

summarized in Chapter 1. At first, it should be noted that most of MOF precursors studied for catalyst 

design and synthesis can be prepared in a low-cost and large scale manner. MOFs either with or 

without other additional nitrogen/carbon and metal precursors can directly converted into ORR active 

catalysts at high temperature under inert gas or NH3. MOF chemistry provides a flexible capability to 

allow us to use various choices of integrating carbon, nitrogen and metal ions into a well-ordered 

porous 3D precursor. These unique chemical and structural properties offers a great opportunity for 

engineering nanostructures and morphologies of PGM-free catalysts in terms of increased density of 

active sites and strengthen bonding. 

Compared to other metal-containing MOF, Zn-MOF precursors such as ZIF-8 were readily 

converted into highly porous nitrogen-doped carbon catalysts owing to the volatile nature of Zn at 

high temperatures generating porous catalyst structures. Furthermore, the doping of either Fe or Co 

into the Zn-MOF precursors was crucial to enhancing the ORR activity of the catalysts, taking 

advantage of high surface areas from evaporation of Zn and well-dispersed and highly active CoNx or 

FeNx active sites. In addition, among MOF precursors, ZIF were widely investigated due to the high 

nitrogen content and its aromatic nature in imidazolate compounds, capable of forming Fe/CoN4 

coordination. Optimal Fe/CoN4 content and local structural/chemical environments are crucial for 

final catalyst structures after thermal conversion. Additional Fe or Co will lead to significant metallic 

or carbide aggregates, therefore reducing surface area and mitigating ORR activity. MOF crystal 

morphologies and distribution also play important role to affect final catalysts. Usually, smaller sized 

MOF crystals or well-dispersed templated MOF crystals are beneficial for the increase of the density 

of active sites and surface areas with effective mass transfer. Currently, most highly active MOF-

derived catalysts exhibit amorphous or less graphitized carbon structures, which is opposite to 

previous observation highlighting the importance of highly graphitized nanocarbon structures in 

PGM-free catalysts. However, graphitized carbon indeed benefits for enhanced durability. For 
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example, despite low activity, in fuel cells, highly graphitized ORR catalysts derived from Co-

containing ZIF-67 exhibited improved stability at 0.5 V holding stability test, but still suffering in the 

cycling. Thus, it may suggests a balance between graphitization and active site density, which is 

necessary to generate catalysts with both high activity and good durability. Like other precursors-

derived catalysts, MOF-derived catalysts also need careful optimization of heating temperature, 

precursor ratios, and the way precursors interact each other to achieve intrinsically highly active sites, 

large density of active site numbers, large surface area favorable for mass transfer, and excellent 

durability for long term operation. In addition to sole precursor, MOFs can hybrid with other additional 

carbon/nitrogen and metal species as well as templates/supports. This can further boost ORR activity 

by increasing density of active sites and surface areas. 

In Chapter 2, using chemical doping strategy, we focused in this work on the elucidation of the 

effect of iron content in ZIF precursors in a range from 0 to 9.0 at% of Fe on ORR activity of catalysts 

obtained via the high-temperature approach. We determined that the Fe content of 1.5 at.% yielded 

the most active catalyst, containing exclusively atomically dispersed, N-coordinated Fe sites, free of 

metal-rich clusters or nanoparticles. Mößbauer spectroscopy confirmed the sole presence of atomically 

dispersed Fe sites in the form of FeN4. Advanced electron microscopy provided further insight into 

the clustering process of Fe atoms as a function of the Fe content in the ZIF precursor, beyond the 

optimum content of 1.5 at.%.  

The absence of Fe-rich clusters/nanoparticles in catalysts allowed for the correlation between the 

ORR activity and the number of atomically dispersed Fe sites, with ORR activity directly proportional 

to the overall Fe content in precursors up to 1.5 at%. (Since there is no method to reliably quantify in-

situ the amount of Fe on the surface of M-N-C catalysts, no correlation is possible between ORR 

activity and Fe concentration on the catalyst surface.) ORR activity drop observed with catalysts 

derived from precursors with Fe content > 1.5 at.% is due to the formation of clusters/nanoparticles. 

The Fe content also affects the carbon structure, BET surface area, porosity, and doped-nitrogen level, 

which are all important factors for ORR performance of the catalysts. High Fe content enhances carbon 
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graphitization but reduces the total pore volume, limiting the number of carbon defects as potential 

hosts for active sites.  

The atomic dispersion of the Fe sites appears to be directly responsible for the high ORR activity 

of catalysts in RDE testing and in the fuel cell cathode. The measured half-wave potential of 0.88 V 

vs. RHE, likely the highest ever demonstrated with PGM-free catalysts, is comparable to the half-wave 

potentials measured with state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts in acidic electrolytes. This catalyst 

performance data show that atomically dispersed Fe catalysts represent state-of-the-art PGM-free 

catalysts for PEFCs. However, stability challenges still need to be overcome before these catalysts can 

be considered for practical applications.  

In Chapter 3, we develop a unique synthetic chemistry to control ZIF crystal sizes (20 to 1000 

nm). This approach allows us to study the size-dependent ORR activity for PGM-free catalysts. 

Similar to Pt nanoparticles, PGM-free carbon catalysts thus can be engineered with improving 

catalytic activity through exposing increased number of active sties and generating more effective 

porosity for mass transfer in fuel cell electrodes.  

More importantly, this work provides a series of homogenous atomic Fe catalysts, which was 

further studied as a model system. The active site formation process during the high-temperature 

treatment was thus elucidated. A temperature of 800oC was identified as the critical point, forming 

new bonds associated with N, C, and Fe. Further increasing temperatures yield higher content of 

graphitic nitrogen and the possible Fe-N4 species with a reduction of oxidation number of Fe between 

3+ and 2+. The possible synergistic effect between graphitic N and FeN4 is responsible for enhanced 

activity with an increase of heating temperature. XAS characterization further provides strong 

evidence that FeN4 is very likely associated with the atomic Fe sites, which is favorable at higher 

temperature (i.e., 1100oC). The chemically Fe-doped MOF approach would be an effective solution to 

generate uniform dispersion of atomic FeN4 sites into carbon, capable of significantly narrowing down 

the performance gap with Pt catalysts in challenging acidic media. For future catalyst design, one key 
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consideration is to increase the density of atomic Fe sites by preventing their clustering, which could 

be realized by strengthening the Fe-N bonding in precursors or using multiple nitrogen precursors. 

In Chapter 4, a binary ligand strategy is developed to engineer the carbon structure of Fe-N-C 

catalysts derived from Fe doped ZIF-8 precursors. Different secondary ligands are able to construct 

ZIF precursors with primary mIm ligand and then to prepare Fe-N-C catalysts with various 

morphologies. The utilization of imidazolate binary ligand systems can retain the shape and size of 

precursor into final catalysts after high-temperature treatment, facilitating to hold active sites in the 

micropores. Among these studied ligands, the uIm is found to be a promising secondary ligand to 

generate open porous structure in the obtained Fe-N-C catalysts due to the C11 long alkyl chains. In 

addition, the construction of Fe doped ZIFs with uIm and mIm binary ligands could incorporate more 

atomically dispersed iron sites likely forming FeN4 actives sites in the catalysts. The optimized catalyst 

derived from uIm and mIm binary ligands shows an excellent ORR activity with an onset potential of 

0.98 V vs RHE and a half-wave potential of 0.86 V vs RHE. Also it exhibits a better stability with 7 % 

more current density retention than that of single ligand Fe-ZIF derived catalysts during a stability test 

by holding a constant potential at 0.85 V vs RHE for 9 hours. This is due to less defective and ordered 

carbon structure in the binary ligand-derived catalyst. This work successfully demonstrated an 

effective strategy that using binary or multiple ligands to design unique MOF precursors for 

engineering M-N-C catalysts with optimal morphology and nanostructures, therefor leading to 

enhanced catalysts activity and stability for the ORR in PEMFCs. 

In Chapter 5, we have clearly elucidated that Fe−N4 sites are intrinsically more active than Co−N4 

sites in M-N-C for CO2 reduction to CO. Moreover, for the first time, the edge-hosted M−N2+2-C8 

bridging two armchair-like graphitic layers was computationally identified to be the active moiety for 

CO2RR. More specifically, the M centers and C atoms with dangling bonds next to N are the active 

sites to adsorb *CO and *OH in the cleavage of C−O bond during the CO2RR, respectively. We 

believe that these new findings regarding the champion Fe−N2+2-C8 site will provide guidelines on the 
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design of advanced M-N-C catalysts for realizing an efficient and cost-effective electrochemical CO2-

to-fuels process.  
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